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Quarterly Issues/Programs List
“Morning Edition and All Things Considered”

(April, May, June 2013)

General

4/1 OLD COLONY-McDONALD/Brooks:We visit South Boston with author Michael 
Patrick McDonald...to watch a wrecking crew demolish the last remnant of the Old 
Colony Housing Project, where he grew up.

4/2 FALMOUTH WIND/Oakes-McNerney: Falmouth could make history if its Town 
Meeting votes to tear down both its municipal turbines, after criticism from some 
residents who say the spinning blades are making them sick:

4/4 MLK DEATH BOSTON/Handy: Bostonians recall the impact of Martin Luther 
King's assassination, 45 years ago today:

4/8 NORWOOD SEQUESTER/Gellerman: The feds now plan a June start for shutting down air 
traffic control towers across the country. Eventually, five are to close here in Massachusetts. Today, as 
we report on the impact of the sequester cuts, we visit one of the affected airports -- Norwood:

4/9 MASSACHUSETTS IRAQI REFUGEES/Khalid: Ten years after the start of the war in Iraq, 
more than 27-thousand Iraqis now live in Massachusetts. It's been a tough road:

4/12 HOLOCAUST PHOTOS DOCUMENTARY/Shea:  A Boston photographer explores a family 
secret, when he discovers pictures his grandfather took at the first concentration camp to be uncovered 
by American troops in Germany:

4/12 TRAFFIC SNAG Khalid Piece

4/16 LIVE REPORTS/Thys & Brown in field from 4:45 am: We'll get the latest on the explosions 
and the investigation... from WBUR reporters Fred Thys and Steve Brown.

4/16 MARATHON EXPLOSIONS/Gellerman: A perfect Marathon Monday rocked by explosions:

4/16 BOSTON SHELLSHOCKED/Jolicoeur: Reaction on the streets of Boston:

4/16 PERSONAL RESPONSE/Ashlock: A personal reflection...from WBUR's Marathon reporter, 
Alex Ashlock.

4/16 FAMILY MEMBER/2-way: We talk with a runner, whose mother was injured in the blasts.

4/16 QUESTIONS NO ANSWERS/Nickisch: Bostonians grapple with the many 
questions surrounding the blasts.
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4/17 MARTIN RICHARD/Handy: Neighbors in Dorchester mourn the youngest victim 
of the Marathon bombings, Martin Richard:

4/17 BOSTON COMMON VIGIL/Khalid: Vigils are happening across the city. We 
stop by the one on Boston Common last night.

4/17 NEWSROOM UPDATES/Brown Debriefs:  [Brown in newsroom by 6 am for live 
debriefs in studio.] We'll have updates on the investigation and medical situation in the 
wake of the marathon bombings.

4/17 BOMBING OVERVIEW/Gellerman: Investigators call for the public's help...in the 
search for answers: 

4/17 GOV. PATRICK 2-WAY: [7:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] And we talk with Governor Deval 
Patrick about what officials and investigators are finding out, and what they're doing, at this point.

4/18 BOSTON BOMBINGS/Littlefield essay: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on the meaning of the 
bombings.

4/18 BOSTON MEMORIAL/Rivers 2-way: ...and Reverend Eugene Rivers tells us what he wants to 
hear from the President today.

4/18 MARATHON HEROES/2-way: A conversation with a Hingham teacher, also a track coach 
and EMT...who ran towards the explosions...to help the wounded:

4/19 POST ATTACK PROFILING/Khalid: We hear from local Muslims who say they've been 
targeted in the wake of the bombings...even as they grieve over the tragedy:

4/19 CITY ON EDGE/Bever: A young student is mistakenly identified in Boston as a possible 
suspect in the bombings.

4/19 BOSTON FORGIVENESS/Gellerman: We ask Bostonians: Are you ready to forgive?

4/19 COPING POST ATTACK/2-way:  Advice on how to deal with your feelings about the attack.

4/19 MARATHON ESSAY/Brody: Commentator Sharon Brody on how this week has turned her 
into a 'real Bostonian.'

4/19 SUPPORT FOR AMPUTEES/Bebinger: Friends rally to help a couple who both lost a leg in 
the bombings.

4/19 COMFORT DOGS/Hicks: "Comfort Dogs" help people deal with their emotions after the 
Marathon attack.

4/20 SPECIAL 7-8 am SHOW MARATHON REFLECTION/Ashlock: [END THE HOUR 
WITH 2-3 MINS FROM ALEX "MARATHON MAN" ASHLOCK.
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4/20 SPECIAL 7-8 am SHOW ASSESS SUCCESS/Long 2-way: [7:20 AM PHONE 2-WAY] 
We take stock of the way the investigation played out...and talk about the stress of the week on police 
officers.

4/20 SPECIAL 7-8 am SHOW MANHUNT STRATEGY/Boeri Debrief/s: [MORN 
DEBRIEF/S] The keys to breaking the case of the marathon bombings.

4/21 BEVER WATERTOWN  Fred Bever FEature on Watertown residents the day after  NWS-
S21B runs:
Watertown residents emerged from their homes yesterday, the day after one of the most dramatic and 
traumatic days their town had ever seen.
WBUR’s Fred Bever reports on residents trying to make sense of the lockdown, the gunfire, the 
explosions and the capture of a suspected terrorist.

4/22 MARATHON LATEST/Bebinger: [Citizens offer thanks, as authorities continue figuring out 
the details of the Boston Marathon bombings. ]

4/22 CIVIL RIGHTS ROUTE/Oakes-Silverglate: [Just what are the rights of bombing suspect 
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev? ]

4/22 MIT CONCERT/Shea: [A somber concert on the MIT campus in honor of the school security 
officer killed late last week]

4/23 CAMPBELL FUNERAL/Bever: A community comes together for Krystle Campbell, one of 
the Boston bombing victims:

4/23 CURATING MEMORIALS/McNerney: A local curator wants a permanent home for the 
spontaneous memorials at the site of the marathon bombings.

4/24 MIT OFFICER FUNERAL/Bever: A private funeral for slain MIT Police officer Sean 
Collier...in Stoneham:

4/24 MARTIN RICHARD'S COMMUNITY/Handy: How friends and neighbors of eight-year-old 
bombing victim Martin Richard are responding to his family right now:

4/25 MIT MEMORIAL/Nickisch: [MIT pays tribute to its police officer allegedly killed by the 
Boston Marathon bombers.]

4/25 BOMBING MEMORIAL/Oakes: [Thoughts of people stopping by the site of the marathon 
bombings on the first day the area is again open to the public]

4/26 SOUNDS OF WATERTOWN/Bever, Gellerman, Nickisch, Hicks: A week after the marathon 
suspects' manhunt ends, WBUR reporters trace the timeline of the final hours in Watertown.

4/26 BOYLSTON LAWYER/Jolicoeur: For people who live and work on Boylston Street...the 
lingering emotional effects of the blasts:

4/29 COMMUNITY HEALING/Khalid:  After the Marathon Monday bombings...how does a 
community heal?
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5/3 TAMERLAN TSARNAEV FUNERAL: Sacha talks with T & G reporter about the Worcester 
funeral home that's taken possession of Tamerlan Tsarnaev's body.

5/7 TAMERLAN BODY/Becker:  Raging controversy over what to do with the remains of the 
alleged Boston Marathon bomber.

5/7 ONEFUNDBOSTON/Bever:  A town meeting was held last night at Boston 
Public Library regarding what to do with the now $28-million collected for 
OneFundBoston.

5/7 ONE FUND PUBLIC HEARING/Nickisch ***LIVE*** debrief
Steve speaks ***live*** with Curt Nickisch about today's public hearing regarding 
disbursement of funds from One Fund Boston to marathon bombing victims.

5/8 WORCESTER BURIAL WATCH/Gellerman: ...The scene outside a funeral 
home in Worcester...where the body of bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev is ready 
for burial...but no place is prepared to accept him.

5/8 SOLID WASTE/Bever: A state plan to ease a 23-year moratorium on new waste 
incinerators sparks criticism.

5/10 ISRAELI TRAUMA TEAM/Khalid:  Watertown schools staff get training from 
Israelis...on ways to recover from the trauma of the marathon bombers manhunt in 
their neighborhoods.

5/10 BPD V FBI/Nickisch Debrief: [6:35 AM LIVE STUDIO DEBRIEF] WBUR's Curt 
Nickisch reports on the differences between the Boston police...and FBI...over access 
to intel about the Tsarnaev brothers.

5/14 PHYSICIAN AMPUTEE/Handy: We meet one of the last bombing victims to 
leave the hospital...and start rehab:

5/14 WALK BOSTON STUDY/Pfeiffer: ATC-T14A Sacha speaks with Wendy Landman of the 
non-profit Walk Boston about the group's new study showing people are driving less, and how that 
should fuel government decisions over funding and prioritizing development of pedestrian- and 
bicycle-friendly areas.

5/15 TACKLING COP/Gellerman: Details about what happened the night of the Watertown 
shootout...from one of the police officers who tackled bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev:

5/15 MARATHON MEMORIAL ARCHIVING 2-way/Pfeiffer: ATC-W15C - Sacha speaks with 
Rainey Tisdale, an independent curator who is consulting the city of Boston, on what will happen with 
all of the items left at the marathon memorial.
5/15 BOSTON POLICE AMPUTEE 2-way/Pfeiffer: ATC-W15A - Sacha speaks with Boston Police 
Officer Terry Shane Burke, who lost a leg in an IED explosion in Iraq in 2006. He's a crime scene 
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technician and had to process the marathon bombing scene. He's also reached out to amputees to offer 
support.

5/20 DRUG LAB LAUNCH/Becker: Today, we launch a project, called Bad Chemistry...reporting 
on the crisis in the drug lab...where a state chemist allegedly tainted samples and breached protocol:

5/20 MBTA SUPER/SHEA -  Officer Richard (Dic) Donahue, who was critically injured during the 
shootout with the alleged marathon bombers holds his first press availability at Spaulding Rehab with 
his wife. 1:38

5/24 MERY DANIEL GOES HOME/Handy: We revisit Marathon bombing victim, Mery 
[MERRY] Daniel...as she leaves Spaulding Rehab...facing a changed future:

5/24 MEMORIAL DAY: WWII ORPHANS/Nickisch: As Memorial Day approaches, it's a time to 
remember those who died at war. For some people, it's an occasion to remember the loss of a father 
they barely knew:  

5/24 HONOR FLIGHT/Pfeiffer
ATC-F24A
We go along with Honor Flight New England as 61 World War II vets from New England travel to 
Washington, DC to visit the World War II Memorial -- along with other memorials including Vietnam, 
Korea, Iwo Jima, and Arlington National Cemetery's Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. This is the first 
time most of these vets have been to the WWII memorial, and Honor Flight is racing to pay tribute to 
as many World War II veterans as possible.

5/27 CIVIL WAR REMEMBRANCE/Brown: A gathering in East Bridgewater...to honor local 
soldiers who died in the Civil War, 150 years ago:

5/30 FUCARILE FEATURE/Bebinger NWS-R30B  DUR 4:09 TOTAL DUR  4:34  Last bombing 
patient leaves Mass General for rehab (the final patient to be discharged from Beth Israel tomorrow)

5/30 WATERTOWN MEETING/Gellerman  NWS-R30C  DUR  4:16    TOTAL DUR  : 4:37
ELE-WATERTOWN :09   WATERTOWN POLICE CHIEF EDWARD DEVEAU SAYS HIS TOWN 
IS NO LONGER IN BOSTON'S SHADOW:

6/3 BULGER's SOUTHIE/Oakes: Ahead of Bulger's trial, we speak with a life-long South Boston 
resident about how the neighborhood will react to the trial, and how much it's changed.

6/3 FINAL MARATHON PATIENT LEAVES HOSPITAL/Bebinger: ATC-M03A
Martha B. feature on final marathon bombing patient leaving acute care hospital to go to rehab facility.

6/3 DON STERN 2-WAY/Pfeiffer - ATC-M03B: 2-way with former US Attorney Donald Stern 
about how the culture of the FBI has changed since its Bulger informant days. Stern talks about the 
"corrosive" relationship among law enforcement agencies then and says the Bulger trial could finally 
"pierce that boil" that Whitey created for the FBI.

6/4 BULGER RULINGS/Khalid: Last minute rulings and directions from the judge in the Bulger 
trial...ahead of jury selection starting today:
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6/4 FIRE CHIEF OUT/Gellerman:  The chief of Boston's fire department steps down, amid 
criticism of his leadership, especially during the Marathon bombings.

6/4 FINAL HOSPITALIZED BOMB VIC/Bebinger: We talk with the last bombing victim to leave 
the hospital for rehab. Erika Brannock [BRAN'-ock] recalls her fears when bombing suspect Dzhokar 
Tsarnaev was hospitalized one floor below her:

6/4 BULGER VICTIMS/Boeri Debrief: As jury selection starts today in the trial of James 
"Whitey" Bulger, we launch an online guide to the case...and hear from the families of people 
allegedly murdered Bulger:

6/4 BULGER JURY 2-way: [6:15 PHONER]  We speak with former federal judge Nancy Gertner 
about the challenges in selecting a jury for the Bulger trial.

6/4 KEN FEINBERG ONE FUND 2-WAY/Pfeiffer
Sacha speaks with attorney Ken Feinberg, administrator of the One Fund, about the upcoming deadline 
for applications, process for dealing with claims from marathon bombing victims, etc. To date 50 of 
the 280+ victims have made claims.

6/6 BULGER TODAY/Boeri Debrief: WBUR's David Boeri...on what life is like for 'Whitey' 
Bulger today.

6/6 BOERI BULGER-FBI DEBRIEF/Pfeiffer - ATC-R06B: Sacha speaks with David Boeri about 
the history of James "Whitey" Bulger's involvement with the FBI as an informant and how that 
thwarted other law enforcement agencies' efforts to investigate and prosecute Bulger.

6/7 BULGER TRIAL LEGAL STRATEGIES 2-WAY/Pfeiffer: ATC-F07A
Sacha speaks with criminal defense attorney Brad Bailey, who formerly worked as an assistant US 
attorney and a state prosecutor, about legal strategies in the Whitey Bulger trial.

6/10 BULGER JUDGE/Gertner 2-way:  What are the challenges faced by the judge in the 'Whitey' 
Bulger case?

6/11 BULGER TRIAL CHOSEN ***live*** debrief/Pfeiffer-Khalid
Sacha speaks live with Asma Khalid about the jury in the Whitey Bulger case being seated.

6/12 WHY BULGER MATTERS/Boeri Debrief: [6:15 AM TAPING IN STUDIO] Opening 
statements are expected today...in the trial of James 'Whitey' Bulger.l We talk with WBUR's David 
Boeri...about why this case matters.

6/12 BULGER DAY ONE/Pfeiffer-Khalid
Sacha speaks with Asma Khalid about opening statements in the James "Whitey" Bulger trial.

6/13 BULGER OPENINGS/Boeri: WBUR's David Boeri reports on reaction among victims' 
families...to opening statements at the murder and racketeering trial of 'Whitey' Bulger.

6/13 CELLUCCI MEMORIAL 2-WAY/Card: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] Ahead of today's 
memorial service and public viewing at the Statehouse...we remembering Paul Cellucci, with his 
longtime friend Andrew Card.
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6/13 GOV. CELLUCCI MEMORIAL/Bever: ATC-R13B
Fred Bever super spot on services at the State House in memory of former Governor Paul Cellucci, 
who died Saturday from ALS. His body is lying in repose this evening.

6/14 CELLUCCI STATEHOUSE MEMORIAL/Bever: Politicians from both sides of the aisle turn 
out to pay tribute to Governor Paul Cellucci:

6/14 BULGER THURSDAY/Boeri: 'Whitey' Bulger's defense team grills the state police 
investigator credited with bringing down his crime mob.

6/14 CELLUCCI FUNERAL/Becker: Deb Becker super spot on today's funeral in Hudson for 
former Governor Paul Cellucci.

6/14 BULGER DAY 3/Khalid: ATC-F14K - Asma super spot on today's testimony in the Whitey 
Bulger trial.

6/17 BULGER DAY 4: MARTORANO TESTIFIES/Pfeiffer-Boeri: ATC-M17A
Sacha speaks with David Boeri about today's testimony of hitman John Martorano in the Whitey 
Bulger trial.

6/18 MARTORANO & BULGER/Boeri: A day of dramatic testimony from the prosecution's star 
witness against James 'Whitey' Bulger.

6/18 BULGER DAY 5 debrief/Pfeiffer-Khalid: Sacha speaks with Asma Khalid about the second 
day of testimony from hitman John Martorano in the Whitey Bulger trial.

6/19 BULGER DAY 6/Khalid: Asma Khalid superspot on today's testimony in the Whitey Bulger 
trial.

6/20 BULGER OVERVIEW/Boeri-Oakes: [The impact of the first "major" witness in the Whitey 
Bulger trial ]

6/21 FIRST NIGHT SHUTTING DOWN 2-WAY/Brown
Steve speaks with Mayor Menino and then Geri Guardino, director of First Night Boston, about the 
announcement by First Night that the drop in corporate and foundation donations/sponsorships is 
forcing the organization to shut down after 37 years. The mayor says the city will take over the event 
and it will still happen this year as a more permanent solution is sought.

6/24 MORAL INJURY PT. I/Bebinger: We begin a new series today...on "War's Invisible Injury:"

6/25 MORAL INJURY PT. II/Bebinger: In our series,  "War's Invisible Injury"...today we examine 
the controversy over the very definition of the condition:

6/25 FAIRMONT LINE/Handy: Some long-awaited changes are set to take place along the 
Fairmont/Indigo line...the only commuter rail line that begins and ends in Boston.

6/26 MORAL INJURY PT. III/Freemark: Our series "War's Invisible Injury" continues today...when 
we meet a local Army vet who's found ways to come to terms with things he had to do in Iraq:
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6/27 MORAL INJURY PT. IV/Samara Freemark: [NWS-R27M 5:08 + :37 LEDE + :20 TAG. DUR 
TOTAL 6:05]  

6/27 MORAL INJURY PT. IV/Samara Freemark: [NWS-R27M 5:08 + :37 LEDE + :20 TAG. DUR 
TOTAL 6:05]  

6/27 BULGER TRIAL DEBRIEF/Brown-Boeri: ATC-R27B***self-contained***
Steve talks with David Boeri about today's testimony of disgraced FBI agent John Morris in the trial of 
James "Whitey" Bulger.

6/28 MORAL INJURY PT. V/2-way: We conclude our series, "War's Invisible Injury" 
today...talking with a psychiatrist who treats veterans and researches ways to identify "moral 
injury"...treat and possibly prevent it.

6/28 BULGER UPDATE/Boeri: The latest from the 'Whitey' Bulger trial...where the defendant 
lashes out at a witness. BULGER UPDATE/Boeri: The latest from the 'Whitey' Bulger trial...where the 
defendant lashes out at a witness.

Economic and Business

4/1 SUFFOLK DOWNS-MENINO/2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] What happens 
with Suffolk Downs’ casino bid, now that its biggest proponent, Tom Menino, will be 
exiting the mayor’s office?

4/3 TRANSPO PLAN/2-way: [7:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] We speak with Sen. Stephen Brewer, 
Chair of the Senate Ways and Means Committee, about the transportation financing proposal and the 
larger budget proposal expected soon.

4/3 HOUSE SENATE TRANSPO FUNDING/Bever: House and Senate leaders veer from the 
Governor's budget proposals for raising new transportation and education revenue.

4/3 CLEAN FRACKING/Nickisch: Fears of "fracking:" Massachusetts' clean energy sector is 
worried about the impact of hydraulic fracturing for natural gas...on their wind and solar businesses:

4/4 PATRICK TRANSPO REAX/Bever: Governor Patrick says lawmakers' transportation plan 
doesn't go far enough:

4/5 GOV. PATRICK 2-way: [8:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] We talk with Governor Patrick about his 
apparent standoff with legislative leaders over transpo funding plans.

4/15 PATRIOTS SEQUESTER/Gellerman: On Patriots Day, we report on reaction to how the 
sequester is affecting Minuteman National Park in Concord:

4/18 NEIGHBORHOOD BUSINESS/Gellerman: The impact of the explosion scene investigation 
on businesses in the Back May.
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4/24 COPLEY SQUARE/McNerney: Businesses near the Boylston Street crime scene take the first 
step toward re-opening:

4/30 DEFENSE SEQUESTER/Gellerman: In our series on how the sequester is 
affecting life in Massachusetts, today we report on the impact of cuts in the state's 
defense sector:

5/15 SENATE BUDGET/Brewer 2-way: [8:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] On Beacon Hill, 
Senate lawmakers release their proposed budget today. We'll get a preview...from the 
Senate's budget "builder" Stephen Brewer.

5/16 BUDGET ANALYSIS 2WAY/Widmer: [6:15 PHONER] Analysis of the state 
Senate's budget plan....

5/20 NEW BEDFORD REVITALIZATION/Khalid: New Bedford looks to offshore 
wind...as a way to regenerate its more prosperous past:

5/22 MASS AUDIO VEGAS/Shea: A bucolic town in the Blackstone Valley is home to 
audio speaker makers for loud nightclubs and venues across the world:

5/23 LT GOV RESIGNS/Bever: A new job for Lieutenant Governor Tim Murray...who is resigning 
from his state office to run the business chamber in his hometown, Worcester.

5/28 SEQUESTER-NIH RESEARCH/Gellerman: The latest report in our series, "State of the 
Sequester"...looks at how cuts to NIH funding are affected researchers here in Massachusetts:

5/30 FISHING LIMITS LAWSUIT/Nickisch debrief ***LIVE***
Sacha speaks **LIVE** with Curt Nickisch about the lawsuit filed by Massachusetts Attorney General 
Martha Coakley against NOAA over new fishing limits that impose a 77% reduction in allotments of 
certain groundfish.

5/31 FISHING/Nickisch  NWSF31B  Dur    1:31   TOTAL DUR   1:41

6/10 ENTREPRENEUR VISA/Nickisch: We profile a Cambridge company that's banking on a new 
'entrepreneur' visa -- under debate in Congress -- that would make it easier for foreigners to start 
companies here.

6/14 LAYOFF SCARS/Goldberg: Even after we've been told the recession is over, 
many people still feel the lingering financial, physical, and mental effects of layoffs:

6/17 SEQUESTER HOUSING/Gellerman: The State of the Sequester: Our series on 
the impact of federal funding cuts in Massachusetts continues today...with a look at 
the impact on public housing. We visit Worcester, where the housing chief is finding 
ways to cope with the cuts:

6/19 GMO LABELING LAWS 3-WAY/Pfeiffer: ATC-W19A
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Sacha speaks with Ed Stockman of MA Right to Know GMOs and Louis Finkel of the 
Grocery Manufacturers Association about their support and opposition, respectively, 
to GMO labeling laws. Five labeling bills are pending in Massachusetts, while 
Connecticut and Maine just passed laws this month.

6/20 EVERETT CASINO/Oakes:

Education

4/2 LONGER SCHOOL DAY/Stutman 2-way

4/22 CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS PREP/Oakes: [What teachers in Cambridge will say to returning 
students about the unsettling events of their just completed April vacation. ]

4/25 SUPT JOHNSON LEAVING/Handy: [The surprise resignation of the Boston Schools 
Superintendent]

5/9 MATHLETES/Khalid: Bay State “Mathletes” try to become back-to-back national 
champions....and defy the stereotype that Americans can't do math:

5/13 UMASS DARTMOUTH COMMENCEMENT/Beshkin

5/13 SCHOOL SPORTS PART I/Given & Tribou: Today, we kick off a weeklong series, called 
"Budgets and Box Scores"...about funding sports in Boston Public Schools:

5/14 SCHOOL SPORTS PART II/Given & Tribou: The next installment in our series, ""Budgets 
and Box Scores" reports on the money that's fueling sports in Boston Public Schools.

5/15 SCHOOL SPORTS III/Tribou-Given: "Budgets and Box Scores" -- Part Three. Our series on 
sports in Boston schools continues today...with a look at programs aimed at supporting academics as 
well:

5/16 DRS. & CADAVERS/Bebinger:  Medical students hold a ceremony to honor their first patients 
-- those who donated their bodies for anatomy studies:

5/16 SCHOOL SPORTS PART IV/Tribou-Given:  In the latest installment of our series, "Budgets 
and Box Scores"...we meet student athletes who've benefited from funding of school sports in 
Boston...and from an added emphasis on their studies:

5/17 SCHOOL SPORTS PART  V/Tribou-Given:  We conclude our series, "Budgets and Box 
Scores" today...with a look at the turnaround in Boston schools sports...not only for at-risk kids but 
also for those already on track:

5/29 LASELL CASINO MANAGEMENT DEGREE 2-WAY/Pfeiffer: ATC-W29A
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Sacha speaks with Jim Ostrow, vice president of academic affairs at Lasell College, about the casino 
management degree program the school is launching in the fall -- the first such degree program in 
Massachusetts.

6/5 WARREN & STUDENT LOANS/Bever: US Senator Elizabeth Warren is poised to introduce 
her first piece of legislation. It's a proposal to lower student loan rates.

6/24 CAROL JOHNSON/Oakes 2-way: A conversation with out-going Superintendent of Boston 
Schools, Carol Johnson:

6/24 LATE IN LIFE SCHOOLING 3-WAY/Pfeiffer: ATC-M24B
A look at those experiencing graduations that typically don't get a lot of attention. Sacha speaks with 
Timothy Springer of Arlington, who just obtained his GED at the age of 33; and Sophia Bruny, who 
immigrated to Boston from Haiti after the earthquake and had to learn English in order to continue her 
college studies. She just received her ESL certificate.

Medical and Healthcare

4/11 BU BIOLAB/Handy: As the B-U Biolab goes to court again, we examine both sides of 
concerns over the research facility's safety issues.

4/16 VICTIMS SURGERY/2-way: ....and we speak with the Chief of Surgery at Tufts Medical 
Center...about treating the victims:

4/17 EVIDENCE FROM BODIES/Bebinger: Trauma surgeons remove bomb components from 
victims' bodies:

4/17 VICTIM REHAB/2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  Dr Ross Zafont [zah-FONT'], Chief 
Medical Officer of Spaulding Rehab  talks with us about what's ahead for patients who suffered flesh 
wounds, amputations, broken bones.

4/26 BRIGHAM AMPUTEE/Bebinger: A marathon bombing victim makes the difficult 
choice...whether to amputate.

4/26 FELLOW AMPUTEE/2-way: What it's like to recover from amputation:

5/2 MARATHON EMT/PAIST

5/3 HEALTH CARE FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED/Zimmerman & 
Hicks: This morning we focus on the roadblocks to accessing good medical care for 
mentally disabled patients.

5/6 HEALTH APPS/Bebinger: Doctors are trying to keep up with the rapid rise of 
health apps:

5/10 COPING WITH ANGER 2-way/Shrand: And we speak with a psychiatrist about 
how to deal with anger in the aftermath of the terror attack on Boston.
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5/15 POST BOMBINGS ANXIETY/2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  A month after the 
Marathon bombings, for many...the anxieties continue or are just now emerging. We talk with a 
psychotherapist about why...and get tips on how to cope.

5/17 SEQUESTER MEDICAL RESEARCH/Gellerman:  In our occasional series, "The State of the 
Sequester"... today, we report on how spending cuts -- mandated for ten years to lower the deficit...are 
affecting medical research in Massachusetts:

5/21 SPINAL CORD TREATMENT/Jolicoeur: For the first time a device -- developed in Kendall 
Square -- to treat spinal cord injury will be studied in humans. But researchers are urging caution amid 
hopes for the new technology:

5/24 MARIJUANA RULES/Epp (WFCR): Today, the state's rules for medical marijuana officially 
go into effect. We visit a Northampton doctor who was skeptical at first and is now writing 
recommendations for patients...carefully:

5/28 AFTER NURSING HOMES/Bebinger: Nursing homes are no longer the last stop for people 
who go into long-term care after a stint in the hospital. WBUR's Martha Bebinger tells us why.

6/11 CELLUCCI ALS RESEARCH 2-WAY/Pfeiffer - ATC-T11A
Sacha speaks with Dr. Robert Brown of UMass Medical School/UMass Memorial Medical Center, 
who was Gov. Paul Cellucci's neurologist and is a leading ALS researcher, about Cellucci's efforts to 
raise money for the research and where it stands now.

6/14 GENE PATENTS REAX: [5:15 PHONER] Sizing up the U.S. Supreme Court 
ruling on gene patents and what it means for genomic research.

6/26 BEATING HIV/Bebinger: WBUR's Martha Bebinger assesses claims among 
AIDS activists that Massachusetts could be the first state to eliminate H-I-V infection:

Politics and Government

4/1 MINISTERS MENINO REAX/Hammond 2-way: A conversation with one of Boston's power 
brokers...about the scramble among possible contenders in the mayoral race.

4/2 MENINO'S CITY/Nickisch: Mayor Menino's mark on the city's development scene.

4/4 MAYOR RUN CONLEY/2-way: [6:15 PHONER] We speak with the latest candidate to jump 
into the Boston mayoral race: Suffolk County District Attorney Dan Conley

4/9 DEMOCRATS DEBATE/Bever: Another debate showdown for dueling Democrats Stephen 
Lynch and Ed Markey. We'll have the highlights.

4/10 ARROYO ANNOUNCES/Handy:  A look at the first Latino to launch a major campaign for 
mayor in Boston.
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4/10 FELIX ARROYO 2-way: [7:15 AM PHONER] And we speak with the latest entrant in the race 
for Boston Mayor: Felix Arroyo.

4/10 TRANSPO BILL/Sciortino 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONER] Amidst a looming showdown 
between the Governor and Beacon Hill leaders ...we talk with a Democratic lawmaker who voted 
against the House plan for transit financing.

4/11 THREE REPUBLICANS DEBATE/Bever: The Republican rivals for Massachusetts' U-S 
Senate seat face-off in a live televised debate. We'll have a roundup of the dominant issues...

4/11 REPUBLICAN SENATE DEBATE/Berry 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  ...and analysis 
of the candidates' performances.

4/22 SULLIVAN PROFILE/Bebinger: [How one candidate in Massachusetts Special US senate 
election earned the nick-name "maximum mike," as we begin a week of candidate profiles.]

4/23 DEMOCRATS DEBATE/Berry 2-way: [6:40 AM  PHONE 2-WAY] The Democratic 
candidates for Massachusetts' US Senate seat...argue about homeland security in their first debate after 
the Marathon bombings.

4/23 SENATE PROFILE: GOMEZ/Thys: Our series profiling candidates in the US Senate race 
continues today...with Republican Gabriel Gomez:

4/24 SENATE DEMS DEBATE/Epp: Markey and Lynch face off again...for their final debate 
before the Democratic Primary.

4/24 SENATE PROFILE: MARKEY/Nickish: We continue our series profiling the candidates for 
US Senate. Today: Democrat Ed Markey:

4/25 SENATE PROFILES: LYNCH/Thys: [How his time as an iron-worker influences most of the 
views of Senate Candidate Stephen Lynch.]

4/26 SENATE PROFILE: WINSLOW/Pfeiffer: Today, our series profiling the state's US Senate 
candidates concludes...with Republican Dan Winslow:

4/26 SENATE ELECTION/Bernstein 2-way: Ahead of the last weekend before Primary Day, we 
assess how the marathon attack has affected the race and the campaigns:

4/29 STATE SENATE RACE/Handy: As well as the U Senate vote, there's also a Primary election 
tomorrow [tues] for the State Senate seat formerly held by some high-profile political players. 
WBUR's Delores Handy previews the race for the First Suffolk District.

4/29 WEEKEND CAMPAIGNING/Thys: WBUR's Fred Thys reports on the Democratic and 
Republican candidates' final -- pre-Primary -- weekend on the stumps.

4/30 ELECTION-DAY ROUNDUP/Thys: A roundup of how each of the five U-S Senate candidates 
spent their last pre-Primary day trying to get out the vote.
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4/30 FISH CATCH LIMITS/Nickisch: Fishermen and politicians rally for a reprieve...as federal 
regulators reduce catch limits by almost 80 percent, starting tomorrow [WED]:

5/1 PRIMARY DAY ANALYSIS/Berry 2-way: The race for US Senate is now down to longtime 
Democratic Congressman Ed Markey and political newcomer, Republican Gabriel Gomez:

5/1 REPUBLICAN WINNER/Thys: Republicans pick Gabriel Gomez as their nominee for US 
Senate:

5/1 DEMOCRATIC WINNER/Nickisch: Democrats send Ed Markey into the general US Senate 
election:

5/3 SENATE MONEY FIGHTS/Thys

5/7 MARKEY V. GOMEZ/Thys:  Markey signed the pledge on Monday.  Gomez did 
not.  Which plays better?

5/9 BUR POLL/Thys: WBUR's new poll on the US Senate race shows Markey 
leading Gomez. We'll report on the findings.

5/9 BERRY ON POLL/2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  ...And we'll analyze what 
the poll means for the race.

5/15 SENATE RACE-RACE/Thys: Republican Gabriel Gomez -- the first Latino 
candidate for US Senate in Massachusetts -- has an uphill battle to win over Latino 
voters.

5/17 GOMEZ SENATE/2-way: A conversation with Republican US Senate candidate, 
Gabriel Gomez, who says his status as a political outsider is a plus:

5/17 GUN CONTROL IN SENATE RACE/Thys
Fred Thys super spot on issue of gun control entering the US Senate race between 
Congressman Ed Markey and Gabriel Gomez.

5/21 SENATE RACE NATIONAL SECURITY/Thys: National Security emerges as an 
issue between Gomez and Markey in the US Senate race.

5/22 ROMNEY ERRORS/Oakes 2-way: We talk with a Romney 2012 aide -- Gabriel Schoenfeld 
[SHOWN'-feld] -- about his new book, "A Bad Day in the Romney Campaign: An Insider's Account."

5/22 LT. GOV. TIM MURRAY STEPPING DOWN/Pfeiffer-Bever LIVE debrief
***LIVE***: Sacha speaks with Fred Bever about today's announcement by Lt. Gov. Tim Murray that 
he's leaving the post to become president of the Worcester Chamber of Commerce.

5/23 LT GOV REAX/Analysis 2-way: [8:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] We'll analyze what led to 
Murray's resignation, and how it could affect the Patrick administration.
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5/24 LYNCH VOTERS/Thys: In the US Senate race, both Democrat Ed Markey and Republican 
Gabriel Gomez...are angling for the voters who backed Stephen Lynch in the Democratic primary.  

5/24 GOMEZ/MARKEY/Thys: Fred super spot/feature on Gabriel Gomez standing by his comment 
calling his opponent for US Senate, Congressman Ed Markey, "pond scum."

5/29 TRIAL COURTS 2-WAY/Becker  ME    5/29/13    NWS-W29C   We speak with Justice Paula 
Carey about the challenges facing the trial courts in Massachusetts, as she prepares to take over the 
system in July.

5/30 MASSACHUSETTS SENATE/Thys  NWS-R30A  DUR: 2:21  TOTAL DUR 2:35  First Lady 
Michelle Obama attends a Markey fundraiser. Gomez meets and greets at a Worcester barber shop and 
then has former Ma Gov's Paul Celluci and Bill Weld at a fundraiser for him. FUCARILE 
FEATURE/Bebinger NWS-R30B  DUR 4:09 TOTAL DUR  4:34  Last bombing patient leaves Mass 
General for rehab (the final patient to be discharged from Beth Israel tomorrow)

6/4 GOMEZ V. MARKEY/Thys: Gabriel Gomez, Republican candidate for US Senate, seeks to 
distance himself from the national party. His Democratic rival, Ed Markey, ties him to the GOP.  

6/4 covering Joe Rose/Christie Calls Special Election  

6/6 SENATE DEBATE/Thys: The two Senate candidates vying to succeed John Kerry took to the 
stage for their first debate last night. WBUR's Fred Thys brings us a roundup....

6/6 SENATE DEBATE ANALYSIS/Berry 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]...and we'll have 
some analysis with political scientist Jeff Berry.

6/10 MARKEY SENATE/Oakes 2-way: Voters decide Massachusetts' US Senate election two 
weeks from today. We spoke with Republican candidate Gabriel Gomez in May. This morning, we sit 
down with Democratic candidate Ed Markey:

6/10 WBUR SENATE POLL/Thys:  

6/10 1983 MAYORAL RACE/Handy: We look back to 1983 -- the last time Boston held a wide 
open race for Mayor...won by Ray Flynn:

6/11 MINIMUM WAGE PROTEST/Bever - ATC-T11B
Fred Bever super spot on today's protest at the State House over the minimum wage.

6/12 WESTERN MA DEBATE/Epp: [FROM WFCR -- FEATURE & SPOT. EVANS 
COORDINATES] Ed Markey and Gabriel Gomez square off in their second debate of the US Senate 
race. We'll have a round-up of key moments.

6/12 CONSERVATIVE VOTERS/Thys: Are Tea Party members rallying behind Republican US 
Senate candidate Gabriel Gomez?

6/12 MARKEY-OBAMA/Pfeiffer-Thys - Sacha speaks with Fred Thys about today's visit to Boston 
by President Obama to campaign for Ed Markey in his race for US Senate.
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6/12 RE-AIR: MARKEY-OBAMA/Pfeiffer-Thys - Sacha speaks with Fred Thys about today's visit 
to Boston by President Obama to campaign for Ed Markey in his race for US Senate.

6/13 OBAMA AND MARKEY/Thys: President Obama rallies around Ed Markey...as the 
Democratic' U.S. Senate candidate campaigns in Roxbury:

6/14 MILITARY SEXUAL ASSAULTS: POSS. [6:15 PHONER] Congresswoman Niki Tsongas 
talks about changes to how the military handles sexual assaults. , which are included in the defense 
spending bill up for a vote in the House today [Friday].

6/17 WELFARE REFORM/Bever: ATC-M17B - Fred Bever short feature on the proposed 
sweeping overhaul of the state's welfare system unveiled today by Democratic leaders in the Senate.

6/18 ONLY WOMAN FOR MAYOR/Handy: We meet Charlotte Golar Richie, a candidate for 
Mayor of Boston:

6/18 BERWICK RUNNING FOR GOV./Oakes 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] A conversation 
with Don Berwick. The top healthcare official has officially declared a bid for Massachusetts governor.

6/19 WBUR DEBATE/Thys: Highlights of the final US Senate debate before voters get to decide 
between Democrat Ed Markey and Republican Gabriel Gomez.

6/19 DEBATE ANALYSIS/Berry 2-way: Web notes: If you publish Fred's full webified piece, 
embed this as a small audio bar in his. If you do not, publish just the lead/audio in a new post.

6/21 NWS-F21B  SENATE/Nickisch&Thys    NWS-F21B  4:49 + :17 intro + :06 tag TOTAL DUR: 
5:12.] Curt paired with Fred in one piece, a simple recount of the "on the trail" scene for the 
Democratic and Republican candidates, respectively, as the special election draws near.

6/21 GOMEZ ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL DE-BRIEF/Brown-Thys
Steve speaks live with Fred Thys about the last push of the Gabriel Gomez US Senate campaign.

6/21 MARKEY ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL/Nickisch
Curt Nickisch super spot on today's campaigning by Congressman Ed Markey, as his run for US 
Senate enters its final weekend.

6/24 CAMPAIGN WEEKEND/Thys: WBUR's Fred Thys reports on the final weekend of 
campaigning by both Gabriel Gomez and Ed Markey...ahead of tomorrow's [TUES] special election 
for the U.S. Senate.

6/24 GOMEZ CAMPAIGN/Pfeiffer-Thys
**Live** debrief with Fred Thys from Gomez campaign event with former senator Scott Brown.

6/24 MARKEY CAMPAIGN/Pfeiffer-Nickisch
**Live** debrief with Curt Nickisch from Markey campaign event.

6/25 LAST DAY MARKEY/Nickisch superspot: It's decision day...in the Special US Senate 
election. We'll report on election eve campaigning by Democratic candidate Ed Markey....
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6/25 LAST DAY GOMEZ/Thys superspot:   ...and Republican candidate Gabriel Gomez.

6/26 ELECTION ANALYSIS/Berry 2-way: Ed Markey is Massachusetts' new US Senator-elect. 
We'll analyze the election outcome...and what comes next.

6/26 ELECTION MARKEY/Nickisch: After voters decide to send Ed Markey to the U-S Senate, the 
longtime Democrat says he'll represent everyone, not just those who voted for him:

6/26 ELECTION GOMEZ/Thys:  Republican Gabriel Gomez says his campaign was overwhelmed 
by the national Democratic party:

6/26 MARKEY'S CONGRESSIONAL SEAT/Nickisch: ATC-W26?
Curt Nickisch super spot on the race to replace Ed Markey in Congress.

6/27 MASS GAY MARRIAGE/Gellerman  [NWS-R27A  DUR  4:23 + :25 LEDE = DUR TOTAL 
4:48] REACTION TO SUPREME COURT DOMA
ELE-DOMA. Brent Swerdloff of Brookline, one of the first to marry when Massachusetts opened 
marriage to gays in 2004 reacts to the supreme court decision protecting gay marriage:  "I look forward 
to the day when being gay is as different as being left handed or having green eyes or something else 
that's distinctive but doesn't threaten people or cause confusion."

6/28 IMMIGRATION REAX/Capuano 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONER] We get Congressman Michael 
Capuano's take on the immigration bill passed in the US Senate...and the proposal's prospects in the 
House.

Crime

4/2 DRUG LAB PHOTOS/Becker: WBUR's Deborah Becker reports on new evidence in the state 
drug lab investigation: photos that show a facility in disarray:

4/5 O'BRIEN TRIAL/Khalid: The corruption trial of former Probation Commissioner John O'Brien 
begins.

4/16 INVESTIGATION EXPLAINER/2-way: [7:40 AM PHONE 2-WAY] As investigators try to 
find out what happened...and who's responsible...an expert explains the process.

4/17 INVESTIGATION LATEST/Boeri Debrief: [LIVE AT 6:35 AM, PHONER; UPDATE AT 
8:35 IF DEVPTS WARRANT] WBUR's David Boeri has the latest on the investigation.

4/19 INVESTIGATION/Boeri: The FBI releases video and photos of two men investigators say are 
the bombing suspects:

4/22 LEGAL ROUTE/Boeri: [ What's ahead in the legal process for the surviving Boston Marathon 
bombing suspect]

4/23 TERRORISM DEFENSE/Ruhnke 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] As Dzhokhar Tsarnaev 
[joh'-HAR tsa-NY'-ev] faces charges in the attack on Boston, we get some insight into the case...from a 
defense attorney who has worked on cases involving terrorism.
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4/24 BOMBING INVESTIGATION/Becker: The latest on the marathon bombing 
investigation...includes a first-hand description of the suspect's capture....and comments from a family 
friend interviewed by the FBI.

4/24 TERRORISM DEFENSE/Ruhnke 2-way: As Dzhokhar Tsarnaev [joh'-HAR tsa-NY'-ev] faces 
a possible death penalty in the attack on Boston, we get some insight into the case...from a defense 
attorney who has represented alleged terrorists.

4/24 MIT MEMORIAL/Nickisch: [MIT pays tribute to its police officer allegedly killed by the 
Boston Marathon bombers.]

4/30 INVESTIGATION LATEST/Becker: An update on the investigation into the marathon 
bombings.

5/2 MARATHON MORE ARRESTS/GELLERMAN
KEATING ON BOMBING/BECKER
BOMB VICTIM FAMILY/HANDY
2WAY WITH DAVID FRANK ON LEGAL CASE AGAINST FRIENDS OF BOMB SUSPECTS

5/7 ALLEGED LIAR/Gellerman:  Hearing in US District Court in Boston on whether to release the 
Cambridge teen charged with lying to FBI agents.

5/9 SJC ON DRUG LAB CASES/Becker: Massachusetts' highest court today hears challenges to 
how the state is handling cases jeopardized by the drug lab crisis.

5/10 KAZAKH DAD/Gellerman:  And...we hear from the father of a Kazakh student at UMass 
Dartmouth, charged in the bombing investigation.

5/22 MAN SHOT DURING MARATHON QUESTIONING/Pfeiffer-Becker LIVE debrief
***LIVE***
Sacha speaks with Deb Becker about the fatal shooting of a man in Orlando today during questioning 
by the FBI and Massachusetts State Police about the marathon bombing and his ties to Tamerlan 
Tsarnaev.

5/23 FLORIDA SHOOTING/Becker Debrief: [6:35 AM/8:35 AM LIVE DEBRIEF/S, depending on 
info at airtime] The latest in the Florida shooting of a Tsarnaev acquaintance.

6/3 BULGER TRIAL START DEBRIEF/Oakes/Boeri: Jury selection in the trial of James 
"Whitey" Bulger starts Tuesday. David Boeri lays out the charges and what to expect in what could be 
a 4-month long trial.

6/5 BULGER ASSOCIATE/Red Shea 2-way: We talk with "Red" Shea...a convicted drug 
trafficker who says he ran the operation for James "Whitey" Bulger:

6/14 DRUG LAB RELEASEE CHARGED WITH MURDER/ Becker:   
Web notes: Scheduled to published on Bad Chemistry at 4:30 a.m. 
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6/19 MARTORANO/Boeri: Convicted killer John Martorano calls 'Whitey' Bulger a "rat" and links 
him to six murders.

6/20 DRUG LAB WOES/Becker: [It turns out Massachusetts has the biggest drug lab 
scandal, but some others are also responding to concerns about falsified drug testing.]

6/25 INTERVALE MURDERS/Gellerman: After a triple murder on Intervale Street in Roxbury, 
residents -- such as these kids -- call for   

6/26 AARON HERNANDEZ ARREST DEBRIEF/Pfeiffer-Handy
Sacha speaks with Delores Handy about today's arrest of Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez for the 
murder of his friend Odin Lloyd.

6/27 HERNANDEZ CHARGED/Handy

6/27 HERNANDEZ COMMENTARY/Littlefield

6/27 TSARNAEV INDICTMENT DEBRIEF/Brown-Khalid:***LIVE***
Steve speaks live with Asma Khalid about today's 30-count indictment of suspected marathon bomber 
Dzokhar Tsarnaev.

6/27 HERNANDEZ AND PATRIOTS 2-WAY/Brown : ATC-R27A
Steve speaks with Mike Reiss of ESPNBoston.com about the arrest of tight end Aaron Hernandez for 
murder and how Hernandez's signing and continued support by the Patriots (including a big contract 
extension before his contract was up) reflects on the franchise.

6/28 TSARNAEV INDICTMENT/Khalid: Marathon bombing suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev [juh-
HAR' tsa-NY'-ev] has been indicted on 30 counts:

6/28 PLYMOUTH MARINE MURDER CONVICTION OVERTURNED/Gellerman
ATC-F28A
Bruce speaks with the father of Plymouth Marine Lawrence Hutchins, whose conviction for murdering 
a man in Iraq was overturned by the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces.

Science and Technology

5/20 WIND TESTING /Oakes-McNerney: We visit a wind testing facility in Charlestown. It's 
funded by the state and federal governments, as part of an effort to bolster the wind industry and create 
jobs.

6/7 INTERNET MINING/2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  We explore internet law...amid 
media reports that US intelligence agencies are accessing American tech companies ... and mining 
data.

6/19 NEW THINK TANK/Bebinger: Atul Gawande [ah-TOOL' gah-WAHN'-dee] launches a new 
healthcare think tank in Boston. His goal: simple solutions for complex problems.
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Religion

4/17 REV. LAVOIE 2-way:  [6:40 AM PHONE 2-WAY]  As people hold vigils across the city, we 
speak with the minister of a Dorchester church who held a special service for eight-year-old Martin 
Richard.

4/18 PLANNING INTERFAITH SERVICE/Handy: Plans for this morning's interfaith service to 
honor the marathon bombing victims...

4/19 INTERFAITH SERVICE/Thys: The healing powers of the Interfaith Service.   

4/22 MARATHON SERVICE/Art: [Religious services designed to promote healing for everyone 
affected by the bombings ]

4/23 CAMBRIDGE MOSQUE/Thys: We hear from leaders of a Cambridge mosque where the 
bombing suspects attended services.

4/23 MARATHON SERVICE/Art: [Religious services designed to promote healing for everyone 
affected by the bombings ]

4/23 BOSTON HEALING/Walker/2-way: A conversation with Pastor Liz Walker about how 
Bostonians are coming together to mourn and heal:

Weather and Environmental

5/16 NEW ENGLAND FISHERIES WARMER/Nickisch: A new study that shows global fish 
stocks heading towards cooler waters...spells more trouble for the already-decimated northeast ground 
fish numbers.

5/31 MONSON TORNADO ANNIVERSARY/Epp: ATC-F31? - Reporter Henry Epp looks at how 
the town of Monson is doing two years after the tornado that did widespread damage.

6/12 TO COVER 'WITHER THE MIDWEST DROUGHT'

Arts, Culture, Media

4/1 PHOENIX-BOSTON MUSIC/Shea: What will fill the void in Boston's music 
scene...now the Phoenix has folded?

4/5 GRAFFITI ARTIST McGEE/Shea:  We profile graffiti artist Barry McGee, whose show opens 
at the ICA tomorrow:

4/12 NPR JACKIE MOVIE REVIEW/ JACKIE ROBINSON 2 WAY

4/12 YOUTH PROSPERITY  NPR Piece
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5/3 MARATHON SONG 2-way: Sacha speaks with Stephen Randall of Wellesley, who wrote a 
song to help the community heal from the marathon bombing. The lyrics were inspired by President 
Obama's words in his speech at the interfaith prayer service in Boston following the attack, and 
Randall is looking to add many more voices to the recording. Anyone can download it from 
Soundcloud and then send them their vocal tracks to be added to the song.

5/17 THEATER ROUNDUP/Siegel debrief:  A round-up of local stages...with our critic-at-large Ed 
Siegel.

5/17 BSO CONDUCTOR CHOSEN/Shea: The BSO taps its new conductor. At 34, Andris Nelsons 
is the orchestra's youngest music director in more than a century.

5/23 FROZEN IN TIME 2-way/Zuckoff: "Frozen in Time:" A conversation with author Mitchell 
Zuckoff about his new book...in which he revisits the Arctic wilderness that claimed the lives of 
airmen during World War Two:     

5/27 YOUNG MEDFIELD COMPOSER/Shea: We profile a young composer/conductor, Matthew 
Aucoin [oh-COIN'] -- at just 23, the Medfield native is a rising star in the concert halls:

5/31 CHORUS/Shea  NWSF31A     Dur 5:40  TOTAL DUR  6:00
ELE-CHORUS   : 10   A composer (Daniel Roumain) updates childhood themes for a teen chorus 
"Sleeping beauty doesn't really play well anymore. How do you bring the excitement of a fairytale to 
someone who's a jaded 14 or 15 year old?"

5/31 TO COVER 'AFTER EARTH.'

6/12 MARSH CHAPEL CHOIR SINGS WITH THE STONES/Pfeiffer
ATC-W12A
Sacha interviews Scott Jarett, musical director of BU's Marsh Chapel Choir, about the choir singing 
back-up tonight for the Rolling Stones at TD Garden on the song "You Can't Always Get What You 
Want."

6/14 BSO COUNTRY MUSIC/Shea: ATCA-F14A
Three of Nashville’s most prolific songwriters join the Boston Pops for the orchestra’s final concert of 
the season. The hit makers have written for country stars Carrie Underwood, Kenny Chesney, Lady 
Antebellum -- among others -- and will debut a song commissioned by the Pops to salute American 
troops. Andrea talks to them about writing music for a bunch of Yankees

6/21 NWS-F21A  PLIMPTON/Shea  [6:17 + :33 intro + :08 tag = TOTAL DUR: 6:58 + 1:54 music 
trail]: Boston and New England helped shape George Plimpton, the intrepid man credited with creating 
participatory journalism. Phillips Exeter kicked him out; he edited the Harvard Lampoon; Robert F. 
Kennedy and Plimpton were best friends; the gangly writer even played goalie for the Boston Bruins. 
As Andrea Shea reports, the local guys behind a new documentary about Plimpton also relied on local 
sources to make their film -- digging through archives at the Kennedy Library, Harvard and Phillips 
Exeter. “Plimpton! Starring George Plimpton as Himself,” screens at the Coolidge Corner Theater 
tonight [Friday, June 21st.]
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6/28 DRAMATIZING THE SANDWICH/Shea: The Williamstown Theatre Festival launches its 
summer season with a comedic -- and philosophical -- take on life in a sub shop:

Sports

4/4 FLORIDA BASKETBALL COACH/Littlefield: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on how a college 
hoops powerhouse scooped up the coach of this year's March Madness Cinderella team.  

4/11 STREAK OVER/Given: Fenway's long sellout streak is officially...ovah!

4/11 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL/Littlefield essay: WBUR's Bill Littlefield on...how the Mavericks 
owner muscled in on women's college basketball.

4/12 MARATHON AMERICANS/Meyer 2-way: A conversation with Greg Meyer, whose Boston 
Marathon victory in 1983 was the last time an American man won the race:

4/15 RACE-DAY PREVIEW/Ashlock: [6:15 AM DEBRIEF] WBUR's own "Marathon Man" 
previews the 117th Boston Marathon..

4/15 MARATHON WREATHS/Littlefield: ...and WBUR's Bill Littlefield delves into the history of 
the winners' wreaths.  

5/1 JASON COLLINS/Littlefield: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on the groundwork ahead of the "I'm 
gay" announcement by former Celtic Jason Collins.

5/13 BLIND SPORTS CAMP/Shea: We visit a camp for sight-impaired kids who miss out on school 
sports:

5/14 BRUINS PLAYOFFS/Buckley 2-way: [6:15 am phone 2-way] A stunning comeback sends the 
Boston Bruins to the Eastern Conference semifinal of the Stanley Cup playoffs. We'll go over the 
turning points in the Bs' do-or-die Game 7...and discuss their prospects in the next round.

5/16 BRUINS PREVIEW 2WAY: [7:15 PHONER] ...and a preview of the Bruins' prospects against 
the Rangers...in the next round of Stanley Cup playoffs.

5/23 GOLF RULES/Littlefield essay: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on the rules of golfing...in a week 
where the sport's association decided to ban "anchored putting."  

5/30 LITTLEFIELD NWS-R30L  DUR  2:22  TOTAL DUR 2:35 includes tag. Commentary on gay 
athletes coming out of the closet.

6/6 MLB STEROIDS/Littlefield: Our sports commentator Bill Littlefield weighs in on Major 
League Baseball's latest steroids allegation.  

6/10 TEBOW TO PATS/Reiss 2-way: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY] Tebow to the Pats? Football 
analyst Mike Reiss joins us to talk about reports the Patriots are signing quarterback Tim Tebow.

6/11 TEBOW COMING TO PATS/Tribou - ATC-T11C
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Doug Tribou super spot on news that QB Tim Tebo is being signed by the Patriots.

6/12 BRUINS TONIGHT/Tribou Debrief:  The Boston Bruins take on the Chicago Blackhawks in 
Game One of the Stanley Cup Finals tonight [WED] in the Windy City. WBUR's Doug Tribou 
previews the series.

6/13 KOBE ANGRY AT MOM/Littlefield: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on Kobe Bryant's family saga 
over memorabilia.

6/17 BRUINS-BLACKHAWKS/Tribou Debrief:

6/18 BRUINS GAME 3 C/S: [Guzman writes c/s with game call and post-game clips. Use as lead-in 
to Tribou debrief]

6/18 BRUINS LAST NIGHT/Tribou Debrief:

6/19 BRUINS GOALIE 2-WAY/Cheevers:  We speak with former Bruins goalie-turned-coach 
Gerry Cheevers about Tuuka Rask's crucial role guarding the net for the Bs in this year's Stanley Cup 
playoffs:

6/20 BRUINS GAME4/Tribou-Oakes(Mauzy):

6/24 2way with BOB RYAN ON DOC RIVERS TO CLIPPERS

6/25 BRUINS OUTCOME/Tribou: It's game over for the Boston Bruins. We'll recap their loss to the 
Chicago Blackhawks...in the Stanley Cup final:

6/25 BRUINS FANS/Lepiarz: Reaction...among Boston fans:

6/26 BRUINS/Littlefield essay: WBUR's Bill Littlefield...on the shock of the Bruins' loss in the 
Stanley Cup final.

6/28 HARRY PARKER OBIT/Thys: ATC-F28B
Fred Thys feature interviewing rowers who knew Harry Parker, who died this week. Parker coached 
Harvard rowers with unrivaled success for more than half a century and coached Olympic rowing 
teams as well. He died this week at the age of 77.

National/International

4/18 BU VICTIM/Khalid: We remember Lu Lingze [Ling-JZEE (not zee)] the B-U grad 
student from China...killed in the marathon attack:

4/23 BU MEMORIAL SERVICE/Khalid: Friends and friends remember B-U grad 
student Lu Lingzi [ling-ZEE] ...struggling to come to terms with her death in the 
marathon bombings:
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5/3 JAMES FOLEY/Nickisch: The latest on the suspected whereabouts of journalist 
James Foley of New Hampshire, who's been missing in Syria since November.

5/17 NATIONAL VICTIMS FUND 2-WAY/Pfeiffer: ATC-F17A - Sacha speaks with 
Mai Fernandez, executive director of the National Center for Victims of Crime, about 
the group's discussions of possibly forming a central fund to raise money for victims in 
cases of mass casualty or multiple life-altering injuries around the country. They cite 
One Fund Boston as model.

5/21 SENATE RACE-NATIONAL INTEREST: [6:15 AM PHONE 2-WAY. PLS 
UPDATE HEADLINE IN MORN IF 2-WAY GOES IN DIFF. DIRECTION] ...Why there's 
been so little national interest in the US Senate race in Massachusetts.

5/22 VETS JOB TRAINING/Oakes-McNerney: A new "business boot camp" for 
returning military aims...not just to provide jobs but also to develop business leaders 
who'll open up many opportunities for veterans:

6/11 JFK CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH 2-way/Pfeiffer - ATC-T11F
Sacha speaks with Tufts University history professor Peniel Joseph about this day in 
civil rights history, June 11, 1963, when President John F. Kennedy made a prolific 
civil rights speech. It was the day Gov. George Wallace of Alabama tried to block two 
black students from enrolling at the University of Alabama. Civil rights leader Medgar 
Evars was killed just after midnight that night.

6/13 UMASS BOSTON STUDENT REUNITES WITH MOTHER AT MEXICAN 
BORDER 2-WAY/Pfeiffer - ATC-R13A
Sacha speaks with Renata Teodoro, the UMass Boston student in a NY Times picture 
yesterday that went viral. She was reuniting with her mother at he US-Mexico border 
in Arizona, to draw attention to immigration reform.
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Quarterly Issues/Programs List
“On Point”

(April, May, June 2013)

April, 2013

Monday, April 01, 2013
On Point In Nashville: Obamacare Rollout
On Point goes to Nashville — big medical center — to look at the rollout of the Affordable Care Act 
— Obamacare.

The States Move On Abortion
State-level moves on abortion. North Dakota, Arkansas and more are reining it in. Where does this go?

Tuesday, April 02, 2013
BioShock Infinite And The Future Of Gaming
”BioShock Infinite”. The latest, biggest, brainiest video game of all. We’ll talk to the creator and ask 
where games are going.

North Korea’s Threats
North Korea’s war threats go ballistic. We look at how South Korea and the United States are 
responding.

Wednesday, April 03, 2013
Letters, E-Mail, Texts — What’s Next?
Letters are dead. E-mail outdated. Text messages so passé. What’s going on with how we 
communicate?

Mapping The Mind
The White House proposes a 100-million dollar project to map the inner workings of the human mind. 
We’re looking at the challenge with some of the country’s biggest brains.

Thursday, April 04, 2013
Are Antibiotics In Our Meat Breeding Superbugs?
Antibiotics and the meat we eat. The volumes are huge. Maybe breeding superbugs. We look for a 
better way.

David Stockman On Crony Capitalism
Ronald Reagan budget director David Stockman says crony capitalism has left the U.S. economy in 
giant trouble. He’s with us.

Friday, April 05, 2013
Poetry And Spirituality At Death’s Door
The editor of Poetry magazine on poetry and spirituality at death’s door.

Week In The News: North Korea, Dead Lawmen, Texas Manhunt
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All eyes on North Korea. More dead lawmen, and a Texas manhunt. Our weekly news roundtable goes 
behind the headlines.

Monday, April 08, 2013
Jackie Robinson And The New Movie ’42′
Jackie Robinson broke the color line in Major League Baseball. The new movie “42″ tells the story. 
The director is with us.

Jobs And The Sequester
Jobs and the sequester. We’re looking at the new dip in job creation.

Tuesday, April 09, 2013
Employers Charging The Overweight More For Health Insurance
More employers are penalizing overweight workers on insurance rates and benefits. We look at what’s 
fair and what’s coming.

Violinist Xiang Yu
Mongolia-born violinist Xiang Yu, on the future of classical performance and finding a voice in music.

Wednesday, April 10, 2013
‘The Mortal Sea’
“The Mortal Sea.” A ship’s captain turned scholar tracks our impact on the oceans through time.

A Second Look At Capitalism
A big second look at capitalism. How it’s worked over time. How it hasn’t. And whether it’s run its 
course.

Thursday, April 11, 2013
Possession And Exorcism
The Devil made me do it. We look at the long story of possession and exorcism.

Sex And The Arab World
Sex and the Arab world. Shereen El Feki takes us from behind the Saudi veil to the rough streets of 
Cairo.

Friday, April 12, 2013
From Annette To Bieber: Teen Idols Then And Now
Teenage stars, from Annette Funicello to Justin Bieber. What is their role in, for, society?

Week In The News: Guns, Immigration, North Korea
Maybe a gun deal. Maybe an immigration deal. And who knows on North Korea? Our weekly news 
roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Sunday, April 14, 2013
BREAKING NEWS: Explosion at the Boston Marathon
Live coverage of the explosion at the Boston Marathon.

Monday, April 15, 2013 
BREAKING NEWS: Explosion at the Boston Marathon
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Live coverage of the explosion at the Boston Marathon.

Greil Marcus Listens To The Doors
Music philosopher Greil Marcus listens back to The Doors and hears dread and light and Thomas 
Pynchon.

Tuesday, April 16, 2013
Mapping The Universe
A new map of our complex universe is out. We’ll look at our “chunky” cosmos.

The Boston Marathon Bombings
We’ll look at what’s known, what’s not and the unfolding investigation.

Wednesday, April 17, 2013
Sci-Fi Meets Love In Carruth’s ‘Upstream Color’
The creator of the indie film hit “Primer” puts Thoreau and Walden at the center of his new sci-fi film 
“Upstream Color.”

Balancing Security, Risk: What The Boston Marathon Bombings Teach Us
How much risk are we willing to run? How much security do we want to have?

Thursday, April 18, 2013
Pico Iyer On Unplugging
Enough with the “always on” digital world. Pico Iyer is unplugging. He’s with us.

Bostonians Reflect On The Marathon Bombings
Writers Dennis Lehane and Anita Shreve, musician Amanda Palmer and Car Talk’s Ray Magliozzi on 
the heart of Boston after the marathon bombings.

Friday, April 19, 2013
Understanding The Terrorist Threat
We’re on the scene with the very latest developments on the Boston bombing aftermath and hunt. Top 
experts and reporters join us.

One Marathon Suspect Dead, The Other At Large
Lockdown and manhunt in Boston. We’ve got a team of reporters with the latest and all the week’s 
news.

Monday, April 22, 2013
Fred Hiatt’s ‘Nine Days’
Washington Post editor Fred Hiatt’s latest novel tells the fictional tale of a girl’s search for her missing 
father in China. We’ll talk with him and the real woman behind the story.

The Brothers Tsarnaev
We’ll look deep into their worlds for clues, motives, and the latest on the investigation.

Tuesday, April 23, 2013
Isabel Allende On Her New Novel: ‘Maya’s Notebook’
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Bestselling author Isabel Allende’s novel of a Chilean grandmother saving a granddaughter who’s 
down and out in Las Vegas.

The New Immigration Reform Push
A big, bipartisan push on immigration reform got sidelined by the Boston attacks. It’s back in play this 
week. We take its measure.

Wednesday, April 24, 2013
The End Of Big’
The end of big: does technology spell the end of big companies, big institutions, big politics? And is 
David the new Goliath?

Tom Friedman On Carbon Tax
Tom Friedman lays out why a carbon tax could save America.

Thursday, April 25, 2013
Inside North Korea With The Orphan Masters Son
Inside North Korea. We talk with the Pulitzer-Prize winning author of The Orphan Masters Son.

Terrorism, Law, And The Boston Bombings
Super attorney Alan Dershowitz on terrorism, American law, and the Boston bombing.

Friday, April 26, 2013
The Brain As An Analogy Machine
How humans think. The human brain as an analogy machine.

Week In The News: Bombing Charges, Chemical Weapons, AP Twitter Hack
Charges in the Boston bombing. Chemical weapons use charged in Syria. Twitter is hacked and stock 
markets shudder.

Monday, April 29, 2013
A Texas Battle Over Higher Education
A battle at the University of Texas over the future of higher education. And whether job training will 
trump everything else.

Syria, Chemical Weapons, And The Intervention Question
The question over Syria. Chemical weapons use has been charged. The “red line,” but uncertain. 
Should the US intervene?

Tuesday, April 30, 2013
Sharon Olds On Poetry And Divorce
Poems about her divorce just won Sharon Olds a Pulitzer Prize. She joins us.

The NBA’s Jason Collins Comes Out
NBA Center Jason Collins comes out. We talk about what it means to be openly gay in sports and 
beyond.

May, 2013
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Wednesday, May 01, 2013
Kids And Food Allergies
Why do so many kids have food allergies? We explore cutting-edge treatments and impact on families, 
schools and more.

Home Prices Rebound
Housing prices break out of their slump. We look at the rebound and what it means for the nation’s 
recovery.

Thursday, May 02, 2013
String Quartet ‘Brooklyn Rider’
The string quartet that plays the world. Brooklyn Rider.

The President And The Bully Pulpit
Barack Obama and presidential leadership. The “juice” question. Does he have it?

Friday, May 03, 2013
How Global Tourism Changes The World
Here comes the big travel season. We look at how global tourism is changing the world.

Week In The News: Marathon Arrests, Syria, Morning-After Pill
More arrests in the marathon bombing case. The red line and Syria. The morning-after pill.

Monday, May 06, 2013
The Once And Future ‘Iliad’
Homer’s “Iliad” made new. A one-man performance brings the ancient tale home for modern men and 
women.

What’s Next For Guantanamo?
The Guantanamo horror show. Prisoners on a hunger strike and big questions about justice and what to 
do with the detainees.

Tuesday, May 07, 2013
What Can Libraries Do To Survive In The Digital Age?
The future of the library in the digital age.

How High-Tech Workers Fit Into Immigration Reform
The high-tech end of immigration reform. Silicon Valley is buying a lot of access on Capitol Hill. 
They want more to welcome more foreign engineers. We’ll look at why.

Wednesday, May 08, 2013
E.O. Wilson On ‘Letters To A Young Scientist’
Bees disappearing. Cicadas coming out. A new generation of scientists coming up. We’ll talk with 
super-biologist E.O. Wilson about our future and nature.

Is This The End Of Tax-Free Online Shopping?
The sales tax and the Internet. The Senate’s given a green light. We’ll look at the implications.
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Thursday, May 09, 2013
Weight-Loss Surgeries: Does Success Offset Controversy?
Big Chris Christie, New Jersey governor, has had weight-loss surgery. We’ll look at the buzz and 
controversy around gastric bypass surgery, lapbands and more.

Understanding The Latest Round Of Benghazi Hearings
Benghazi, again. New hearings this week on the attacks and the aftermath. We look at the facts and 
factionalism.

Friday, May 10, 2013
‘Gatsby’ On The Big Screen
“The Great Gatsby” is back. On the big screen. We’ll revisit the tale, from F. Scott Fitzgerald to 
Leonardo DiCaprio.

Week In The News: Cleveland Escape, Military Sexual Assault, Mark Sanford
The Cleveland horrors. Dow 15,000. More sexual assault in the U.S. military. Mark Sanford. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, May 13, 2013
Rationing In Our Future?
A new book says rationing—of food, energy and more—is in our future. We hear the case, and the 
pushback.

Election In Pakistan
Hope and fear in Pakistan. An historic election day and high stakes all over. We go there.

Tuesday, May 14, 2013
Fantastic Creatures And Their Future
The mother of all diversity: nature. Her most fantastic creatures and how they’re faring now.

Stock Market Highs — Plus: Angelina Jolie’s Cancer Decision
All- time highs in the stock market lately. We ask why, and whether it says recovery or bubble. PLUS: 
Angelina Jolie’s decision to have a double mastectomy.

Wednesday, May 15, 2013
A New Way To Care For Patients With Dementia
How an Arizona retirement home has found a kinder, gentler way to take care of patients with 
dementia.

Uproar Over IRS Scrutiny, Snooping On The AP
Uproar over the IRS and its inquiries. Over snooping on the AP. We tackle both.

Thursday, May 16, 2013
Burt Bacharach
The wizard of pop. From “Raindrops” to “Walk On By.” Burt Bacharach joins us with his new memoir 
of a life in music.

Joseph Stiglitz On Student Debt And The American Dream
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Nobel-prize winning economist Joseph Stiglitz on how student debt is crushing the American dream, 
and what to do about it.

Friday, May 17, 2013
How Great Quotes Shaped Our World
Great quotations. What makes them? And how they shape our language and our view of the world

Week In The News: IRS And AP, Military Sex Abuse, Angelina Jolie
IRS and AP scandals. White House damage control. More military sex abuse. Angelina Jolie. Our 
weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, May 20, 2013
Military Sex Abuse And The Chain Of Command
Solving the U.S. military’s sex abuse problem. We look at the chain of command issue and what needs 
to change

The North American Energy Revolution
North America as the new fossil fuel powerhouse. We’ll look at the blessing, the curse and how it may 
reshape geopolitics and energy politics.

Tuesday, May 21, 2013
Henry Ford And His World
The controversial and brilliant Henry Ford and the world he invented.

George Packer On America’s ‘Unwinding’
New Yorker writer George Packer’s inside history of the great unwinding of America’s 20th century 
way of life and where we stand now.

Wednesday, May 22, 2013
How Can We Better Prepare For Tornadoes?
After Oklahoma’s giant twister, does Tornado Alley need to change the way it builds and lives in the 
age of superstorms?

Uncovering Apple’s Tax Havens
Apple in the hot seat. Lawmakers say the company dodged billions in taxes on overseas profits. We’ll 
look at the world of off shore tax escapes.

Thursday, May 23, 2013
The Science And Sweat Of High-Intensity Workouts
Rock-hard bodies in a fraction of the time. We’ll look at the 7-minute workout and the promises of 
high-intensity exercise.

Food Stamps: Fighting Hunger Or Draining Resources?
Congress says food stamps are costing the country too much and debating big cuts. One in every seven 
Americans is using them to eat. What’s going on?

Friday, May 24, 2013
The History, Sounds And Politics Of Heavy Metal
The definitive history of heavy metal and what it’s always been about.
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Week In The News: Tornado Cleanup, Counterterrorism, British Soldier Murdered
Oklahoma’s monster tornado. The president on counterterrorism. A vote on gay Boy Scouts.

Monday, May 27, 2013
Willie Nelson’s Tales From The Road
We sit down with the one and only Willie Nelson for some Willie Nelson tales and some Willie Nelson 
music.

The Once And Future ‘Iliad’
On Memorial Day, war and the human condition. A raw one-man performance of the Iliad makes 
Homer’s war epic new.

Tuesday, May 28, 2013
‘Time Warped’: The Many Ways Humans Experience Time
Time flies. Time stands still. We’ll look at time and human perception.

American Science Struggles Through Budget Cuts
The U.S. is living through big cuts in basic research. We’ll look at what that means for science and the 
future of American competitiveness.

Wednesday, May 29, 2013
Should The U.S. Lower The Legal Blood Alcohol Limit?
The campaign to bring down the legal blood alcohol limit for American drivers — and its implications.

‘Cool War’: The Future Of U.S.-China Competition
Conflict and co-dependence between the U.S. and China.

Thursday, May 30, 2013
A Virtual Money Laundering Scheme For ‘The Criminal Underworld’
Six billion dollars and what might be the biggest money laundering scheme in U.S. history. We’ll 
investigate.

Toxic Chemicals: A New Push To Get A Grip
A new big push is on to rewrite federal regulations on the toxic chemicals in our lives. We’ll look at 
whether it’s a great compromise or a great sellout.

Friday, May 31, 2013
Hannah Arendt On The Big Screen
Hannah Arendt’s political theory rocked the 20th century with “the banality of evil.” A new movie 
looks at the life and mind of Hannah Arendt.

Week In The News: Housing Prices, Holder And Leaks, Syria
Home prices surge. Eric Holder feels the heat. The Chinese move to buy a major American food 
producer. Our weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

June, 2013
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Monday, June 03, 2013
‘Tours Of Duty’: Employer-Employee Relationships Redefined
Lifetime employment is over. Maybe it’s time to think of “tours of duty” on the job.

Economic Outlook: Are Happy Days Here Again?
After years of tough economic news, the economy seems to be picking up, and pulling up interest 
rates. We look ahead at what the eventual end of rock-bottom interest rates will mean.

Tuesday, June 04, 2013
The Programmable World
Wiring the physical world. How we’ll live when everything is online.

WikiLeaks And ‘We Steal Secrets’
Bradley Manning goes on trial. We look at the case and the new WikiLeaks documentary “We Steal 
Secrets” with director Alex Gibney.

Wednesday, June 05, 2013
The World Impact Of The Bee Die-Off
The trouble with bees. Their die-off is now global. We follow the bee problem around the world.

Syria And The Risk Of Regional War
The conflict in Syria is pulling in its neighbors, and spreading. We look at the risk and scenarios of 
regional war in the Middle East.

Thursday, June 06, 2013
‘Snob Zones’ And A Divided America
Snob zones. How two-tiered America is playing out in real estate and zoning.

Susan Rice’s Appointment As National Security Adviser
President Obama names UN ambassador Susan Rice as his new national security adviser. Plus, protest 
and crackdown in Turkey.

Friday, June 07, 2013
Mark Bittman On Food Culture Now
Superstar food thinker Mark Bittman on “vegan till 6″ and our food culture now. On Point Live!

Week In The News: DNA Evidence, Turkey, Susan Rice
The Feds and our phone records, the high court and our DNA, hot Turkey, Susan Rice. Our weekly 
news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, June 10, 2013
Medgar Evers, 50 Years Later
The story and legacy of slain civil rights hero Medgar Evers, 50 years after his assassination in 
Mississippi.

Surveillance, National Security And The Constitution
Surveillance, the Constitution and national security. What are we now willing to live with?

Tuesday, June 11, 2013
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A New Look At Drugs In America
Neuroscientist Carl Hart says don’t blame drugs for society’s problems. And end the war on drugs. 
We’ll hear his case.

The Internship Economy
The internship economy — who it helps, who it hurts and where it takes us.

Wednesday, June 12, 2013
Rich Lowry On The Republican Party And Abraham Lincoln
Conservative National Review editor Rich Lowry on the Republican Party, from Abe Lincoln’s time to 
today’s Tea Party tensions.

Education Standards And The Common Core
The Common Core — the tough new nationwide standards to get America’s students back in fighting 
trim — is here. We’ll look at what it is and the debate it’s fired.

Thursday, June 13, 2013
Florida Crime Fiction And The New Face Of America
The New Yorker’s Adam Gopnik joins us on the seedy, wacky face of Sunshine State crime fiction.

Privacy And Civil Liberties In The Face Of Surveillance
We’ll talk about privacy and liberty in the age of the Internet and big surveillance with big web thinker 
Jaron Lanier.

Friday, June 14, 2013
‘Crazy Rich Asians’
Kevin Kwan’s new novel out of Singapore sends up a new world of wealth exploding in the East.

Week In The News: Syrian Aid, NSA Leaks, Colorado Fires
NSA leaks and Edward Snowden. Immigration moves. Colorado on fire. Our weekly news roundtable 
goes behind the headlines.

Monday, June 17, 2013
China’s Economic Growth And Its Environmental Impact
China’s rapid growth and its profound effect on the environment.

Syrian Rebels To Receive U.S. Arms
Washington’s new pledge to Syria: More military aid to the rebels. We’ll ask what aid and what it may 
mean.

Tuesday, June 18, 2013
The Astronaut Wives Club
In the days of the Space Race, they became overnight celebrities as their husbands shot for the Moon. 
The Astronaut Wives Club.

Solving The Organ Donor Shortage
Are lab grown blood vessels, hearts and lungs the answer to the nation’s organ donor shortage? We’ll 
look at the brave new science.
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Wednesday, June 19, 2013
Sir Ken Robinson On Discovering Your Passions
Sir Ken Robinson, who gave the most watched TED Talk ever, tells us how to find what really makes 
us tick, and get the most out of life and work.

South Texas, The Border And Immigration Reform
As the Senate debate over immigration heats up, we go to South Texas, the new front line in the battle 
over illegal border crossings.

Thursday, June 20, 2013
The Bossless Office
We examine workplaces where worker bees are the leaders and how that really works.

Talking With The Taliban
The drama over talking with the Taliban.

Friday, June 21, 2013
What To Read This Summer
“Bring Up The Bodies,” “Transatlantic,” “And The Mountains Echoed” — we’ll look at this summer’s 
hot reads.

Week In The News: Farm Bill, Immigration, Syria
Obama and Putin’s chilly meeting. The Supreme Court says no to Arizona’s voter ID law. Protests 
rock Brazil. Our weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.

Monday, June 24, 2013
TWA Flight 800: Searching For Truth
We examine what really happened with TWA flight 800 and its 230 dead.

‘NSA Leaker’ Snowden On The Run
Edward Snowden leaves Hong Kong. We’ll have the latest on his whereabouts and the fallout.

Tuesday, June 25, 2013
‘Sparta’: A Marine’s Homecoming
In Roxana Robinson’s haunting new novel “Sparta,” a Marine comes home from Iraq, and the story 
astonishes.

U.S. Child Poverty Is On The Rise
A big new report shows one in four children in America lives in poverty. We ask why and look at 
solutions.

Wednesday, June 26, 2013
What Obama’s ‘Climate Action Plan’ Has In Store
The president moves on climate change. We’ll look at his program and its likely impact — climate-
wise and economy-wise.

Supreme Court Rules DOMA Is Unconstitutional
Decision day at the Supreme Court. Two landmark rulings on gay marriage. We’re watching with top 
legal eagles from around the country.
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Thursday, June 27, 2013
The HPV Vaccine: The Science And The Reluctance
The number of teen girls with cancer-causing HPV, the human papillomavirus, has dropped by half 
with the vaccine. But two-thirds of girls — never mind boys — still don’t get it. We dig in.

The Future Of The Voting Rights Act
We’ll hear voices from the South on race, justice and elections after the Supreme Court Voting Rights’ 
Act intervention.

Friday, June 28, 2013
High-Wire Daredevil Nik Wallenda
Just back from the Grand Canyon, we’ll talk with “King of the High-Wire” Nik Wallenda.

Week In The News: Supreme Court, Immigration Reform, Obama In Africa
Gay marriage and more at the High Court. President Obama to Africa. A Cold War over Edward 
Snowden. Our weekly news roundtable goes behind the headlines.
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Quarterly Issues/Programs List
“Here And Now”

(April, May, June 2013)

April, 2013 

Monday, April 01, 2013
Officials Investigate Prison Gang Links In Texas, Colo. Murders
In the past two months, two Texas district attorneys and a Colorado corrections official have been 
gunned down. Authorities think the slayings may be linked.

Immigration Deal Would Bring In ‘Guest’ Workers
This 1950's photo shows Braceros leaving Chihuahua City, Mexico, for El Paso, Texas. 
As Congress debates new guest worker programs, what can we learn from the Braceros of the 1950s 
and 60s?

Rebuilding Detroit 1 Salvaged Doorknob At A Time
A new plan for rebuilding Detroit calls for boosting the deconstruction industry– the process of taking 
apart old homes and re-using the old parts.

Ron Rash Pens Stories of Desperation And Unexpected Hope
Critically acclaimed author Ron Rash is back with a collection of short stories, “Nothing Gold Can 
Stay.”

Cuba After The Castros
A new vice-president in Cuba could be the next leader of the island Nation after Raul Castro’s 
departure in 2018.

Tuesday, April 02, 2013
NRA Unveils Details Of School Safety Plan
On Tuesday, the NRA’s School Shield leader will spell out the policy proposals and resources that the 
nation’s largest gun lobby says are needed to place an armed guard in every school.

Sleepless In America
Scientists estimate between 50 and 70 million Americans suffer from a chronic sleep disorder. Why are 
so many of us having trouble getting enough sleep?

Ark. AG Plans To Open Investigation Into Oil Spill
The environmental impacts of an oil spill in central Arkansas began to come into focus Monday as 
officials said a couple of dead ducks and 10 live oily birds were found after an ExxonMobil pipeline 
ruptured last week.

John Murry Takes On His Demons In Debut Album ‘The Graceless Age’
Murry’s debut solo album, “The Graceless Age,” chronicles his upbringing in Mississippi and his 
downward spiral into addiction and breakdown in California.

Wednesday, April 03, 2013
North Korea Refuses To Let South Koreans Enter Joint Factory
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In the latest sign that North Korea’s warlike stance toward South Korea and the United States is 
moving from words to action, Pyongyang on Wednesday barred South Korean managers and trucks 
delivering supplies from crossing the border to enter the Kaesong industrial park.

Lawmakers Ready For Gun Control Debate
As the gun debate rages on in Washington D.C., our guest says President Obama isn’t serious about 
gun control.

Rutgers Fires Basketball Coach Mike Rice
Rutgers University fired basketball coach Mike Rice on Wednesday after a video surfaced earlier this 
week showing the coach berating, shoving and belittling student-athletes.

6 Financial Decisions New Parents Should Make
Thinking about having a baby? Financial experts say you should also be thinking about health care, life 
insurance and college.

‘Game Of Thrones’ Inspires Cookbook
If you’ve ever wanted to dine like a Stark, Targaryen or Baratheon then we have the cookbook for you.

Thursday, April 04, 2013
Sallie Krawcheck: ‘Bank Reform Still Needed’
Sallie Krawcheck brings an insider’s knowledge to argue for reforming banks.

W. Va. Sheriff Becomes 4th Law Officer Killed In 4 Months
A fourth justice official in as many months was gunned down on Wendesday.

Regressive Vs. Progressive Taxes: Do Southern Tax Policies Kill Poor People?
Katherine Newman says the tax system in the South is killing poor people — literally.

Musician Rob Morsberger Faces His Own Mortality
When Rob Morsberger was diagnosed with terminal brain cancer in 2011 he vowed to make as much 
music as possible before his death. He’s kept his promise.

Video Game Becomes Propaganda Tool In China
One of the biggest challenges facing China’s newly appointed leaders comes from the huge and still 
growing popularity of the internet.

Friday, April 05, 2013
Judge Orders ‘Plan B’ Emergency Contraception Sold Over Counter For All
New York district court judge Edward Korman has ruled that Plan B One-step, commonly called the 
morning-after pill, be made available over the pharmacy counter to anyone who wants it.

A N.H. Reporter Chronicles Her Own Mental Health Struggles
Almost 26 percent of New Hampshire residents have a mental illness. Concord Monitor reporter 
Annmarie Timmins has navigated the system for close to a decade now, and chronicled her 
experiences in the paper.

F.A.A. Study: Control Towers May Not Prevent Crashes At Small Airports
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A new study from the Federal Aviation Administration shows airport control towers may not help 
prevent crashes at small airports.

Transgender Rights: Where Are We Now?
The last 15 years have seen a “sea change” in how the average American thinks about transgender 
people.

Shadows Hang Over The Final Four?
March Madness is the showcase event for the NCAA but as the Final Four is being held this weekend 
in Atlanta off-court issues are grabbing the headlines.

Monday, April 08, 2013
Britain’s ‘Iron Lady’ Margaret Thatcher Has Died
Former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, whose conservative ideas made an enduring impact 
on Britain, died Monday morning from a stroke. She was 87.

Guns, Immigration On Congress Agenda
Two key senators are reportedly close to an agreement to expand background checks for gun buyers. 
And the bipartisan “Gang of Eight” senators is set to release long-awaited immigration legislation.

Marathon Memories From A Runner-Reporter
April is the big month for major marathons. Here & Now’s marathon man Alex Ashlock takes a look 
at the history of the event and shares the reasons why he loves it so much.

Colleges Misreport Data To Boost Rankings
Over the last two years, seven major universities have admitted to misreporting student data to make 
them look more selective, and increase their standings in college rankings.

Holocaust Survivor Stories Live On In Holograms
On this Holocaust Remembrance Day, we take a look at a new interactive hologram project that will 
let future generations ask Holocaust survivors about their stories.

Tuesday, April 09, 2013
Inventor Of Cell Phone: ‘We Are Just Getting Started’
On April 3, 1973, Motorola engineer Martin Cooper changed the world by making the world’s first cell 
phone call. The 85-year-old inventor says the cell phone era is only just beginning.

Families Lobby On Gun Bill, Dems Face Key Decision
As Senate Democrats approach a key decision on gun legislation, relatives of victims of the horrendous 
Connecticut school shootings are mounting a face-to-face lobbying effort.

More Bird Flu Deaths Reported In China
There are reports today of another person killed by that new strain of bird flu in China. It brings the 
total number of deaths from the H7N9 virus to seven, of 24 people known to be infected.

Margaret Thatcher And The Hunger Strikers
The Iron Lady’s hard line against young members of the Irish Republican Army “pushed the end of the 
war back at least 10 years,” according to a Boston Globe columnist.
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They Might Be Giants: A Return To Old Forms
The alternative rock duo They Might Be Giants is out with its sixteenth album, “Nanobots,” which 
marks a return to a style of songwriting they used back in 1992: the super-short song.

Remembering Annette Funicello
Annette Funicello burst onto the scene as cute-as-a-button child star on TV’s Mousketeers in the 
1950s, and was later a star in those beach party movies with Frankie Avalon.

Wednesday, April 10, 2013
Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg Defends ‘Lean In’
Here & Now’s Robin Young recently sat down with Facebook chief operating officer Sheryl Sandberg 
and a sold-out crowd to talk about Sandberg’s controversial new book, “Lean In.”

Gun Sale Background Check Deal Unveiled
West Virginia Democrat Joe Manchin and Pennsylvania Republican Pat Toomey are spelling out 
details of a deal to expand gun sale background checks.

Obama Sends Congress $3.8 Trillion Spending Plan
The president’s proposal aims to achieve an elusive “grand bargain” to tame runaway deficits by 
raising taxes further on the wealthy and trimming popular benefit programs.

Tenn. Bill Ties Welfare Benefits To Kids’ Grades
The Tennessee state senate takes up a controversial bill tomorrow that would tie a family’s welfare 
payments to its children’s performance in school. We talk with the bill’s sponsor.

Rita Moreno’s Hollywood Story
Rita Moreno is a Hollywood legend, but she has also had a tumultuous life – an affair with Marlon 
Brando led to a suicide attempt, and she struggled with being typecast as the exotic ethnic performer.

Thursday, April 11, 2013
What’s Happening To Women’s Colleges?
There are fewer than 50 women’s colleges left in the U.S., and the number will soon drop again when 
Wilson College goes co-ed. Is there a future for single-gender institutions?

Gun Control Bill Clears First Hurdle In Senate
Gun control supporters have won the first Senate showdown over restricting firearms, rejecting an 
effort by conservatives to derail a package of gun curbs before debate could even begin.

North Korea Says It’s Ready To Strike
There’s a new round of violent rhetoric from North Korea today, with the government claiming it has 
powerful striking means and is on standby for a missile launch.

Sorting Out The Cost Of Obamacare
A study found insurance claims by individuals would soar 32 percent under Obamacare. That quickly 
turned into (inaccurate) headlines that premiums would rise 32 percent. We try to clear things up.

Recipes For Kids With Cancer
When her young son’s cancer treatments destroyed his appetite, mother Danielle Cook Navidi invented 
nutrient-rich recipes that he could tolerate – and that eased his symptoms. She now has a cookbook.
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Friday, April 12, 2013
Poems And Memories Of James Dickey
While he’s probably best known for his novel “Deliverance,” James Dickey is regarded as one of the 
finest poets of his generation. We speak with his journalist son Christopher Dickey.

FDA Finds Safety Issues at 30 Compounding Pharmacies
The Washington Post is reporting that the FDA has found numerous and potentially dangerous safety 
problems at what are called compounding pharmacies.

Venezuela Votes For Next President
Campaigning has ended in Venezuela ahead of this weekend’s presidential election – the first election 
in almost 20 years in which Hugo Chavez won’t be a candidate.

Is This The Time To Draw-Down U.S. Nukes?
With North Korea threatening nuclear strikes and Iran allegedly developing nuclear weapons, is this 
the right time to be talking about reducing the number of nuclear weapons in the world?

To Stretch Or Not To Stretch?
You know all that stretching you do before you go for a run, play a game of tennis or lift weights? 
Croatian researchers looked at 104 past studies and concluded that stretching beforehand is a waste of 
time.

Newtown Parents To Run Boston Marathon
The 117th Boston Marathon takes place on Monday. Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock has been speaking 
to some of the runners and joins us from race headquarters.

Monday, April 15, 2013
Chavez’s Heir To Take Over Divided Venezuela
Hugo Chavez’s hand-picked successor, Nicolas Maduro, has officially won Venezuela’s presidential 
election by a stunningly narrow margin. His rival is demanding a recount.

Behind Gun Debate, Deal To Expand Mental Health Care
An amendment to the gun bill that would significantly expand the availability of mental health services 
is gathering bipartisan support. It includes funding to build more community mental health centers.

Steve Inskeep Shares Venezuela Reporter’s Notebook
NPR’s Steve Inskeep shares his reporter’s notebook from a week in Venezuela, including a story about 
having to cancel an interview because the person was kidnapped.

Margaret Thatcher’s Infamous Soviet Interview
In 1987, Thatcher was given a rare opportunity to appear on Soviet television. The interview she gave 
sent shock waves through the Soviet Union.

Would You Pay To Be Fake-Kidnapped?
Police are dealing with a serious new threat: realistic kidnappings – organized for fun. We talk with a 
reporter who went through a fake kidnapping, and with the company that organizes them.

Boston Marathon Results And History
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Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock joins us from the finish line to tell us who the winners are. We also hear 
his talk with the author of a new book on the history of the world’s oldest marathon.

Tuesday, April 16, 2013
Latest News On Boston Marathon Bombings
Our show today is dedicated to coverage of the bombings at the Boston Marathon. We’ll have a series 
of live guests for the latest updates on the investigation and on the victims.

ER Doctor Describes Bombing Aftermath
Boston Medical Center emergency physician Ron Medzon was on the front lines of treating people 
who were injured in the Boston Marathon explosions on Monday.

Dispelling Rumors That Became Headlines
Continuing our coverage of the Boston Marathon bombings, we speak with homeland security expert 
Juliette Kayyem, who dispels rumors about a Saudi suspect and “multiple devices” at the finish line.

Robin Essay: Boston Marathon Bombings
Here & Now host Robin Young shares her thoughts on the bombing at the Boston Marathon, and 
recalls the wonderful experiences of Patriots’ Days of years past.

FBI Investigation Of Boston Marathon Bombings
Continuing our coverage of the Boston Marathon bombings, we speak with Devlin Barrett, who covers 
the FBI for The Wall Street Journal, and updates us on the investigation.

Eyewitness Account From Marathon Medical Tent
Nurse Kim Giroux was volunteering at a Boston Marathon medical tent at the time of the bombing. 
She tells us that she’d been trained for this situation, but had never seen wounds like this.

Author Dennis Lehane: Boston Will Not Be Defeated
Author Dennis Lehane, known for crime novels like “Mystic River” and “Gone, Baby, Gone,” reflects 
on the attack at the Boston Marathon, and says it will not fundamentally change the city’s culture.

The Challenge Of Marathon Security
Sports reporter Shira Springer was covering the Boston Marathon yesterday. She also covered the 
London Olympics, and tells us about the security challenges at major sporting events.

Reporter's Notebook: A Marathon Now Tinged With Tragedy
For years, Alex Ashlock has covered the Boston Marathon for WBUR. He was along the course 
Monday, but instead of covering the post-race celebration, he ended up reporting on a crime scene.

Wednesday, April 17, 2013
Officials: Suspect Identified In Boston Marathon Blasts
CNN and WCVB-TV in Boston have pulled back on reports that an arrest has been made in the Boston 
Marathon bombings, but numerous media outlets say an arrest is imminent.

FBI Examines Images Of Bag, Man At Boston Marathon
The FBI is scrutinizing two sets of images that may help them find the person or people who planted 
two deadly bombs at the Boston Marathon finish line on Monday.
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FBI: Early Test Shows Ricin In Obama Letter
The FBI says letters sent to President Obama and a Mississippi senator that tested positive for 
poisonous ricin are related and both are postmarked Memphis, Tenn.

Officials: First Multiple Use Of IEDs On U.S. Soil
A counterterrorism expert explains how pressure cooker bombs work, why they’re popular and what 
he can tell about the composition of the IEDs, based on videos from the Boston Marathon.

1968 Boston Marathon Winner Stopped Short By Bombing
Amby Burfoot was running the Boston Marathon on Monday to mark the 45th anniversary of his 
winning the race. He’s among thousands of runners who didn’t finish, due to the bombing.

London Marathon Reviews Security Plans
A sports security specialist says to expect more crowd surveillance, in addition to heightened security 
at the London Marathon on Sunday, as a result of the Boston Marathon bombings.

An Update From Downtown Boston
Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock has been downtown covering the site of the explosions all week, and he 
joins us.

Restaurants Aid Victims Of Marathon Bombings
Restaurants and other businesses are hosting fundraisers to raise money for victims of the Boston 
Marathon bombings, including brothers J.P. and Paul Norden, who each lost one leg.

Pacific Northwest Poet Pays Tribute To Boston
The Boston Marathon bombings inspired Pacific Northwest poet and runner Scott Poole to write the 
poem “To Run – A Prayer for Boston,” which he shares with us.

Thursday, April 18, 2013
Rescue Effort Continues After Fertilizer Plant Explosion
Authorities say one firefighter has been found, but several others are still missing. Anywhere from 5 to 
15 people were killed in the explosion in the small farming town of West, Texas.

Crowdsourcing The Boston Marathon Investigation
Amateur detectives are going on social media sites like Reddit to comb through photos and videos and 
offer their opinions on the Boston Marathon bombing investigation.

Oklahoma City Prepares For Memorial Marathon
Given the events at the Boston Marathon, Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon organizers are 
cautiously evaluating security plans and making their decisions one day at a time.

Iraq Vet’s Advice To Marathon Bombing Amputees
At least 14 of the people injured in the attack have had legs amputated. Tom Davis, who lost a leg in 
Iraq – and won the Boston Marathon men’s handcycle race – offers this advice.

Carlos Arredondo Hailed As Hero For Bombing Response
Carlos Arredondo, the man in the cowboy hat in this now-famous photo from the Boston Marathon 
bombings, has a remarkable story. We’ve spoken with him in the past, and speak with him again.
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Friday, April 19, 2013
H&N’s Robin Young: I’ve Met The Suspect
Here & Now host Robin Young’s nephew (right) is a friend and former classmate of Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev (left), who police identify as the surviving suspect in the bombings.

Police Search For Surviving Suspect In Bombings
Boston’s police commissioner says all of Boston must stay in their homes as the search for the 
surviving suspect in the marathon bombings continues. Police say the first suspect has been killed.

Teacher: Bombing Suspect Had ‘Heart Of Gold’
Larry Aaronson was a teacher at Cambridge Rindge and Latin School, the public high school attended 
by bombing suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, and lived in the same neighborhood.

What Does Chechnya Have To Do With Marathon Bombings?
Now that we know the suspects are Cambridge, Mass. brothers who grew up in Chechnya, we take a 
look at the legacy of violence there, and how it might be connected to the attacks.

View From The Neighborhood On Lockdown
Our colleague Jon Peck lives in the Watertown, Mass. neighborhood where the shootout with the two 
suspects took place. The neighborhood is still on lockdown and he joins us by phone.

Monday, April 22, 2013
Dancer Who Lost Leg In Bombing: ‘I’m A Fighter’
We speak with two people seriously wounded in the marathon bombings: a dancer whose leg was 
amputated below the knee, and her husband, who just got back from Afghanistan.

Marathon Bombing Suspect Charged In Hospital
Surviving Boston Marathon bombing suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev has been charged with conspiring to 
use a weapon of mass destruction against persons and property resulting in death.

Robin Responds To Questions After Becoming Part Of Story
Here & Now host Robin Young reflects on our coverage of the Boston Marathon bombing manhunt 
and the reaction to her interview with her nephew, Zolan, who knew one of the alleged bombers.

No Evidence Of Criminal Activity In Texas Explosion
Officials in West, Texas, say there is no evidence of criminal activity in last week’s explosion at a 
fertilizer plant, which killed at least 14 people, injured 200 and left hundreds without homes.

8 Rules Of Reporting Breaking News
WBUR reporter Bruce Gellerman was on the scene in Boston and Watertown, as authorities closed in 
on the surviving suspect in the marthon bombings. He opens his reporter’s notebook.

Support Pours In For Brothers Who Each Lost A Leg
Brothers J.P. and Paul Norden each lost a leg in the attack. Here & Now’s Chris Ballman attended a 
fundraiser held for the men, at a restaurant where the brothers were regulars.

A Memorial Grows In Boston
Ever since the Boston Marathon bombings, memorials to the victims have sprung up at the barricades 
surrounding the crime scene. Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock spoke to visitors there.
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Tuesday, April 23, 2013
How The Case Against Dzokhar Tsarnaev Might Proceed
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino, seated, recovering from a broken leg, pauses with Boston Police 
In the face of strong evidence, including videos of the Boston Marathon bombings, can Tsarnaev’s 
attorneys mount a credible defense? We speak with lawyer Alan Dershowitz.

Bombing Suspect To Face Additional Charges
State prosecutors expect to charge Dzokhar Tsarnaev separately in the killing of MIT police officer 
Sean Collier, and federal prosecutors could also add new charges when he’s indicted in the bombing.

Conservationists Clone Ancient Redwoods
A group called the Archangel Ancient Tree Archive is cloning some of the oldest and most massive 
trees on Earth, and planting the saplings in locations around the world.

Bail Hearings For 2 Men In Canada Terror Plot
Two men faced bail hearings today after their arrest on charges of plotting a terrorist attack against a 
Canadian passenger train, with support from al-Qaida elements in Iran, authorities said.

‘Heart’ Inducted Into Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
The Seattle-based band Heart, founded by sisters Ann and Nancy Wilson, was inducted into the Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame last week. Best known for their hits in the 70s, the sisters are as busy as ever.

Wednesday, April 24, 2013
Essay: Why A Plodder Can’t Wait For The 2014 Boston Marathon
Here & Now producer Emiko Tamagawa doesn’t run. But she loves the Boston Marathon and spotting 
those brightly colored bags.

What’s Your Major? Drones.
Colleges are creating unmanned aircraft programs to meet the demand of the growing drone industry. 
A recent study says the industry could create 70,000 jobs in the next decade.

Ricin Investigators Shift Focus To Different Man
Police have a new “person of interest” in the investigation of ricin-laced letters sent to President 
Barack Obama, Mississippi U.S. Senator Roger Wicker and a county judge in Mississippi.

EU Concerned Over Europeans Joining Syrian Rebels
The European Union’s anti-terror chief says that hundreds of Europeans are now fighting with rebel 
forces in Syria. There’s concern that some the fighters could join al-Qaida-linked groups.

NYC’s Web Of Cameras Can Catch Unattended Bags
The most extensive and sophisticated surveillance operation is in New York City, where cameras are 
linked up with sophisticated computer programs that can pinpoint suspicious activity.

Lloyd Schwartz’s 6 Favorite New Poets
Poet and writing professor Lloyd Schwartz, who’s also a regular commentator for NPR’s “Fresh Air,” 
shares some of his favorite new poets. You can read a poem from each one.
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Thursday, April 25, 2013
What The U.S. Knew About Tamerlan Tsarnaev
Questions are being raised about what the CIA and FBI knew about Tamerlan Tsarnaev – the deceased 
suspect in the Boston Marathon bombings – months and years before the attack.

A Closer Look At The Search For Suspect 2
Former Boston police lieutenant Tom Nolan commends first responders for their overall handling of 
the marathon bombing and investigation, but he questions the armed house-to-house searches.

What Is A ‘Weapon Of Mass Destruction’?
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, 19, has been charged with using a weapon of mass destruction – a pressure cooker 
bomb – in the Boston Marathon bombings. We take a look at the legal definition of a WMD.

Gene Discovery Could Radically Improve Diabetes Treatment
Scientists at Harvard University’s Stem Cell Institute say they have found a new gene that produces a 
hormone that could radically improve treatment for type 2 diabetes.

A Circus ‘Pippin’ Returns To Broadway
Tonight, a revival of the musical “Pippin” opens on Broadway — more than 40 years after the show 
first debuted. We speak with director Diane Paulus, who has incorporated circus elements into the 
show.

Acclaimed Indian Director Mira Nair Takes On Fundamentalism
Director Mira Nair’s latest film, “The Reluctant Fundamentalist,” tells the story of a young Pakistani 
man with a bright future in the U.S., who becomes disillusioned and is ultimately suspected of being a 
terrorist.

Friday, April 26, 2013
Firsthand Accounts From Carjack Victim And Police
Details are falling into place, as the 26-year-old man carjacked by the marathon bombing suspects tells 
his story to The Boston Globe, and more details from the search emerge.

How Fast Can Someone Be ‘Radicalized’?
Of the many questions that have yet to be answered in the marathon bombing investigation, the 
toughest may be: Why? We take a look at how extremists recruit and radicalize members.

Historic Midwest Floods, After Months Of Drought
Much of the Midwest has been experiencing severe flooding in recent weeks, including Illinois, 
Missouri, Iowa, Indiana, North Dakota, Mississippi and Michigan.

A Path To Sight For Some Blinded By Hereditary Disease
The FDA has approved the first treatment that gives limited sight to people blinded by the genetic 
condition retinitis pigmentosa. The device, called the Argus II, works like an artificial retina.

Muhammad Ali And The Vietnam War
As the great boxer Muhammad Ali continues to suffer from Parkinson’s Disease, we look back to one 
of the turning points in his fascinating life: when he refused to serve in the Vietnam War.

Monday, April 29, 2013
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Putting A Price On Life And Limb
Ken Feinberg, who handled victims’ compensation after 9/11, is now tasked with the same role for the 
marathon bombings. The One Fund Boston has raised more than $27 million.

‘Misha’ Denies Radicalizing Bombing Suspect
Members of the Tsarnaev family say a man named Misha played a role in radicalizing bombing 
suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev. But a reporter who tracked him down says he denies any role.

Hopes Fade For More Rescues In Building Collapse
More than 380 people are now believed to have died in the collapse of a clothing factory complex in 
Bangladesh last week. Hundreds are still missing, and the rescue operation is winding down.

Syrian Electronic Army Has Regime’s Back In Cyberspace
Most of the hacking attacks by the The Syrian Electronic Army have been on the order of pranks. But 
last week, a fake tweet about a bombing at the White House showed the group could do actual harm.

Author Weaves Decades Of History In Cape Cod Novel
Elizabeth Graver’s new novel “The End of the Point” follows a family from World War II to the end of 
the 20th century, in a fictional beach community on Cape Cod in Massachusetts.

Tuesday, April 30, 2013
Obama: U.S. Still Not Sure Who Used Chemical Weapons
President Obama strongly suggested today that he’d consider military action against Syria if it can be 
confirmed that President Bashar Assad’s government used chemical weapons.

What If The Boston Bombers Had Used Guns?
New Yorker writer John Cassidy has a thought experiment: Imagine that the Boston Marathon 
bombers used assault rifles instead of bombs. What would have been different?

N.H. Police Chiefs Raffle A Gun A Day
The New Hampshire Association of Chiefs of Police is raffling off a gun a day for the month of May. 
Some residents are outraged. Others say the event is part of the state’s culture.

Study: Blacks, Hispanics Pay More For Homes
A new study out of Duke University finds that black and Hispanic home buyers are paying up to 3.5 
percent more than white home buyers for comparable homes. The reason why is not clear.

How To ‘Win’ The War In Afghanistan
As the Taliban launch their spring offensive, we talk with retired Marine captain and former Assistant 
Secretary of Defense Bing West about how to bring a successful end to the war.

Hockey Bad Boy’s Road To Recovery And Redemption
Derek Sanderson helped the Boston Bruins win two Stanley Cups, and at one time was the world’s 
highest paid athlete. He dated Playboy bunnies and had his own TV show. But the fortune and fame 
took a toll.

May, 2013
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Wednesday, May 01, 2013
Police: 3 More Suspects Arrested In Marathon Bombings
A lawyer says two of the three people newly arrested in the Boston Marathon bombing case are men 
originally from Kazakhstan who were friendly with suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev.

Guantanamo Hunger Strikes And Ethics Of Force-Feeding
A U.S. military spokesman says there are still 100 Guantanamo Bay prisoners refusing to eat, and 23 
are being force-fed to prevent starvation. The president made a renewed vow this week to close the 
prison.

Violence Mars Campaigning In Pakistan
More than 20 people have been killed in attacks in Pakistan in recent days. One of those killed was a 
politician running for a provincial assembly seat in the May 11th elections.

New Treatments Take On Multiple Sclerosis
We had a reminder this week of the horror of multiple sclerosis, when a terminally ill MS sufferer in 
Ireland lost her court battle to end her life. We check in on the latest MS treatments.

Kids Urged To Unplug For ‘Screen Free Week’
The non-profit Campaign for a Commercial-Free Childhood wants kids and parents to let their digital 
devices go black this week. The organization is encouraging families to read and play instead.

Thursday, May 02, 2013
Marathon Organizers Try To Come To Terms With Bombings
The directors of the Boston Marathon are speaking out for the first time since the day of the bombings, 
as they make decisions about next year’s race, and runners who couldn’t finish.

Talk Of Arming Syrian Rebels Grows In White House
Arguments in favor of arming Syrian rebels are gaining ground in the White House, according to 
officials quoted Thursday.

The Complicated Truth About Fracking And The Environment
The EPA says the drilling process known as fracking releases less methane into the atmosphere than 
previously thought. But uses up vast quantities of water and researchers say it has caused earthquakes.

Journalists Get Rare Look Inside Cuba’s Prisons
Cuban prisons are usually closed to outside scrutiny, but foreign journalists were recently allowed 
through the doors of one prison, for the first time in almost a decade.

Finger Pointing And Few Answers After Texas Explosion
Two weeks after an explosion at a fertilizer plant killed 15 people and leveled neighborhoods in West, 
Texas, the community rebuilds and presses for answers.

Friday, May 03, 2013
A Dad’s Fight: More Time Off For Grieving Parents
U.S. law allows up to 12 weeks off work for the birth of a child or to care for a sick loved one, but it 
does not cover bereavement. A father who lost his child is trying to change that.

Judge Overrules Decision To Release Terror Suspect
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A U.S. District judge in Chicago has ordered that 18-year-old Abdella Ahmad Tounisi continue to be 
detained on terrorism-related charges. It reverses an earlier decision by another judge.

Growing Signs Of Hezbollah Role In Syria
As the drumbeat for arming the rebels in Syria continues in the U.S., there is growing evidence that the 
militant Lebanese Shi’a organisation Hezbollah is fighting for the regime.

Pastor Jim Wallis: Get Out Of The Pews, Go Out And Help
Pastor Jim Wallis is an active public religious leader, but last election season he went on a retreat. The 
result is his new book about “what religion forgets and politics hasn’t learned about serving the public 
good.”

Books That Comfort In The Aftermath Of Tragedy
Writer Danny Heitman says literature can help people cope after the Boston Marathon bombings. He 
recommends five books that provide solace.

Monday, May 06, 2013
Activists: Israeli Strike Kills 42 Syrian Soldiers
Israel’s weekend airstrike on a military complex near the Syrian capital of Damascus killed at least 42 
Syrian soldiers, a group of anti-regime activists said Monday.

Sanford, Colbert Busch In Razor Thin SC Congressional Race
A new poll shows former Republican South Carolina governor Mark Sanford with a one percentage-
point lead over Democrat Elizabeth Colbert Busch in their battle for the S.C. 1st District congressional 
race.

‘Sizzurp:’ A Dangerous Cough Syrup Mixture
A concoction of cough syrup, soda and candy is heralded in rap songs even though it has been blame 
for multiple deaths.

Remembering Ballet Star Frederic Franklin
We listen back to our interview with Frederic Franklin, who died Saturday at the age of 98.

Turning Tattoos Into Fine Art
As more art school graduates end up in tattoo shops, the body art is increasingly influenced by fine art.

Are Young Americans Idling?
David Leonhardt of the New York Times says that young workers in the U.S. face a more challenging 
job market than their counterparts in hard hit places like Europe.

Tuesday, May 07, 2013
Ohio Missing Women Found
Three women who vanished a decade ago have been found in Cleveland alive and in good health.

Mother Saves Her Son From Overdose Thanks To Pilot Program
A pilot program is being credited with reversing more than a thousand drug overdoses. We speak with 
a mother who was able to save her son.

Search Drags On For Burial Spot For Bomb Suspect
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The body of Boston Marathon bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev remains in storage at a Worcester, 
Massachusetts funeral home as the debate over where to bury him continues.

In Defense Of The Word ‘Nice’
Author Josh Chetwynd thinks that the word “nice” has gotten a bad rap. He writes that nice gestures 
can be “powerful shorthand for the virtues we consider important.”

Visiting A Somali Town Freed From Islamic Militants
The BBC’s Andrew Harding recently traveled to the Somali town of Afgoye, which was recently freed 
from the grip of the Islamic militant group al-Shabab.

Wednesday, May 08, 2013
Amanda Berry Returns Home
With helicopters hovering and cheers from onlookers, a motorcade escorted Amanda Berry, who 
escaped 10 years of captivity in Cleveland, and her daughter today to the home of her sister, Beth 
Serrano.

Lawyer Calls For Pragmatic Approach At Guantánamo Bay
An attorney back from Guantánamo says a commander’s iron-fisted approach is prolonging a detainee 
hunger strike.

CA Man To Reunite With Officer Who Convinced Him Not To Jump
Tonight a man who almost jumped off the Golden Gate Bridge is being reunited with the highway 
patrol officer who talked him out of it.

Are Hollywood Stars Ruining Kickstarter?
Hollywood stars from Zach Braff to Whoopi Goldberg are turning to kickstarter to fund their pet 
projects, upsetting some who say celebrities will overshadow budding entertainers and entrepreneurs.

Immigration Bill Faces Test
A landmark immigration bill in the Senate is facing a critical trial – whether it can survive hundreds of 
amendments from the left and right and still emerge relatively intact.

Thursday, May 09, 2013
Boston Police Commissioner Never Saw Russia Warning About Suspect
Boston Police Commissioner Edward Davis says he would have liked to have known that Russian 
authorities had warned the FBI that Tamerlan Tsarnaev was a radical extremist before the April 15 
attacks.

Should Muslims Monitor Muslims?
As investigators continue to look into what radicalized the Boston Marathon bombing suspects, a local 
Imam explains his role in monitoring mosque members.

A Brief History Of @
The digital age has made a celebrity of the “at” sign, but the symbol’s roots go back centuries.

Scientists Discover Protein That Reverses Heart Disease In Older Mice
Scientists at Harvard University think they have found a way to possibly reverse the aging process in 
human organs.
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Why We Still Read ‘The Great Gatsby’
As the sixth film adaptation of “The Great Gatsby” opens in theaters across the country, literary critic 
Steve Almond says he re-reads the book every summer.

Friday, May 10, 2013
Marathon Lockdown Serves As Eye-Opener For Suburban Moms
When a number of Massachusetts communities were on lockdown following the Marathon Bombings, 
some suburban moms gained a new understanding of the fear their inner-city counterparts live with all 
the time.

Benghazi, Immigration Dominate Week In Congress
Republicans this week claimed that the Department of State under potential 2016 presidential 
candidate Hillary Clinton covered up what really happened in last year’s deadly attack on the 
American consulate in Benghazi, Libya. Meanwhile, immigration reform has survived a series of test 
votes in committee.

Tesla Charges Up Electric Car Market
Tesla, the electric car manufacturer in Silicon Valley, had two big wins this week: It posted a quarterly 
profit for the first time ever, and it tied for the highest ranking ever given to a car by Consumer 
Reports.

Pakistan Gets Ready For Vote
The BBC’s Owen Bennett Jones joins us from Lahore, Pakistan to discuss Saturday’s election. He 
reports on the role of money in the campaign.

An ‘Interspecies Jam’ With The Cicadas
To mark the coming arrival of the cicadas, we speak with David Rothenberg, who makes music out of 
the cicada buzz.

Monday, May 13, 2013
New Orleans Police Vow To Solve Mother’s Day Shootings
Video released early Monday by New Orleans police shows a possible suspect in the Mother’s Day 
gunfire that wounded 19 people during a neighborhood parade.

High Fuel Prices Drive Up Demand For Natural Gas Cars
More drivers are turning to natural gas vehicles because the fuel is half as expensive as gasoline is at 
the pumps right now. What are these cars like to drive and own?

Obama Slams IRS Targeting, Defends Libya Effort
President Obama says anyone at the IRS responsible for targeting conservative groups should be held 
accountable. And he pushed back strongly against fresh Republican criticism over Benghazi.

Ethicist: Abortion Trial Underscores Need For Contraception
Longtime abortion provider Dr. Kermit Gosnell has been found guilty of killing three babies. Ethicist 
Art Caplan says the case points to the need for widely-available contraceptives.

Young Composer Caroline Shaw Wins Pulitzer
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At 30, Caroline Shaw is the youngest – and one of only a few women – to have won the Pulitzer Prize 
for Music. Before last month, she was known primarily as a violinist and singer.

Tuesday, May 14, 2013
Who Should Get The Gene Test For Breast Cancer?
Movie star Angelina Jolie has gone public about her decision to have a BRCA gene test and undergo a 
preventive double mastectomy. It raises questions for all women.

Holder Says He Had No Direct Role In AP Subpoena
The Justice Department says Attorney General Eric Holder removed himself from a decision to 
subpoena phone records of The Associated Press.

British Activists Fight For Release Of Gitmo Detainee
Human rights activists in Britain are campaigning to close the U.S. detention facility at Guantanamo 
Bay, and release the last British resident being held there. His name is Shaker Aamer.

College Enrollment Hits Record Level For Hispanics
Hispanic students are entering colleges and universities at the highest rate ever, according to the Pew 
Hispanic Center. It’s a higher rate than for white or black students.

That Amazing Boston-Toronto Hockey Game
Were you one of the hockey fans who went to bed early last night — before the Boston Bruins’ 
incredible comeback against the Toronto Maple Leafs? Our Canadian colleague joins us for a recap.

Chef Kathy Gunst Thinks Green For Spring
Here & Now resident chef Kathy Gunst brings us five recipes, including an Asian asparagus salad, 
braised artichokes with roasted asparagus and an upside down rhubarb cake.

Wednesday, May 15, 2013
Expert: To Prevent Military Sexual Assaults, Put More Women In Combat
National security expert Juliette Kayyem says the problem of sexual assaults in the military won’t 
change until women are fully integrated into the services, including combat roles.

Cleveland Police Say They’ve Solved Decades-Old Murder Case
Just a week after three women missing for a decade in Cleveland reappeared, police say they have 
solved a 1984 murder case.

How To Talk To Kids About Abductions
The discovery of three kidnapped Cleveland women has parents thinking about how to protect their 
kids.

Bee Attacks Roil Hikers And Walkers In Arizona
Swarms of a type of hybrid bee have been attacking hikers and walkers in Arizona, killing at least one 
and injuring half a dozen others.

Officer Recounts Manhunt For Marathon Bombing Suspects
We hear from a police officers who, days after the Boston Marathon bombing, was on the scene of a 
wild shootout in Watertown, Massachusetts.
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Missing Marine Buried Today
Private First Class Daniel Andrew Benedett was on a helicopter shot down off a Cambodian island in 
1975. His remains were identified earlier this year and he was buried at Arlington National Cemetery 
today.

Superman Turns 75
This year marks the 75th anniversary of the birth of Superman and there’s a lot to celebrate.

Thursday, May 16, 2013
Sheriff: 7 Still Unaccounted For After Tornado
A rash of tornadoes slammed into several small communities in North Texas overnight, leaving at least 
six people dead, dozens more injured and hundreds homeless.

Jails Become De Facto Psychiatric Wards
Failures in mental health care mean that often the only way to get help for a loved one is to call the 
police. We speak with a journalist about the tragic consequences for her family.

Factories In Bangladesh Reopen After Protests
Garment manufacturers say they will reopen hundreds of factories outside Dhaka, after they were 
shuttered due to protests sparked by the building collapse that killed more than 1,000 people.

Morehouse College President Talks Controversies, Challenges
President Obama delivers the commencement address this weekend at Morehouse College, the all-
male historically black college. The school’s president discusses recent controversies and challenges.

Star Trek Creator’s Son Gives Fans New Way To Geek Out
Mission Log is a podcast that delves into every aspect of the classic sci-fi series. It’s produced by Rod 
Roddenberry, son of Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry.

Friday, May 17, 2013
‘Culture Of Cover-Up’ Or ‘Foolish Mistake’ At IRS?
At a hearing today, the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee said the IRS’s targeting of 
tea party and conservative groups seems to be part of a culture of cover-ups.

What Your T-Shirt Label Doesn’t Reveal
After last month’s devastating garment factory collapse in Bangladesh, are you taking a second look at 
the labels in your clothing? Dara O’Rourke explains what we know about how our clothing is made.

Biologists Find Source Of Deadly Plague
The discovery, by biologists at Northern Arizona University, not only solves some ancient mysteries 
about the first pandemic, but could also provide answers in the event of a bio-terrorism threat.

Foundation Puts Spotlight On Missing African Americans
The Black and Missing Foundation says African Americans make up about one-third of all missing 
people in the U.S. but they’re not represented in the media as much as pretty white females.

The Science Of Where We Stand In Elevators
Have you ever wondered why some people stand in the back of an elevator? Or why some smile at 
you, while others stare down at the floor? Radiolab’s Robert Krulwich shares some answers.
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The Interview Behind ‘I Drive Your Truck’
A conversation Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock had with Paul Monti about his son Jared Monti, who was 
killed in Afghanistan, sparked a song that hit No. 1 on the country charts last month.

Monday, May 20, 2013
How Did The IRS Get The Job Of Vetting Political Activity?
The law requires the IRS to determine whether a group is a social welfare organization, which is 
allowed some political activity, or a political group, which must disclose its donors.

Conn. Gov. To Commuters: Stay In NYC This Week
Connecticut Governor Dan Malloy is telling commuters heading into New York City to pack an 
overnight bag, after a train collision disrupted the country’s busiest rail corridor.

Afghan Activists Demand Rights For Disabled
Afghanistan isn’t an easy place to make a living even if you’re healthy. But for those with disabilities 
— including thousands maimed during decades of conflict — it’s a downright hostile environment.

More Tornadoes Forecasted For Plains And Midwest
The outbreak of deadly tornadoes that struck the nation’s midsection over the weekend is expected to 
continue today. Oklahoma has been the hardest hit, with two people killed.

‘Watergate: The Video Game’ Puts Player In Woodward’s Shoes
If you find yourself waxing nostalgic for the kind of 1970s investigative journalism that led to the 
Watergate hearings, you can now relive the chills and thrills of the Washington Post investigation.

Longtime Everest Climber Calls Mountain A ‘Powder Keg’
This year’s Mount Everest climbing season has already been marked by conflict. Mountaineer Peter 
Athans, who has reached the summit seven times, explains why.

Tuesday, May 21, 2013
Oklahoma Tornado: Updates And How To Help
The state medical examiner’s office has revised the death toll from a tornado in an Oklahoma City 
suburb to 24 people, including nine children. Those numbers are expected to climb.

Apple Faces Senate Questions On Taxes
Apple’s CEO Tim Cook is disputing assertions by a Senate panel that the company avoids billions of 
dollars in U.S. taxes by shifting profits to foreign affiliates.

Expert Tips On Surviving A Major Tornado
Are home-based shelters really enough to hold back an F5 category tornado, which can have winds 
upwards of 300 miles per hour? And what about people who don’t have home-based shelters?

Algorithm Finds Top Programmers, No Resume Required
The San Francisco-based company Gild is using complex algorithms to discover talented programmers 
that tech companies might want to hire. Can it be adapted for other industries?

What It’s Like To Grow Up In Tornado Alley
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Kelly Frey, the editor of Oklahoma’s big daily newspaper The Oklahoman, is from El Reno, Okla. and 
describes what it’s like to grow up in “tornado alley.”

Pastor Finds Son But Loses Two Of His Flock In Tornado
We speak with the pastor of St. Andrew’s United Methodist Church in Oklahoma City, which served 
as a shelter during the tornado. A member of the church and her baby were killed in the storm.

Wednesday, May 22, 2013
Jersey Shore Readies For Summer Post-Sandy
In New Jersey, where Hurricane Sandy killed dozens of people and caused nearly $30 billion in 
damage, many people are asking: will the shore be open for business?

2 Infants Among 10 Kids Killed In Oklahoma Tornado
The Oklahoma medical examiner’s office says two infants are among 24 people killed by the tornado 
that ripped across the Oklahoma City area this week. It has positively identified all but one of the 
victims.

Man Fatally Shot By FBI Had Ties To Bombing Suspect
The FBI in Washington confirms that an agent shot and killed a man in Orlando, Fla. last night who 
was being questioned in connection with the Boston Marathon bombing investigation.

Touré: Why Prince Became An Icon
Prince is a brilliant musician, a mesmerizing performer and — according to cultural commentator 
Touré — a Generation X icon. Touré says Prince played a wise older brother to the latchkey kids of 
Gen X.

Story Update: Man Found Not Guilty Of Killing Father
Last week, Mother Jones reporter Mac McClelland told us about her schizophrenic cousin who 
murdered his father during a psychotic break. A jury has found him not guilty, by reason of insanity.

Thursday, May 23, 2013
Obama Endorses More Oversight Of Drone Strikes
President Barack Obama says his administration is willing to consider accepting increased oversight of 
lethal drone strikes outside of war zones like Afghanistan.

Drone Victim’s Path From N.C. To Pakistan
The Obama administration is acknowledging for the first time that it has killed four Americans in 
overseas drone strikes since 2009, including Jude Kenan Mohammad of Raleigh, N.C.

Britain Investigates Brutal Killing Of Soldier
Two men are suspected of hacking to death a British soldier, then explaining their actions to 
bystanders. Investigators are trying to determine whether the men were part of a wider plot.

Oklahoma AG Warns Of Scams And Price Gouging
Oklahoma’s attorney general is warning residents to look out for scams, after the massive tornado that 
ripped through Moore. State law makes it illegal to raise prices by more than 10 percent after a 
disaster.

Foam Peanuts Replaced By (Real) Mushrooms
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What if you could replace styrofoam with something that biodegrades and doesn’t contain petroleum? 
That’s what one start-up is trying to do — with mushrooms.

A Message For Black High School Graduates
A professor from Howard University has some advice on what African American high school 
graduates need to hear when they receive diplomas over the next few weeks.

Friday, May 24, 2013
Teen Katrina Refugee Loses Home Again In Tornado
Darius Joseph, 15, left New Orleans after Katrina destroyed his home. He’s now homeless again after 
the tornado in Oklahoma, but he’s helping his adopted family recover.

Emergency Funds Made Available For Bridge Collapse
Washington state Congressman Rick Larsen says emergency funds have been made available to aid 
repairs to the Interstate 5 bridge. An oversize truck apparently caused the collapse.

Egypt Tries To Retrain Its Police Force
In Egypt, restoring a sense of security more than two years after the revolution is proving to be a 
difficult task. Part of the problem is the Egyptian police force itself, which has a reputation for 
brutality.

Obama Signs Bill To Honor Four Girls Killed
President Barack Obama is signing the Congressional Gold Medal Bill today to posthumously honor 
the four little girls killed in one of the worst acts of violence in the civil rights era.

KALQ Vs. QWERTY: The Search For A Better Keyboard
The QWERTY keyboard layout has existed for more than 100 years. In the age of smart phones and 
tablets, is it time for a redesign? We look at QWERTY’s origins and a new design called KALQ.

Monday, May 27, 2013
‘Operation Flags For Vets’ Honors Fallen Soldiers
The same man who inspired the hit country song “I Drive Your Truck” has organized an effort to make 
sure there’s a flag on every soldier’s grave at Massachusetts National Cemetery.

WWII Veterans Faced Troubled Homecoming Too
The problems facing today’s returning veterans are well known: unemployment, homelessness, PTSD. 
A historian says the Greatest Generation suffered them too.

Fears Grow As Syrian Conflict Ignites Lebanon
Rockets struck areas of Beirut controlled by the militant Islamic group Hezbollah over the weekend, 
adding to the fears that the Syrian civil war could revive neighboring Lebanon’s dormant civil war.

In Ohio, Girl Scout Leaders Sue Over Camp Closures
Girl Scout volunteers in Ohio, Iowa, Alabama and New York state are upset over their regional Girl 
Scout councils’ plans to sell off the scout camps. Council leaders claim the camps are not popular.

The Coming Apocalypse(s) In Summer Film
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Memorial Day is the traditional kick-off for the summer movie season. This year, apocalypse is in the 
air with films including “World War Z,” “Pacific Rim,” “After Earth,” “This Is the End” and 
“Elysium.”

Tuesday, May 28, 2013
Should Parents Be Liable If Unvaccinated Children Sicken Others?
A measles outbreak in the New York is prompting bioethicist Art Caplan to wonder about the 
consequences of parents choosing not to vaccinate their children.

Concerns Over Foreign-Fed Arms Race In Syria
European Union nations have decided they can give weapons to the Syrian rebels, while Russia has 
revealed plans to provide the Syrian regime with anti-aircraft missiles.

Syrian Conflict Ignites Sectarian Battles, Tests Hezbollah
Sunni and Shia Muslims are increasingly battling each other throughout the Middle East, as they take 
sides in the Syrian civil war. Hezbollah is losing some support for fighting alongside the regime.

Stocks Jump After Home Prices, Confidence Surge
Stocks are seeing big gains on Wall Street after a pair of upbeat reports on the U.S. economy. 
Consumer confidence hit a five-year high and a home price index rose nearly 11 percent.

Texting And Driving Law Signed In Florida
Florida has become one of the last states to ban texting while driving. The law makes it a secondary 
offense – meaning the driver has to be pulled over for another offense first – and it allows texting at a 
red light.

Should Penn Station Be Restored To Former Beauty?
The battle over New York’s Pennsylvania Station — the largest train station in North America — is 
heating up. Architects unveil their hopes for a new Penn Station Wednesday.

Wednesday, May 29, 2013
Attorney General Holder: Engaged In Damage Control?
Attorney General Eric Holder is reportedly set to meet with major media organizations, after his 
agency’s controversial subpoenas of AP phone records.

Bank Lobbyists Working With Congress To Write Bank Regulations
Wall Street lawyers influenced nearly every line in a banking regulation bill working its way through 
Congress this month, according to an investigation by The New York Times.

Real Estate Hot In Phoenix, Cold In Cleveland
Home prices are making big gains nationwide. Phoenix, Ariz. had the biggest increase of the cities 
surveyed, while Cleveland was near the other end of the list. We look at why.

Biden And China’s President Both Tour Latin America
Vice President Biden visits Rio de Janeiro today as part of his Latin American tour. At the same time, 
China’s president is making stops in Costa Rica, Mexico and Trinidad and Tobago.

NIH Director Warns Of Sequester Consequences
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The head of the National Institutes of Health warns that sequestration is compromising the future of 
biomedical research and slowing the improvement in the health of all Americans.

David Foster Wallace’s Heroic IRS
David Foster Wallace wrote about a fictional version of the IRS in his posthumous novel “The Pale 
King.” A professor who studies Wallace’s work says it charts “year zero for our current political 
stalemate.”

Story Update: Penn Station Reimagined
As a follow-up to Robin Young’s story yesterday, “Should Penn Station Be Restored To Former 
Beauty?” we have images of four architectural firms’ reimagining of Penn Station.

Thursday, May 30, 2013
4 Weeks And 5 Rulings That May Change The U.S.
As Supreme Court justices prepare to release decisions on some of the most controversial social issues 
in the U.S., a new study finds it’s the most business-friendly court since WWII.

Philadelphia Police Shoot 7 Suspects In A Week
Philadelphia police have shot a suspect in in the past week. Four of the shootings have been fatal.

Dying Girl Sparks Debate Over Organ Transplants
The case of a 10-year-old girl in the final stages of lung failure has sparked outrage among those who 
say it’s unconscionable to deny her a lung transplant that would be hers if she were a year older.

Marathon Bombing Victim Heads To Rehab
While Marc Furcarile celebrates the next step in his recovery, he’s also reflecting on his 
unconventional ride to the hospital on April 15 — a ride that saved his life.

Our Spending Habits Transform At 50, But Why?
Crunching data from the U.S. Census Bureau has yielded some surprising trends about baby boomers’ 
sartorial choices. At a certain stage in life, spending on men’s clothing peaks — then plummets.

Why Fresno Is The Land Of Poets
It may not surprise you that Los Angeles and Brooklyn have named poet laureates, but how about the 
dusty agricultural city of Fresno, California? It claims a surprising number of successful poets.

Friday, May 31, 2013
Is Iraq Headed Toward Civil War?
More than 1,000 people have been killed in violence in Iraq the last two months. April was the 
deadliest month there since June 2008 — around the time the U.S. troop surge ended in Iraq.

Michigan Woman Killed Fighting In Syria
Relatives of a 33-year-old Michigan woman killed in fighting in Syria say they didn’t even know she 
was in the Middle East but that she always wanted to be a peacemaker.

Steve Inskeep’s 11th Floor View Of Damascus
NPR’s Steve Inskeep is one of a tiny number of foreign reporters in the Syrian capital Damascus. “It’s 
a city that is attempting to pose that life is normal. At the same time, it’s a battlefield” he says.
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‘Obamacare’ Will Be Ready, Says Sebelius
Three years after it became law, the health care reform that’s become known as Obamacare is proving 
just as difficult to implement as it was to pass through Congress.

Orders Canceled Over Monsanto-Modified Wheat
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has confirmed that plant samples from an Oregon farm contain 
genetically-modified wheat created by Monsanto. It’s prompted Japan to cancel orders.

Soylent Isn’t Green And It’s Not People
A 24-year-old engineer has created a liquid food called Soylent. It’s not made of people, like in the 
classic sci-fi movie Soylent Green, but it is aimed at replacing all the food you eat.

Listener Letters: Critically-Ill Girl
Here & Now fill-in host Meghna Chakrabarti responds to listeners’ feedback on our story yesterday, 
“Dying Girl Sparks Debate Over Organ Transplants.”

June, 2013

Monday, June 03, 2013
Army Pfc. Bradley Manning Goes On Trial
The court martial of Bradley Manning, the Army private charged with leaking hundreds of government 
and military documents to WikiLeaks, begins today in Maryland.

Turkey’s Prime Minister: Protests Not ‘Turkish Spring’
Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan is dismissing street protests against his rule as actions 
organized by extremists. He angrily rejected comparisons with the Arab Spring uprisings.

Three ‘Storm Chasers’ Killed In Tornado
After a high-profile storm chaser, his son and his colleague were killed in the tornadoes that tore 
through Oklahoma Friday night, we look at the risks and rewards of storm chasing.

Sunscreen Buying Guide: What To Avoid
An expert explains what consumers should look for in a sunscreen and what they should avoid, 
including sprays and powders, the ingredient oxybenzone and sunscreen with SPF over 50.

New Jersey Sen. Lautenberg Dead At Age 89
Senator Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey was the last surviving World War II veteran in the Senate. He 
was the son of Polish and Russian immigrants, and he founded the payroll services company ADP.

Photographer Gets Up Close With Whales
Bryant Austin has come up with a way to create incredible life-size photographs of whales. He spends 
hours floating motionless without breathing gear until the whales approach him.

Tuesday, June 04, 2013
Military Justice System On The Line Over Sexual Assault
Military leaders testify on Capitol Hill in Washington, Tuesday, June 4, 2013, before the Senate 
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Heads of every branch of the U.S. military are testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee 
today, as Senators consider bills that would change the military justice system.

Conservative Groups Testify About IRS Scrutiny
The leaders of six conservative groups will testify before the House Ways and Means Committee about 
the extra scrutiny the IRS gave their applications for tax-exempt status.

New Designer Drugs Are In Legal Gray Area
A growing facet in American drug culture is the use of research chemicals to create a psychoactive 
high. They don’t match the structure of illegal drugs, so they’re technically legal to possess.

Cheerios Ad Sparks Racist Response Online
A Cheerios ad featuring an interracial family — a black husband, a white wife and a biracial child — 
inspired so many racist comments on YouTube, General Mills disabled the comments.

Obama’s Top Adviser Talks Trust, Scandals, Immigration
Jeremy Hobson joins Here & Now as co-host on July 1, but in the meantime he brings us an interview 
with one of President Obama’s closest advisers, Valerie Jarrett.

A Final Goodbye To Musician Rob Morsberger
When Rob Morsberger was diagnosed with brain cancer, he promised to be as creative as possible with 
the time he had left. He taught us all a lesson with the courage he displayed as he left the stage.

Wednesday, June 05, 2013
Donilon Resigns, Rice To Become National Security Adviser
President Obama’s top national security adviser Tom Donilon will be replaced by Susan Rice, the U.S. 
ambassador to the U.N. who has been a lightning rod for Republican criticism.

‘Baby Whisperer’ Reflects On Six-Decade Career
If you’ve ever had a baby, you’ve probably taken the advice of Dr. T. Berry Brazelton. Called the 
“baby whisperer,” Brazelton changed the way we think about infants.

Rescue Underway After Philadelphia Building Collapse
Thirteen people are injured and at least one is still trapped in the rubble after a building collapse on the 
edge of downtown Philadelphia.

MLB Could Suspend Players Linked To Clinic
The founder of a Miami anti-aging clinic has agreed to talk to Major League Baseball about players 
linked to performance-enhancing drugs. His cooperation could lead to suspensions.

Michelle Obama Confronts Heckler During Speech
When a heckler interrupted the First Lady during a speech, she reportedly walked over and said, 
“Listen to me, or you can take the mic, but I’m leaving. You all decide. You have one choice.”

Sound City Studios Turned Scruffy Kids Into Superstars
Sound City launched bands like Nirvana, and bands like Nirvana kept relaunching the studio. From its 
opening in 1969 to its closing in 2011, it produced more than 100 gold and platinum albums.

Thursday, June 06, 2013
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White House Defends NSA Verizon Surveillance
The Obama administration is defending the National Security Agency’s collection of the telephone 
records of millions of Verizon customers as “a critical tool in protecting the nation.”

Turkish Protests Bring Together Opposing Groups
The protests in Turkey began last week as a peaceful sit-in at a park to prevent it from being turned 
into a shopping mall. They have since grown into something larger.

NBA Finals Tip Off Tonight
The Miami Heat, led by Lebron James, and the San Antonio Spurs, led by future Hall of Famer Tim 
Duncan, meet in game one of the NBA championship series tonight in Miami.

Solar Plane Pilot: Goal Not To Fly Fast, But Fly Forever
Swiss pilot Bertrand Piccard describes what it’s like to travel noiselessly over the country in the 
world’s biggest, lightest solar-powered plane, the Solar Impulse.

Pakistan’s New Prime Minister Promises End To Blackouts
Pakistan’s new prime minister Nawaz Sharif took office this week, promising economic growth and an 
end to the country’s crippling power cuts. There are blackouts just about every day.

Can Box Office Winners And Losers Be Predicted?
When a summer movie has a big budget, star power and lots of explosions, you can bet studio 
executives are counting on a blockbuster. But it doesn’t always play out that way.

Friday, June 07, 2013
Japanese American WWII Veteran Looks Back
Susumu Ito, 93, fought for the U.S. in World War II while his family was in a U.S. internment camp. 
He told us, “If I had to do it all over again, I’d do exactly the same thing.”

Intel Director Blasts Leaks About NSA Surveillance
The Washington Post and Guardian newspapers have made public more information about the extent 
of domestic surveillance by the U.S. government.

Bioethicist Warns Courts Could Undermine Organ Transplant System
In what’s thought to be an unprecedented move, a federal judge has now allowed two dying children to 
jump ahead in the list of people waiting for lung transplants.

Will Afghan Forces Keep Up The Fight After 2014?
NPR’s Pentagon correspondent Tom Bowman is in Afghanistan, and says the unanswered question is 
whether Afghan forces will continue to fight and hold their positions after the U.S. withdraws.

China Ups Presence In Afghanistan As U.S. Withdraws
As the U.S. prepares for a military withdrawal in Afghanistan, China is investing in the energy and 
wireless sectors, and even opening a Chinese Confucius cultural center in Kabul.

Death And Its Euphemisms
Our friend and colleague Michael Goldfarb asks, “When did the verb ‘to die’ and the nouns derived 
from it — dead, death, etcetera — get excised from American usage to be replaced by ‘to pass’?”
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Monday, June 10, 2013
Leaker Wanted To Expose ‘Surveillance State,’ May Be Prosecuted
The NSA has asked the Justice Department to begin a criminal investigation of Edward Snowden, 29, 
who takes credit for leaking documents about extensive NSA surveillance.

What Does Domestic Spying Mean For The Obama Administration?
Journalist Jonathan Alter says the key difference between the data mining occurring under Obama and 
the wiretapping that took place under Bush, is that the data mining is not illegal.

Senate Takes Up Food Stamps, Farm Subsidies
The Senate plans on voting on the latest version of the farm bill today. At the forefront are questions 
about future spending on crop insurance subsidies and the food stamp program.

Why Some Syrian Expats Still Support Assad
As the U.S. decides whether to approve weapons for rebels in Syria, some Syrian immigrants in the 
U.S. are rooting for Syrian president Bashar Assad, believing that the alternative will lead to Islamic 
law.

Airhead’s ‘Wait’ Brings Softness to Electronic Music
NPR’s Stephen Thompson, editor and writer for NPR Music, brings us new music from unexpected 
sources. His latest find is the song “Wait” by Airhead, from the newly-released album “For Years.”

Women, African Americans Win Big At Tony Awards
The Broadway show, “Kinky Boots” — about a drag queen who saves a shoe factory — emerged as 
the dark horse at the Tony Awards last night, winning six awards including best musical.

Tuesday, June 11, 2013
Immigration Reform Bill Faces Test Votes
The Senate will take the temperature on immigration reform in a series of test votes today. A plan to 
collect back taxes from undocumented workers could complicate matters.

Edward Snowden: Hero Or Traitor?
Republican House Speaker John Boehner and Democratic Senator Diane Feinstein are in rare 
agreement: they both call Edward Snowden a traitor for leaking classified documents about 
government spying.

Expert: To Make Secrets More Secure, Have Fewer Of Them
The former head of information security at the National Archives says over-classification of 
information makes protecting it harder. Ninety percent of classified information should be public, he 
says.

The Cost Of Privacy In The Digital Age
From Facebook to grocery store reward cards, private companies collect and store private information 
about people every day. When personal data is currency, what does privacy cost?

‘Surgical Super Glue’ Helps Save Infant’s Life
A team of surgeons at the University of Kansas Hospital improvised with tools and “surgical super 
glue” to save a three-week-old infant from a rare brain aneurysm.
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Britain To Compensate Victims Of Colonial Torture In Kenya
In a historic first, the British government has acknowledged its colonial administration tortured and 
abused Kenyans during the Mau Mau uprising in the 1950s, and is offering compensation to victims.

Harvesting Cocktails From The Garden
Combining her interests in botany and well-made cocktails, Amy Stewart tells the stories of the plants 
used in alcoholic drinks, and shares four of her summer cocktail recipes.

Wednesday, June 12, 2013
Thousands Of Turkish Lawyers Join Protests
Black-robed Turkish lawyers stormed out of their courthouses today, following fierce overnight 
clashes between protesters and riot police in Istanbul’s Taksim Square.

Parenting In Three Genders
Jennifer Boylan was a father for 10 years, a mother for eight, and either both or neither for the time in 
between. Her new memoir is an in-depth look at the nature of parenting.

Where Is Edward Snowden?
The 29-year-old American who admitted to leaking news of the NSA’s phone and internet surveillance 
programs is reportedly in a safe house in Hong Kong, reaching out to human rights lawyers.

Home From Iran With Fresh Spices — And Hopes
Iranian American restaurateur Azita Bina-Seibel returned this week from a visit to Iran, laden with 
suitcases of herbs and spices, as well as observations about modern day Tehran.

The Song Of Graduation Season
If you’ve attended a high school or college graduation recently, you may have heard Tom Rush’s 
version of “Child’s Song.” It’s become a classic, with its lyrics about a child moving on.

Thursday, June 13, 2013
Reactions From Both Sides On Gene Patent Ruling
We get analysis of today’s Supreme Court ruling, as well as reactions from a breast cancer survivor, 
who is one of the plaintiffs, and a lawyer representing Myriad Genetics.

A Son Faces His Father’s WWII Ghosts
When Steve Maharidge came home from World War II, he was subject to fits of rage. His son, Dale 
believed the war was the reason, based on a photo his father kept. After Steve died, Dale went 
searching for answers.

Soaring Carbon Emissions Point To ‘Disaster For All Countries’
The International Energy Agency is warning that unless nations take urgent action to reduce carbon 
dioxide levels, average temperatures on the earth could rise by more than nine degrees Fahrenheit.

Inspector In Philadelphia Collapse Commits Suicide
A veteran inspector who surveyed a downtown building weeks before it collapsed, killing six people, 
has been found dead from a self-inflicted gunshot wound a week after the accident, according to 
authorities.

Turkey’s Prime Minister Vows To Remove ‘Lawbreakers’
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The prime minister’s strong-armed warning comes a day after his Islamic-rooted party offered to hold 
a referendum over a development plan near the square that has fanned two weeks of protests.

Stanley Cup Opener Is A Thriller
The Chicago Blackhawks beat the Boston Bruins 4-3 in triple overtime, in the fifth-longest finals game 
in NHL history. Anthony Shaw scored at 12:08 a.m. to give the Hawks a comeback victory.

Friday, June 14, 2013
Obama Steps Up Military Aid To Syria Rebels
President Obama has authorized lethal aid to Syrian rebels after the White House determined it had 
conclusive evidence that President Bashar Assad’s regime used chemical weapons.

The Perils Of Not Listening To Your Doctor: A Reporter’s Brush With Death
We usually talk to reporter Paul Eisenstein about cars, but when he mentioned he’d recently had a 
brush with death, we wanted to know more.

More Evacuations In Colorado Even As Firefighters Post Some Wins
Firefighters say they have battled the state’s most destructive fire to a draw, despite strong winds and 
dry ground conditions. But with the fire blazing over 25 square miles now, people continue to leave 
their homes.

Iran Supreme Leader To U.S. Critics: ‘The Hell With You’
Casting his ballot in his country’s presidential election today, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei commented on reports that the U.S. would not accept the results of today’s voting, saying 
“the hell with you.”

Memories Of A Dad: Coach Byrdsong, Killed In Hate Crime
Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock recalls the impression Northwestern Wildcats coach Ricky Byrdsong 
made on him when he was a young father, and speaks with Byrdsong’s daughter about her memories.

It’s A Bird! It’s A Plane! It’s A Marketing Campaign!
The latest reboot of the Superman movie, Man of Steel, opens today. It’s setting records already for 
promotional support. The Lorax set records when it had 70 promotional partners, but Man of Steel has 
roughly 100.

Monday, June 17, 2013
World Leaders Meet As Surveillance Becomes Top Concern
Group of Eight (G8) leaders are meeting in Northern Ireland today, on the heels of a report that Britain 
hacked into diplomats’ phones and emails at previous international conferences.

Supreme Court Strikes Down Arizona’s Voter Law
The justices voted 7-2 to throw out Arizona’s voter-approved requirement that prospective voters 
prove they’re U.S. citizens before using a federal registration system designed to make signing up 
easier.

Politics This Week: Immigration, Marco Rubio, G8 Summit
We speak with NPR’s Ron Elving about the immigration overhaul bill, amendments to be presented 
this week and an opinion piece saying Senator Marco Rubio shouldn’t even bother coming to Iowa in 
2016.
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French Universities Start Teaching More Classes In English
In a controversial move pushed by the minister of education in France — a country famous for efforts 
to protect its language — French universities are starting to offer more courses in English.

Cancer Clinics Turning Away Some Medicare Patients
The sequester budget cuts mean lower reimbursements for chemotherapy drugs for Medicare patients 
— a change that’s forcing some cancer clinics to turn away patients, in order to make ends meet.

New Music From Neko Case
NPR Music editor and reviewer Stephen Thompson returns to the show to bring us the first single from 
the first album in four years by Indie scene-stealer Neko Case.

Remembering A Crime Writer’s Wife And Muse
Joan Parker, longtime philanthropist and the widow of mystery writer Robert B. Parker, died last 
Tuesday. Joan was the inspiration for the character loved by Robert’s protagonist, detective Spenser.

Tuesday, June 18, 2013
Chicago Story: Finding Work With A Felony Record
We first spoke with Donzell Mintz when he was a teenager, before he was sentenced to three years 
behind bars. Fresh out of prison, he’s working at a cafe that trains young ex-offenders.

NSA Director: Spying Stopped Wall Street Attack
The director of the National Security Agency testified today that the government’s sweeping 
surveillance programs have foiled some 50 terrorist plots worldwide.

Eyes On LeBron James In Game 6 Of NBA Finals
The San Antonio Spurs hold a 3-2 game lead in the best-of-seven series — and all eyes are on LeBron 
to see whether he can overcome his playoff inconsistencies and lead the Heat to its second straight 
championship.

Iran’s President-Elect Promises ‘Path of Moderation’
In his first news conference, Iran’s president-elect promised to be more open about his country’s 
nuclear program and pledged that he would follow a “path of moderation and justice, not extremism.”

From Gelato To Granita, Frozen Treats Explained
What’s the difference between ice cream and gelato? Is frozen yogurt really good for you? And just 
what is granita anyway? Here & Now resident chef Kathy Gunst explains and shares two recipes.

Wednesday, June 19, 2013
The Third Digital Revolution: Making Things
MIT professor Neil Gershenfeld pioneered the “fab labs” movement and calls digital fabrication the 
third digital revolution, after communication and computation.

Afghan President Rejects Talks With Taliban, U.S.
Afghanistan’s president says he will not pursue peace talks with the Taliban unless the U.S. steps out 
of the negotiations, while also insisting the militant group stop its violent attacks.

Journalist Michael Hastings Dies At 33
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Michael Hastings, the war correspondent whose unflinching reporting from Afghanistan led to the 
resignation of Gen. Stanley McChrystal, has died in a car crash in Los Angeles.

Fire Near Yosemite Raises Concern Over Dry Summer
An unattended campfire near a main route into Yosemite National Park grew into a blaze that led to the 
evacuations of 1,500 people, but nearly half were allowed to return as firefighters gained ground.

Verdi Vs. Wagner, And Why They Disliked Each Other’s Music
Opera composers Richard Wagner and Giuseppe Verdi would both be 200 years old this year. We take 
a crash course in opera appreciation to hear the differences between them.

A Reporter's Notebook From The World's Deadliest City
NPR’s Carrie Kahn just got back from a trip to Honduras — home to the city of San Pedro Sula, where 
more than 1,200 people were killed last year. She opens her reporter’s notebook for us.

Thursday, June 20, 2013
Test Tube Burger: No Cows, No Greenhouse Gas
The ethical concerns and health impacts of eating meat are subjects of disagreement, but the 
environmental effects are undisputed. That’s why scientists are growing meat in test tubes.

Taliban Offer Exchange For Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl
A man believed to be Bowe Bergdahl, left, is pictured in a frame grab from a video released by the 
Taliban. The image was released by IntelCenter on Dec. 8, 2010. (IntelCenter via AP)
Army Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, 27, of Idaho, was captured four years ago in Afghanistan. The Afghan 
Taliban are offering to free him in exchange for five of their senior operatives.

‘Star Wars’ Being Dubbed Into Navajo
The original “Star Wars” movie will be re-released next month dubbed in Navajo. The project is aimed 
at helping Navajo families who want to learn and preserve their native language.

Oil Supplies Are Up, But Gas Is Still Pricey
Supplies of oil have been surging and U.S. drivers are using less gasoline. That would seem to be the 
right combination to push down gas prices, but they’ve remained stubbornly high.

Is Kanye West’s New Album ‘Yeezus’ Mostly Hype?
Here & Now pop culture critic Renee Graham calls Kanye West’s new album “Yeezus” the cultural 
flash point of the week, with songs like “I Am A God,” “New Slaves” and “Black Skinhead.”

Friday, June 21, 2013
Boy-On-Boy Sexual Hazing On The Rise
We speak with a school principal in Colorado whose 13-year-old son was sexually assaulted by three 
upperclassmen. He says the small town struck back at him when he called police.

Border Deal Boosts Immigration Reform, Food Aid Sinks Farm Bill
A deal to bolster fencing along the U.S.-Mexico border is drawing more supporters to an immigration 
reform bill. And once again, lawmakers couldn’t agree on a farm bill.

Why Was Comey Chosen To Be FBI Director?
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James Comey, a former senior Justice Department official, emerged as the top contender for the FBI 
director position last month, over Lisa Moncao who was a former assistant attorney general.

Brazil And Turkey Rocked By Protests
The president of Brazil held an emergency cabinet meeting today to deal with a wave of protests across 
the country in the last week. Meanwhile, protests also continue in Turkey.

Wacky New Shows Dominate Summer TV
Gone are the days of summer reruns. In their place are a variety of shows, including “Top Hooker,” 
“Princesses: Long Island” and “Through the Wormhole.”

Guitar Legend John McLaughlin Has New Album
Jazz fusion guitar hero John McLaughlin is out with a new album, “Now Here This.” It continues the 
groundbreaking work he began in the 1970s with Miles Davis and the Mahavishnu Orchestra.

Monday, June 24, 2013
Supreme Court Avoids Major Ruling On Affirmative Action
The Supreme Court’s 7-1 decision to send the case back to a lower court leaves unsettled many of the 
basic questions about the continued use of race as a factor in college admissions.

This Week In Washington
We speak with NPR’s Charlie Mahtesian about likely rulings from the Supreme Court and the week 
ahead in Congress, including a key vote planned on immigration in the Senate.

Ecuador Considers Snowden’s Asylum Request
NSA leaker Edward Snowden is requesting asylum from Ecuador to avoid U.S. prosecution on 
espionage charges, but he was a no-show on a scheduled flight out of Moscow today.

Opening Statements Begin In Zimmerman Trial
Neighborhood watch volunteer George Zimmerman claims he shot Trayvon Martin, an unarmed black 
teenager, in self defense. Prosecutors say he racially profiled Martin.

Mother Of Boston Bombing Suspects Speaks Out
of the accused Boston Marathon bombers speaks to the BBC ahead of a planned visit to the U.S. for 
her son Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s first court hearing.

Bruins, Blackhawks Race For The Stanley Cup
The Chicago Blackhawks face-off against the Boston Bruins tonight, in what could be the Stanley Cup 
clincher. The Blackhawks lead the series 3-2 and need only one more win to defeat the Bruins.

Chicago’s Smith Westerns Out With New Album
Smith Westerns' third album "Soft Will" comes out June 25. (Smith Westerns/Facebook)
NPR Music’s Stephen Thompson bring us new music each week. Today he brings the song “Glossed” 
from indie rock band Smith Westerns, off their new album “Soft Will.”

Robin Young’s Thoughts On Last Day Hosting Solo
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Here & Now host Robin Young shares her thoughts and gratitude on her last day hosting the program 
alone. Here & Now expands to a two-hour show on July 1, and Jeremy Hobson starts co-hosting June 
25.

Tuesday, June 25, 2013
High Court Voids Key Part Of Voting Rights Act
The Supreme Court says a key provision of the landmark Voting Rights Act cannot be enforced until 
Congress comes up with a new formula.

‘Don’t Militarize The Border,’ Says Immigration Bill Critic
Univision news anchor Enrique Acevedo argues that adding $30 billion dollars to increase patrols and 
fencing at the U.S.-Mexico border, as the U.S. Senate wants to do, is a bad plan.

Boston Bombing Memorial Is Removed
The makeshift memorial for victims and survivors of the Boston Marathon bombings that sprang up in 
Copley Square Park was taken down by the city today. Here & Now’s Alex Ashlock was there.

A Look At Economic Impact If Court Overturns DOMA
If the Supreme Court strikes down the federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), it would have a 
significant economic impact on legally married gay couples.

Cities Are Heating Up Fast — But Don’t Have To
Cities are heating up faster than the rest of the planet. Local governments can’t do much to affect 
global trends, but they can take steps to make their own neighborhoods cooler.

Tennis Great Jimmy Connors Tells His Side In ‘The Outsider’
Former tennis world champion Jimmy Connors is out with a new memoir that The New York Times 
says does little to dispel “his reputation as a narcissistic, selfish loner.”

Wednesday, June 26, 2013
Supreme Court Strikes Down DOMA Provision
The court says legally married same-sex couples should get the same federal benefits as heterosexual 
couples. The high court also cleared the way for gay marriage in California.

Will Obama’s Ambitious New Climate Plan Work?
The president has an ambitious new plan to cut greenhouse gas emissions and lessen dependence on 
foreign oil. It would be carried out with executive orders, bypassing Congress. But will it have a real 
impact?

Texas Abortion Bill Fails
A bill in the Texas Senate that would virtually ban abortion in the state failed to pass overnight after 
Wendy Davis, a state senator from Fort Worth, staged a nearly 13-hour filibuster.

What’s Next For The Gay Rights Movement?
We take a look at what the Supreme Court rulings on the Defense of Marriage Act and Proposition 8 
mean for the gay rights movement, and what’s next in the push for marriage equality.

Holocaust Documentary Tells Of ‘Two Who Dared’
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A new film by Artemis Joukowsky tells the story of how his grandparents, an unassuming Unitarian 
minister and his wife, left their family in Massachusetts to save refugees during the Holocaust.

Thursday, June 27, 2013
Immigration Bill Faces Uncertain Fate
The U.S. Capitol is seen in Washington, Monday, June 17, 2013. (J. Scott Applewhite/AP)
The immigration reform bill is likely to pass in the U.S. Senate today, but that doesn’t mean the debate 
is over. Some members of the House have declared the bill “dead on arrival.”

Sen. Rand Paul On Immigration, Snowden, Gay Marriage
Republican U.S. Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky says he’ll vote against the immigration bill now in the 
Senate. He also comments on Edward Snowden and the recent Supreme Court rulings.

Texts, Video Cited In Charges Against Hernandez
New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez has been charged with murder, and prosecutors are 
citing surveillance video, text messages and cell phone tower data. The team has released him from the 
roster.

Early Monsoon Rains Flood India
Thousands of people in the north Indian state of Uttarakhand have been affected by devastating floods. 
At least 1,000 have died in flooding and landslides, and thousands more are stranded.

California Sorting Out What Prop 8 Ruling Means
A day after the Supreme Court effectively struck down California’s ban on same sex marriage, 
questions still remain over when same sex marriages will resume and what other legal battles are on 
the horizon.

Remembering JFK’s Visit To Ireland
Fifty years ago this week, President John F. Kennedy visited Ireland, home of his ancestors who came 
to Boston in the late 1840s. The visit marked one of the personal high points of his presidency.

Friday, June 28, 2013
Language On Trial: Rachel Jeantel
The prosecution’s star witness in the George Zimmerman trial is 19-year-old Rachel Jeantel. 
Zimmerman’s lawyer has apparently been unable to understand the way she talks.

Reports: Retired General Target Of Leaks Probe
A former vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is reportedly under investigation for allegedly 
leaking classified information about a covert cyberattack on Iran’s nuclear facilities.

Fed Officials Try To Calm Financial Markets
Federal Reserve officials are trying to calm investors and stabilize the markets by assuring them the 
Fed won’t start trimming its bond purchases until the economy has strengthened.

Dangerous Temperatures In The Southwest
Forecasters say the temperature could approach 134 degrees in Death Valley, California — that’s a 
1913 record. A postal worker just south of Death Valley tells us what it feels like there.

‘The Heat’ Offers Twist On The Buddy Cop Genre
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Like a lot of summer weekends, this weekend brings a new buddy cop movie. But this one, called “The 
Heat,” is a little different. The buddy cops are played by Melissa McCarthy and Sandra Bullock.

150 Years Since The Battle Of Gettysburg
Thousands of tourists will visit Gettysburg over the next few days to mark the 150th anniversary of the 
battle that killed or injured 51,000 Americans. How do you balance tourism and respectful 
remembrance?
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Monday, April 01, 2013
As The Old Colony Projects Come Down, A Look At Southie Then And Now
We visit South Boston with author Michael Patrick MacDonald as a crew demolishes the last of the 
Old Colony housing project buildings.

Napalm: The Devilish Brew That Changed War
Napalm is a devilish brew of jellied gasoline that sticks to human skin and burns all the way to the 
bone. It was created in a Harvard lab at the height of WWII. We’ll take a look at its military and 
cultural impacts.

Ophira Eisenberg On Her Journey To Monogamy
Comedian Ophira Eisenberg joins us to talk about her new book, “Screw Everyone: Sleeping My Way 
to Monogamy.”

Tuesday, April 02, 2013
Balancing Sex With Spirituality On Catholic Campuses
The debate between students and authorities at Boston College over the distribution of condoms has 
reignited an age old debate: how do you balance the need to educate students about the practice of safe 
sex while maintaining a respect for religious teachings?

Beacon Hill Leaders Unveil Transportation Budget
As Gov. Deval Patrick proposed one transportation reform plan, legislative leaders proposed another 
— and tax payers are left wondering how much they’ll have to pay and just what they’ll get for it.

Robert Pinsky On The Best American Poetry
Three-time Poet Laureate Robert Pinksy culled through 2,000 poems from some of America’s most 
talented and prolific poets in order to pick the best

Wednesday, April 03, 2013
U.S. Senate Candidate Gabriel Gomez
U.S. Senate candidate and former Navy SEAL and private equity manager Gabriel Gomez joins us live 
to explain why he represents a “new generation of Republican leader.”

The War On Addiction. America’s Greatest Fight?
Best-selling author David Sheff believes addiction is America’s greatest tragedy. The war on drugs has 
failed. And the dominant paradigm for addiction treatment does little to help those who need it most.

Littlefield On Sports: Rutgers Coach Fired and More March Madness
Bill Littlefield, host of Only A Game, joins us to talk about the firing of Rutgers coach Mike Rice, 
more March Madness and the 40th anniversary of Major League Baseball’s designated hitter.

Thursday, April 04, 2013
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A Women’s Roundtable On ‘Leaning In’
To working women across the world who wish to achieve their full potential, Facebook’s Chief 
Operating Officer, Sheryl Sandberg, says “lean in.” It’s the title of her new book and a call to action 
for women to take risks and embrace success in their professional lives. We hear from a roundtable of 
influential women on how applicable Sandberg’s thesis is to their own success.

Carolina Chocolate Drops Unearth The Roots Of American Roots Music
The Carolina Chocolate Drops are a young string band whose mission is simple — they are unearthing 
the African-American roots of American roots Music.

The Money It Takes To Be Mayor
The race for Mayor of Boston is quickly crowding with candidates. Today, we take a closer look at the 
money it takes to be mayor.

Friday, April 05, 2013
U.S. Senate Candidate Ed Markey
U.S. Rep. Edward Markey wants to represent the state in the U.S. Senate. He joins us to speak about 
the race.

Week In Review: Transportation, The Mayor’s Race And The Cab Industry
We discuss the week’s top stories, including a new transportation plan challenging Governor Deval 
Patrick’s $1.9 billion proposal, the latest in the Boston mayoral race, and corruption within the city’s 
taxi industry.

Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg In Boston
In her new book “Lean In,” Sheryl Sandberg gives this advice to women: take your seat the table, 
whether you think you belong there or not.

Monday, April 08, 2013
Opening Day At Fenway
The Red Sox are off to a pretty good start this spring, winning 4 of their first six games — including a 
13 to zero thrashing last night of the Toronto Blue Jays. And they’re now in sole possession of first 
place.

Can A Computer Grade An Essay?
With more and more education becoming widely available online, we are witnessing the 
democratization of education. Therefore it’s fitting that institutions are increasingly turning to 
automated grading software to mark high-stakes assessments. But can computers adequately measure 
the nuances of good writing?

Slaine’s Own ‘Boston Project’
The Boston hip hop artist George Carroll, better known as Slaine was born in Dorchester. He describes 
his childhood as “normal,” but his adolescence was shaped by a tough life in the streets — which gave 
him plenty of material for his music. “The Boston Project” is his second album — and an ode to the 
city that raised him — sometimes with a hard hand.

Tuesday, April 09, 2013
Dr. Ron Corley,  Associate Director of the BU Biolab, stand inside the Spacesuit room.
Germs And Spacesuits: Touring The BU Biolab
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Boston University won state approval for the National Emerging Infectious Disease Laboratory in 
March, despite opposition from some community leaders.

Providence Takes On The ‘Word Gap’
The city of Providence is launching a new initiative to take on “the word gap.” The term refers to the 
number of words that a child hears during his or her first few years of life. It turns out that by the time 
they’re four years old, children from higher income families hear 30-million more words than children 
from lower-income families.

Iraqi Refugees Face Challenges In Mass.
One quarter of all recent refugees now living in Massachusetts are Iraqi, a population that has swelled 
dramatically since the Iraq War began in 2003.

Treating And Preventing Injuries In Female Athletes
Boston Children’s Hospital has created a new “Female Athlete Program” with an aim to treat and 
prevent injury in girls and young women.

Wednesday, April 10, 2013
A Community Divided Over Wind Turbines
Tensions are running high in the Cape Cod community of Falmouth after last night’s Town Meeting, 
which failed to approve a measure to dismantle the town’s two wind turbines.

Coastal Development And A Changing Climate
Global sea levels are rising. Storms are getting more powerful. Homes along the Massachusetts 
coastline are in trouble. Yet, the state has not only permitted– but encouraged — development in these 
areas for hundreds of years. What should we do about coastal property today?

Sports With Bill Littlefield: UConn Takes The Big Dance
Louisville was slaughtered by an unstoppable UConn offense lead by forward Breanna Stewart. 
Stewart became the first freshman to be voted Most Valuable Player in nearly 25 years. We talk sports 
with Bill Littlefield

Samurai!
You’re about to hear a story about a man from Switzerland who is first bewitched by Japanese history 
in Paris, goes on to build a real estate empire in Dallas, Texas, then, uses the proceeds to amass one of 
the largest private collections of armor in the world, and then brings that to Boston.

Thursday, April 11, 2013
Is $16,640 Per Year A Living Wage?
Is $16,640 per year a living wage? That’s the average yearly salary for someone making the current $8 
per hour minimum wage. Some leaders are now calling for that to change. We’ll dig into both sides.

America’s First Test-Tube Baby Reflects On The History Of IVF
America’s first test-tube baby joins us for a look back at the earliest days of in-vitro fertilization here 
in Massachusetts.

Former Monkee And Philanthropist Michael Nesmith On Tour
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After The Monkees broke up in 1970, guitarist Michael Nesmith recorded a string of solo albums and 
became a philanthropist. Last month he kicked off his first solo tour in nearly 21 years and this 
Saturday plays the Somerville Theatre.

Friday, April 12, 2013
Week In Review: A Political Game Of ‘Chicken’
We discuss the week’s top stories, including the game of “chicken” between Democrats on Beacon 
Hill surrounding a new transportation and education plan, two more debates leading up to the primary 
U.S. Senate election, and an increasingly large pool of mayoral candidates.

Senate to Vote on Gun Control Bill
The first effort in 20 years to strengthen federal control laws came this week. The Senate will be voting 
on a bill that would require background checks for gun sales at gun shows. However, the bill would not 
require background checks on gun sales from private sellers or ban assault weap

Neil Swidey On Guns Made In Mass.
Boston Globe reporter Neil Swidey headed deep into “Gun Valley” in Western Mass. to check out the 
Bay State’s firearms industry.

Pinchas Zukerman and Oliver Knussen at the BSO
An unusual convergence is about to take place at the Boston Symphony Orchestra. A composer, a 
conductor, and a soloist will all perform together on stage. What’s even more unusual: the three roles 
will be filled by two men. We spoke with conductor/composer Oliver Knussen and world-renowned 
violinist Pinchas Zuckerman about the story behind the making of “Violin Concerto Opus 30″.

Monday, April 15, 2013
Explosions At The Boston Marathon
We’re getting the latest about reports of an explosion at the end of the Boston marathon course.

Life On The Frontlines
Journalist and filmmaker Sebastian Junger joins us to talk about the life and times of conflict 
photographer Tim Hetherington.

Tuesday, April 16, 2013
Latest Developments: Marathon Bombings
We’ll have a wrap up of the latest developments in the Boston Marathon bombings.

The Most Complex Crime Scene In Boston History
Police are painstakenly collecting evidence at Copley Square, the site of the Marathon bombings.

Wednesday, April 17, 2013
The History Of Marathons And Terror
41 years ago, marathon running burst into the public spotlight amid an act of terror. When Frank 
Shorter won the United States’ first gold medal in the marathon in 64 years, it followed the tragic 
murders of 11 Israeli athletes and coaches by Palestinian terrorists at the 1972 Munich Olympics.

The Man In The Cowboy Hat
Carlos Arredondo talks about running towards the blast at the Boston Marathon.
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Feds Close In On Suspect
We’ll get the latest on the search for the Boston Marathon bombing suspect.

Thursday, April 18, 2013
Remembering Martin Richard
There’s a picture that you can see online. It’s of 8-year-old Martin Richard of Dorchester holding a 
home-made sign in his classroom. The sign says, “No More Hurting People. Peace.”

The History Of Marathons And Terror
41 years ago, marathon running burst into the public spotlight amid an act of terror. When Frank 
Shorter won the United States’ first gold medal in the marathon in 64 years, it followed the tragic 
murders of 11 Israeli athletes and coaches by Palestinian terrorists at the 1972 Munich Olympics.

The Man In The Cowboy Hat
Carlos Arredondo talks about running towards the blast at the Boston Marathon.

Feds Close In On Suspect
We’ll get the latest on the search for the Boston Marathon bombing suspect.

Friday, April 19, 2013
Obama Speaks At Service
President Barack Obama, governor Deval Patrick and mayor Thom Menino were among the speakers 
at the “Heal Our City” interfaith service today.

Full-Court Press Investigation
We’ll take a look at the massive investigation underway in the Boston Marathon bombing case.

Media #FAIL
We’ll talk about the misfires in the press covering the Boston Marathon bombing.

Amputee Support
Thirteen of the 188 people injured during the Boston Marathon explosions are confirmed to be 
amputees. And there’s no doubt that those who lost limbs have a long physical and emotional journey 
ahead of them.

Monday, April 22, 2013
BREAKING NEWS: Boston On Lock-Down.
We’ll get the latest on the Boston Marathon bombing case and the search for those responsible.

Tuesday, April 23, 2013
The Investigation Continues
The investigation into the Boston bombing is already sprawling — video forensics, explosives 
reconstruction, and now, international relations. Law enforcement is trying to learn the lessons of the 
past seven days, even as it tries to reconstruct what happened and why.

Meet Candidate Sullivan
For the next few minutes, we’re going to “Meet Mike,” as in the campaign slogan for Mike Sullivan, 
Republican candidate for US Senate.
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Boston’s Islamic Community Reacts
When it became clear that this attack was likely the work of two young Muslim men, many in the 
Islamic community prepared for a possible backlash. And there has been a report of a young women 
wearing a Hijab who was verbally attacked in Malden, Massachusetts.

Boston Mourns
A city pauses for a moment of silence and reflection — and to remember the victims.

An Update From Hospitals On Bombing Victims
While federal agents move forward with charges against Marathon bombing suspect Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev, more than 40 victims remain in Boston hospitals.

Wednesday, April 24, 2013
The Challenges Ahead For Boylston Street Businesses
Injured workers, blood-stained lobbies, broken windows, and tens of thousands of dollars in damaged 
merchandise are just some of the challenges facing businesses in the aftermath of the bombing, but 
today marks the first phase of the reopening process as business owners and residents are allowed back 
into the area.

The Legal Case
Due process and the case against of the Boston marathon bomber begins.

Boston’s Medical Response A Global Model
Explosions in civilian settings are three times deadlier than those in combat, mainly because civilians 
tend to range widely in age and in health and most notably, because civilians don’t wear body armor. 
So how is it that the death toll last Monday wasn’t higher?

Thursday, April 25, 2013
Was Tsarnaev On A Watchlist?
Boston Marathon bombing suspect, Tamerlan Tsarnaev, was reportedly listed on the U.S. 
government’s highly classified centralized database of people it views as potential terrorists.

Douglas Rushkoff On Perpetual Crisis
Watching 24-hour cable news is enough to drive one crazy. The crisis is endless. Media theorist 
Douglas Rushkoff says that the new normal, the perpetual “present shock.” There’s a way forward 
though, he says, starting with dealing with crises better in the present, rather than solving problems for 
all time.

Re-Inventing The World Of Prosthetic Technology
While recovery will not be easy for many of the 14 victims who lost a foot, or a leg, or both legs in last 
week’s bombing, the advances in prosthetic limbs can offer them a lot of hope and help.

Littlefield On Sports: In The Wake Of Tragedy
Neil Diamond’s “Sweet Caroline” — a Fenway Park 7th inning-stretch ritual — became the sports 
anthem across the country in support of the people of Boston. In the wake of tragedy, the role of sports 
teams and events took on new meaning.

Friday, April 26, 2013
Week In Review: Bombing Suspect Moved, Senate Race Returns, Changes At BPS
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We’ll talk about the week’s news, including the latest on the bombing suspect, the reemergence of the 
U.S. senate candidates on the campaign trail, and a resigned at the top of the Boston Public School 
system.

Love, Patience And Alzheimer’s In ‘The Genius of Marian’
Pamela White is the daughter of renowned New England painter Marian Williams Steele. Steele 
passed away from Alzheimer’s in 2001. To remember her mother, Pamela began writing a book she 
called “The Genius of Marian.” Two years into the project, Pamela herself was diagnosed with the 
disease. Now, her son Banker, a filmmaker, is helping his mother finish telling the story of Marian 
while telling his own mother’s story in a documentary of the same title.

The Story Behind This Image
Visual imagery continues to play a key role in the Boston Marathon story. But now, we’re seeing 
images of healing, and solidarity. One of the most arresting of these images appears on the cover of the 
latest issue of Boston Magazine.

Monday, April 29, 2013
Crunch Time For Special U.S. Senate Candidates
With the primary election less than 24 hours away, the 5 Massachusetts candidates for U.S. Senate are 
giving their final push on the campaign trail today.

Post-Gaming The Manhunt
The police response to the Boston bombings was without precedent. But was it legal? Was it an 
overreaction? Was it a textbook case of urban crisis management? We’ll dig in.

Sympathy For Dzhokhar?
Anxiety and anticipation may have described most Bostonians’ emotions during the manhunt for 
Boston Marathon bombing suspect Dzhokha Tsarnaev. But for Tiziana Dearing, another emotion took 
over, sympathy and concern–for Dzhokhar.

Tuesday, April 30, 2013
What Does Jason Collins Mean For Gay Athletes?
Jason Collins became the first active, male professional athlete to openly announce that he is gay. 
Collins played a portion of the 2012-2013 NBA season with the Boston Celtics and will be a free agent 
in June.

CommonHealth: Lessons From The Battlefield Saves Marathon Victims
What happens if the three biggest arteries in the leg are unexpectedly severed? Usually, the blood loss 
is so quick and severe that it can lead to death. And yet, transit officer Richard Donohue is expected to 
make a full recovery.

The Economics Earthquake
Big news in the world of economics after a grad student at the University of Massachusetts finds a 
small error with big consequences.

May, 2013

Wednesday, May 01, 2013
‘Baseball As A Road To God’
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John Sexton is a life-long baseball fan, a devout Catholic and a serious academic — after all, he’s the 
president of New York University. These three passions converge in a course Sexton teaches called 
“Baseball as a Road to God, ” and he’s now written a book of the same title.

Special Senate Election Gets More Interesting
Republican candidate and Cohasset businessman Gabriel Gomez, won the Republican primary with 51 
percent of the vote while in the Democratic primary, Congressman Ed Markey defeated fellow 
congressman Stephen Lynch 57 percent to 43 percent.

Policing Boston: A History
From the marathon bombers manhunt, to the drug wars of the 80′s, all the way back to when British 
troops occupied the city to enforce customs laws. We’ll explore the unorthodox history of police action 
in Boston.

Thursday, May 02, 2013
The Race For Mayor
The already vast sea of candidates vying to become the next mayor of Boston got even wider yesterday 
when Charlotte Golar Richie — a former aide to Governor Deval Patrick and former chief of Boston’s 
Department of Neighborhood Development — became the the first major female candidate to enter the 
race. She joins 23 others who have filed for nomination papers, and with just a few weeks to gather the 
3,000 signatures needed to appear on the primary ballot, the heat is on.

Mercy To All Mankind
Leaders of Boston’s Muslim community have strongly condemned the Marathon Bombing. This week, 
a group of young Muslim women, called “Mercy to all Mankind” went ever farther. They organized a 
blood drive for victims of the marathon bombings.

Lessons Learned From The 2005 London Bombings
In the wake of the Boston Marathon Bombings, we reflect on the London terror attacks of 2005, 
drawing insight and discussing the lessons learned in the past eight years.

Fine And Dandy
Men’s fashion has surged back into the mainstream with reality shows and fashion blogs celebrating 
the well-dressed man. Men with that kind of sartorial savvy were once called “dandies”.

Friday, May 03, 2013
Week In Review: More Bombing Arrests, Senate Race Heats Up
The latest on the marathon bombing case, the race to fill John Kerry’s U.S. Senate seat heats up, and 
the field of candidates to be the next mayor of Boston is crowded. It’s the week in review.

Paying Tribute: Physical and Musical Marathon Memorials
In the wake of the Marathon bombings, musicians from Wellesley to Houston took to Soundcloud and 
YouTube, offering their own tribute songs as a vehicle for healing.

Paris Combo Plays Romance In All Its Forms
The 5-piece band Paris Combo formed almost 20 years ago, playing in small Parisian cafes and 
cabarets. They’ve honed a sound over the years that captures the cosmopolitan streets of Paris while 
leaving you guessing as to how their highly eclectic sound came to be.
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Monday, May 06, 2013
Interring The Infamous
We’ll take a look at the fight to bury the body of suspected Boston Marathon bombing suspect 
Tamerlan Tsarnaev and the legal quandries involved in interring the infamous.

Push To Expand Charter Schools
Depending upon your view, charter schools are the key to improving public education in America, 
including here in Massachusetts. Or, they represent a threat to a public education, shifting money and 
resources away from schools that are open to everyone, toward a small number of schools that serve a 
small group of students.

Hemingway’s Years In Cuba Documented
History and political tensions between the US and Cuba have long shrouded the over 20 years that 
author Ernest Hemingway spent in the island nation. Today all of that will change.

Tuesday, May 07, 2013
How Philosopher Daniel Dennett Thinks
On the door of his office at Tufts University, philosophy professor Daniel Dennett displays a banner 
quoting the late American writer Gore Vidal. It reads, “It is not enough to succeed; others must fail.” 
This one sentence offers a window into what motivated Dennett to pursue philosophy in the first place 
— proving others wrong.

Cambridge Pastor: Don’t Turn Away Suspect’s Body
What to do with the body of marathon bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev is among the more curious 
and unexpected questions in the wake of the tragedy. Rev. Fred Small weighs in.

Commonhealth: Treating The Intellectually Disabled
For most people who are able to see, the prospect of losing that vision is frightening. Now, imagine 
losing that vision while also having severe intellectual disabilities that cause an already-tenuous 
connection to the outside world. Restoring sight to these patients requires extra compassion and 
unorthodox medical care.

From The Internet To A Stage: Old Jews Telling Jokes
Daniel Okrent took the thriving web series, “Old Jews Telling Jokes” and with pal Peter Gethers, 
turned it into an off-Broadway show. Despite the fact that his father defined a theatrical investor as, a 
“schmuck with a pen,” Okrent jumped at the challenge.

Wednesday, May 08, 2013
How Universities Are Pursuing The Best, The Brightest–And The Wealthiest
The pursuit of prestige and revenue is clouding the mission of higher education in America — and 
raising questions about just how committed many colleges are to economic equality. That’s according 
to a report released today by the Washington-based New America Foundation.

Littlefield On Sports: Sox, Bruins, Football (The British Kind)
The Red Sox have the best record in baseball (who’d a thunk it?), the Bruins could knock the Leafs out 
of the playoffs tonight, and the greatest living soccer coach calls it quits.

A Political Shift In The First Suffolk District
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Residents in the First Suffolk District could elect the first Haitian-American woman ever to represent 
their district: Linda Dorcena Forry

Steve Earle Talks Life On ‘The Low Highway’
The Grammy Award-winning singer-songwriter and social activist sings about the everyday life of 
Americans he witnessed as he traveled cross-country.

Thursday, May 09, 2013
Congress Digs In To Boston Bombings
Boston Police Commissioner Edward Davis was in Washington today, testifying before congress about 
his department’s response to the marathon bombings.

Abandoning The Psychiatry ‘Bible’?
In a few weeks, the American Psychiatric Association releases the latest edition of what’s long been 
called the psychiatry “bible.” The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is 
what doctors use to define and diagnose mental disorders.

Time To Pay Attention To That Opening Act
When it comes to the “warm-up band” — some of you might be in the habit of lingering a the bar for 
an extra drink — just to avoid hearing them. But singer/songwriter Melissa Ferrick, who teaches 
songwriting at the Berklee College of Music, says you need to rethink that.

Friday, May 10, 2013
Week In Review: A Hearing, A Body And A Close Race
We discuss the week’s top stories, from a hearing in Washington on the Boston Marathon bombing, to 
the controversy over what to do with the body of bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev, to new polls 
showing a tighter U.S. Senate race than some would have thought.

Fight Or Flight: A History Of Adrenaline
We’re obsessed with the fight-or-flight hormone. In fact, adrenaline might be the only hormone that 
we’ve come to associate with super-human powers. With “a shot of adrenaline” we can run like 
lightening, lift up a tank and express that thrill seeker in all of us. Right? Well, maybe not.

Great Gatsby: The Opera
Over the years, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel “The Great Gatsby” has become an American classic. It has 
also inspired movies, plays, even an opera which will receive its Boston premiere this weekend.

Monday, May 13, 2013
The Governor On Leading A Post-Bombing Commonwealth
The events of April 15 and the week that followed shocked and perhaps changed this city forever. 
We’ve heard from law enforcement officials, from mayors, from first responders and from victims. 
Today, we speak to Gov. Deval Patrick, who led the commonwealth through those difficult days.

Remembering Maureen Dunn: Advocate For Families Of POWs
In spite of her own personal pain and suffering, Maureen Dunn dedicated her life to helping POWs, 
MIAs and their families. She passed away last Friday at the age of 72.

Back To The Basics With Joanne Chang
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Chef Joanne Chang ‘s second cookbook has a special section in the back–that without fanfare or flair, 
connects everything Chang has ever done, from the buche de noel to chocolate chip cookies. It’s a 
chapter on basics.

Tuesday, May 14, 2013
Consider The Leafs Fan
The epic Bruins win last night came at the expense of long-suffering Leafs fans. We’ll see how they’re 
faring in Toronto.

Jolie’s Announcement Of Double Mastectomy Opens Door For Dialogue
Local experts say that Jolie’s decision to publicly announce her preventative double mastectomy could 
empower other women to speak publicly, seeking the resources they need to make this very personal 
decision.

Aereo Comes To Boston
Beginning tomorrow, Boston residents will have another option that gives them “what they want, when 
they want it”… at least with network television. It’s called Aereo.

Mandolin Man Jimmy Ryan
Boston-based Jimmy Ryan has been into music since he was he was 12, but he says, he’s always been 
a bit of a contrarian. When he was growing up back in the 1970s, all of his buddies were playing 
guitar, and he wanted to do something different.

Wednesday, May 15, 2013
What’s Behind The ‘No Confidence’ Vote For Boston Fire Chief Abraira?
Thirteen deputy chiefs from the Boston Fire Department submitted a written “vote of no confidence” 
in Boston Fire Chief Steve Abraira. The letter to Mayor Menino, dated April 26, raised questions of 
leadership and skirted responsibilities.

Why Investing In Employees Pays Off
Good jobs with good wages — It’s what everybody wants, but millions of Americans have bad jobs. 
They endure low wages, poor benefits and few opportunities for advancement.

One Month Later: Reflecting On The Boston Marathon Bombings
One month after the bombings, I still can’t stop thinking about what happened that day. And know I’m 
not alone.

The Chameleon Arts Ensemble Takes On The 20th Century
The magic in music — whether it be transforming notes from devilish to delightful, or the sheer, 
dream-like quality of early 20th century compositions — that magic is at the heart of the Chameleon 
Arts Ensemble’s 15th Anniversary Season Finale, titled “Mystic Moons and Dream Music”.

Thursday, May 16, 2013
One Fund’s Kenneth Feinberg
Kenneth Feinberg, a lawyer in Washington, D.C. has been putting a price on pain for decades.

Damien Echols On ‘Life After Death’
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Damien Echols spent 18 years on Arkansas’s death row for a crime he says he didn’t commit. The case 
against them was controversial, and according to many, flawed. In 2011, after almost two decades in 
jail, they were released — in a complicated deal that fell short of full exoneration.

The Roots And Reasoning Behind ‘Boston Strong’
From “LIVESTRONG,” to “Army Strong,” to “Boston Strong:” verbal brands and memes provide a 
slogan to get behind and a rallying cry to join. But where did this pattern begin?

Friday, May 17, 2013
Smith And Wesson Tops The Globe 100 List
In the face of mounting public debate around gun control, Smith & Wesson’s sales increased 85 
percent in 2012, catapulting the Massachusetts based company to the top of the Globe 100 list.

Week In Review: A Boat Note, One Fund, Fire Chief Controversy
We’ll hear the latest on the Boston Marathon bombings case, the new plan to distribute the One Fund 
Boston money, and hear some lessons-learned from Governor Deval Patrick.

Bad Rabbits Spreads Some ‘American Love’
When you first the music of the Boston based band, Bad Rabbits, it’s reminiscent of classic R&B, with 
shades of disco. But it’s not so easy to classify. It’s kick-back party music — a blend of R&B, rock, 
funk, and maybe something else, as well.

Brimfield Antique Show
Lovers of all things vintage can head to western Massachusetts this weekend to the Brimfield Antique 
Show. Its the largest flea market in the country, bursting with time-worn treasures. Producer Meara 
Sharma spent the day there yesterday, and returned with a few treasures — and voices — from the 
show.

Carol Johnson Reflects On Six Years As Superintendent Of Boston Public Schools
Outgoing Boston Public School Superintendent Carol Johnson talked with Meghna about her time at 
the helm of the city’s school system.

Monday, May 20, 2013
The Robotics Revolution In Boston
The epicenter of that robotics revolution isn’t Silicon Valley. It’s in greater Boston. There are about 
100 robotics companies in the region, more than two dozen research programs, employing 3,200 
people with sales from companies approaching $2 billion. Sure, the military is a lucrative sector, but 
robotics has gone far beyond drones.

U.S. Senate Race Heats Up With Visit From McCain
Republican Senator and former presidential candidate, John McCain, visited a rally for Republican US 
Senate candidate, Gabriel Gomez, today in Dorchester. The special election for the Massachusetts seat 
is June 25.

Vermont Legalizes Physician-Assisted Suicide
The Vermont state legislature passed a so-called death with dignity bill last week. And in so doing, it 
became the first state to approve such a measure through legislative efforts, rather than through a voter 
referendum.
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‘Bad Chemistry’: WBUR Analysis Of Drug Lab Crisis
An original multimedia journalism site launches today on WBUR.org, providing original analysis on 
more than two million pieces of data related to the Jamaica Plain drug lab scandal.

Tuesday, May 21, 2013
What Would A ‘Twister Sister’ Do In Oklahoma?
Few know the recovery process better than the O’Neill sisters of Monson, Mass., who took charge of 
organizing the relief effort when a tornado ripped through their community almost two years ago. 
Caitria O’Neill joins us to offer a sense of what the town of Moore, Oklahoma, will be grappling with 
in the days, months, and years to come.

Race And IQ At Harvard
We’ll talk about race, IQ, and academic freedom at Harvard.

‘A Dog Walks Into a Nursing Home….’
“Therapy dogs” have been in the news a lot lately. After the Newtown school shooting, after the 
Boston Marathon bombings. Now in the wake of the devastating Oklahoma tornadoes, therapy dogs 
may find another population to comfort. Author Sue Halpern has just written a book about the therapy 
dog in her life, a labradoodle named “Pransky.”

‘Pirates of Penzance’ Reimagined–At The Beach
When Gilbert and Sullivan wrote their comedic operetta “The Pirates of Penzance” they probably 
pictured actors with eye patches — not beach shorts.
Comments

Wednesday, May 22, 2013
Olympia Snowe On Washington Moderates
In Washington these days, the only thing rarer than a camera-shy politician, is a moderate one. That’s 
the way politics works in 2013.

Political Rundown: Lt. Gov. Murray Announces Resignation, Senate Race Heats Up
In local political news today, Lt. Gov. Timothy Murray confirms his resignation from office and new 
TV ads in the US Senate race signal a significant shift in tone.

Saying ‘No’ To EdX
One of the biggest online ventures in higher education got even bigger today. Fifteen more colleges 
and universities, including Boston University and Berklee College of Music, have joined EdX — the 
not-for-profit online initiative launched a year ago by MIT and Harvard.

Thursday, May 23, 2013
Littlefield on Sports: Bruins And Oklahoma City
The Bruins face off against the New York Rangers tonight in Madison Square Garden for the fourth 
game of the Eastern Conference semifinals.

New Economic Forecast Suggests Surge In Manufacturing
Projecting a boom in manufacturing jobs, the New England Economic Partnership releases a promising 
five-year forecast for Massachusetts and the region as a whole.

Good Reads For The Summer
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We’re talking about some great summer reading recommendations — many of them with a local 
connection to Boston and New England.

The National, Fun, Dirty Projectors Play Boston In New Music Festival
Nineteen acts will take over City Hall Plaza this weekend in the first Boston Calling Music Festival. 
Many are saying the event is a Vitamin D shot for Boston’s music scene and City Hall Plaza itself. We 
preview the bands and talk to some of the organizers to peek behind the scenes.

Friday, May 24, 2013
Week In Review: A ‘Dirty’ Senate Race, A Resignation And An Orlando Man
We discuss the week’s top stories, including the fatal shooting of a man in Orlando with connections to 
Marathon bombing suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev, an increasingly ugly Senate race, and the resignation 
of Lieutenant Governor Tim Murray.

Joe Ureneck: The First Suffolk District’s Republican Candidate
A special election for the state Senate seat in the First Suffolk District is next Tuesday. Republican 
candidate, Joe Ureneck, is hoping voters are willing to look beyond party lines.

Classic New England Fare For Today’s Taste Buds
Chicken and Dumplings. Cheese woodchuck. Succotash. Marlborough Pie. This might sound like a 
feast from a turn-of-the-century New England kitchen. But in fact, these are just some of the dishes 
that appear in a new cookbook from Yankee Magazine’s Lifestyle Editor, Amy Traverso.

Monday, May 27, 2013
‘Shortly Thereafter’: Poems Inspired By The Afghan War
Colin Halloran, a young Afghanistan veteran from New England has written a poetry collection and 
memoir about his experiences in the war. It’s called “Shortly Thereafter.”

How Beer Helped Baseball Become America’s Pastime
Vaudeville performer Jack Norworth wrote the song “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” in 1908 while 
riding on a subway train. Albert Von Tilzer set the words to music, and that same year, Edward 
Meeker recorded it.

Gangstagrass: Johnny Cash Meets Jay-Z
At first glance, it doesn’t seem a likely recipe for success but don’t say that to Rench, the musical 
brains behind the Brooklyn-based project Gangstagrass.

Tuesday, May 28, 2013
Yawkey Way: A Sweetheart Deal For the Sox?
On game days at Fenway Park, the public street, “Yawkey Way” is actually turned into a private 
marketplace leased from the city and operated for the benefit of the Red Sox.

The Making Of A Monster In ‘Whitey’
How did James Bulger of South Boston become the ruthless “Whitey?” Dick Lehr and Gerald O’Neill, 
co-authors of the award-winning book Black Mass, explore the “making of the monster” in a new book 
titled “Whitey: The Life of America’s Most Notorious Mob Boss.” Dick Lehr recently joined us to 
trace some of this history.

John F. Kennedy’s Greatest Speech
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“A Strategy of Peace” was remarkable, both in its departure from hostile Cold War rhetoric and in its 
empathy towards the Soviet Union. It came just months after the two super powers walked to the brink 
of nuclear war during the Cuban Missile Crisis.

The Sounds Of Cape Cod, Captured
Imagine the sounds of summer in New England., Perhaps you hear the crashing of waves or the sharp 
whistle of a ferry: whatever it is, sound can transport us back to a place and time. That’s exactly what 
Steve Wilkes had in mind when he created the project “Hear Cape Cod.”

Wednesday, May 29, 2013
State Welfare Program Examined
The office of the state auditor has identified more than eleven hundred welfare recipients in the 
Commonwealth who are–dead. If true, it means somebody, or some people have fraudulently pocketed 
almost 2.4 million dollars in state benefits. Yet there are critics of the latest report who say it 
exaggerates the problem.

Going Inside The Marathon Investigation In ‘Manhunt’
In the moments after two bombs exploded near the finish line of the Boston Marathon last month, 
detectives around the country had already begun their investigation into the attack.

Think Money Can’t Buy Happiness? Try Spending It Right.
We speak with the authors of a new book on how to spend smarter to be happier.

Littlefield On Sports: Bruins, Heat/Pacers, Gay Athletes
In sports news this week, the Bruins lace-up for their Eastern Conference finals this weekend against 
the Pittsburgh Penguins. The Red Sox stay in first place. And the NBA playoffs heat up. We’ll talk 
about it all with Bill Littlefield, host of NPR’s Only a Game, who joins us each Wedensday.

Thursday, May 30, 2013
Coakley Sues NOAA Over Catch Limits
In response to these findings, and at the recommendation of the New England Fishery Management 
Council, NOAA announced at the end of April that it would further decrease the catch limits for some 
key groundfish stocks — like cod — in the 2013 fishing year, which officially began on May 1st. 
Today, at the historic Boston Fish Pier, Attorney General Martha Coakley convened a press conference 
announcing a law suit against NOAA, claiming the economic well-being of Massachusetts fishermen 
was being neglected.

A Poetic Commemoration
Richard Blanco became nationally recognized after reading his poem, One Today, at President 
Obama’s second inauguration. He’s debuting an original poem at tonight’s Boston Strong concert.

How Should Boston Remember The Marathon Bombings?
The city has begun to heal, but a big question is being asked: How should the city remember — or 
memorialize — the events of April 15?

ARTery At Mount Auburn Cemetery
Time now for this week’s ARTery segment, where we talk to the savviest of the arts community in 
Boston about what events, exhibits, and in the case, locations, speak to them.
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Friday, May 31, 2013
The Powerful Boston Redevelopment Authority
The city of Boston has a Byzantine process for planning and authorizing major development projects, 
one that many other cities long-ago abandoned.

Week In Review: ‘Fishy Business’ Edition
We take a look back at some of this week’s top stories, from Attorney General Martha Coakley’s 
lawsuit against NOAA, to news that the Orlando man fatally shot by FBI agents was unarmed, to a 
new report from the state auditor showing millions of welfare dollars were distributed to supposedly 
deceased recipients.

June, 2013

Monday, June 03, 2013
‘Whitey’ Bulger Trial Opens This Week
The platinum colored hair that earned him his nickname is gone, but the city is still fascinated with the 
man that ran the Winter Hill Gang.

Children’s Mental Health In Mass.: An Examination
What is really facing children and their parents when it comes to mental health services in 
Massachusetts?

And The Tony Goes To… The Huntington!
Bostonians have good reason to tune in to Sunday’s Tony Awards, as our very own Huntington 
Theatre Company is receiving the 2013 Regional Theatre Award.

Why Did Environmental Police Kill A Bear In Newton?
Massachusetts Environmental Police say they tried to tranquilize a young black bear found in a tree in 
Newton over the weekend. But the tranquilizer gun malfunctioned, so the bear was shot and killed.

Tuesday, June 04, 2013
Jury Selection For The ‘Trial Of The Century’
Jury selection in the trial of James “Whitey” Bulger began today. Judge Denise J. Casper’s “rule 
number one” for citizens called to jury duty: Ignore media coverage of the case. But, ignoring media 
coverage may well be impossible, as the trial of Boston’s most notorious gangster is the highest-profile 
case the region has seen in some time.

An Academic Leader’s Questionable Credentials
A Globe story calls into question the professional virtues of Leslie Cohen Berlowitz, current president 
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Genealogy’s Renaissance
In the past few years, genealogy — like so many fields — has undergone a tech boom. There are 
television shows, online databases, and DNA tests, have transformed the once quaint pastime of 
searching through dusty old documents.

Can HPV Cause Throat Cancer?
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Actor Michael Douglas made an interesting claim about what caused the throat cancer he was 
diagnosed with in 2010 — oral sex.

Wednesday, June 05, 2013
Previewing The First Senate Debate
Three weeks from today, we will finally know who will fill John Kerry’s vacated Massachusetts seat in 
the U.S. Senate. The candidates face-off in their first debate tonight, and the sparks are expected to fly 
on everything from gun control to the federal deficit.

City Water
On October 25th, 1848, Bostonians gathered on Boston Common for a spectacular moment in the 
city’s history. Mayor Josiah Quincy Junior gave the signal, and workers opened the valve — and a 
gush of water shot toward the sky — towering about the trees and buildings, reflecting the crimson 
rays of the setting sun.

The Cast of Characters at the Bulger Trial
When the trial of James “Whitey” Bulger gets into full swing, key figures from Boston’s old mob 
world will be among the witnesses expected to take the stand.

The Mob Today
Organized crime has changed dramatically since the days when Whitey Bulger’s Winter Hill Gang 
terrorized the city with mob hits, firebombs, and powerful underworld muscle. So the cosa norstra has 
lost its power; Whitey Bulger is on trial. But are there other organized criminal groups taking their 
place?

Thursday, June 06, 2013
Elizabeth Warren On Student Loans
One trillion dollars. That’s how much Americans owe in outstanding student loans. The heavy debt 
burden is a drag on the economy, and tough on young people starting out in life. And that burden is 
about to get a whole lot heavier.

The Remarkable Turnaround Of The Orchard Gardens School
At one time, Orchard Gardens was one of the five worst schools in all of Massachusetts. All that 
changed three years ago when Principal Andrew Bott first arrived.

Classical Music Fans, Take Note: Rachmaninoff Wrote Operas, Too
When you think of Sergei Rachmaninoff, the Russian born composer, maybe you think of his epic 
piano works, maybe his symphonies. But opera?

What Arts Education Can Do
What do the arts actually teach? Is there a link between academic performance and art classes? And if 
schools are already cash-strapped, why should they invest in the arts?

Friday, June 07, 2013
Week In Review: NSA Surveillance, Senate Debate, Bulger Jury
We discuss this week’s top stories, from the discovery that the National Security Agency has been 
collecting the phone and Internet records of law-abiding citizens, to the first face-off between the U.S. 
Senate candidates, to the grueling jury selection process in the trial of James “Whitey” Bulger.
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Gay Rights Roots In Boston
In the coming weeks, the Supreme Court in Washington will issue its two major decisions on same sex 
marriage rights. And that’s just the latest development in what has been an extraordinary few years for 
the gay rights movement.

And Now It’s Her Turn: Aoife O’Donovan Debuts Solo Album
For years, Aoife O’Donovan fronted Crooked Still, a band she helped form in 2001 at the New 
England Conservatory. But now, it’s her turn to go it alone. On June 11th, she releases her debut album 
“Fossils.”

Monday, June 10, 2013
Remembering Paul Cellucci
Paul Cellucci passed away on Saturday at the age of 65 — after a five-year battle with Lou Gehrig’s 
disease. He spent three decades in Massachusetts politics.

Experts: Know Career Prospects Before Choosing Degree
A new report suggests that not all degrees are created equal.

Novelist Claire Messud
Claire Messud’s new novel is “The Woman Upstairs.”

Tuesday, June 11, 2013
Bulger Jury Seated
We’ll start today with eight men and four women: and the trial of reputed mobster James “Whitey” 
Bulger. Today, Judge Denise Casper officially swore in 12 jurors and 6 alternates who will serve for 
what’s expected to be a 4-month trial.

Marvin Kalb On ‘The Road To War’
Article One, Section Eight of the Constitution says, “Congress shall have the power…to declare war.” 
And yet, the United States has gone to war again and again without a formal congressional declaration 
of war.

CommonHealth: Demystifying Vitamins
Most of us take vitamins because we think they give us the extra nutrients we need for good health. 
But studies show large doses of supplemental vitamins can actually be harmful.

Senate Race: T-Minus Two Weeks
The special election to fill the Senate seat vacated by Secretary of State John Kerry is just two weeks 
away. A new WBUR poll released today shows Democratic Congressman Ed Markey leading his 
Republican challenger Gabriel Gomez by seven points as the candidates meet for their second debate 
tonight in Springfield, Massachusetts.

Wednesday, June 12, 2013
Bulger Trial Opening Statements
Federal prosecutors told jurors today that James Whitey Bulger was “a hands-on killer who led an 
extensive criminal enterprise.” In their opening statements, prosecutors outlined their case against 
Bulger, who is accused of 19 murders while overseeing Boston’s criminal underworld — and a long 
reign of terror — that lasted for decades.
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Littlefield On Sports: Bruins Tonight, Doc’s Future, Tebow Signs
The Bruins start their quest for Lord Stanley’s Cup tonight. The Red Sox are in first place. And the 
Patriots added a big-name bench-warmer to the roster.

Should The Mass. Minimum Wage Go Up?
The Massachusetts minimum wage is 8 dollars per hour. That’s higher than the federal minimum 
wage. But, the Bay State rate hasn’t grown, or been adjusted for inflation, since it was raised to the 8-
dollar mark in 2008. That could change.

Singer Dar Williams Debuts With Full Symphony
Dar Williams is a major force in the American folk scene. The New Yorker called her “one of 
America’s very best singer-songwriters.” But this weekend, she’s trying something new, making her 
debut with a full symphony orchestra.

Thursday, June 13, 2013
Supreme Court Rules Human Genes Cannot Be Patented
The Supreme Court has ruled unanimously that human genes isolated from the body cannot be 
patented. The ruling is a victory for scientists and doctors who argue that patents interfere with 
research and medical care. Its impact on the biotechnology industry could be profound.

A Father’s Journey to Become His Son’s Caddie
But, in golf, there is a shoulder to lean on, a light in dark places– a shepherd. The caddie. Writer Don 
Snyder knows a thing or three about caddying. When his son wanted to be a pro golfer, Snyder went 
back to school. Caddy school. In Scotland.

MASS MoCA: Always Worth The Drive
When you walk into the Mass MoCA, you are immediately struck by it’s size, it’s soaring ceilings. 
What you may not know is that the history of the building spans some two hundred years of economic 
and industrial development in New England.

Friday, June 14, 2013
Week In Review: Cellucci Remembered, Bulger On Trial, FBI Admits Lapse
James ‘Whitey’ Bulger goes on trial. Remembering former governor Paul Cellucci. And the FBI 
admits to mistakes before the Boston bombings.

Post-Recession, Emotional Scars Persist
Almost five years since the Great recession hit Massachusetts and the nation, it looks like we have 
weathered the storm. But for plenty of people, the psychological scars of the recession still remain.

What Michelangelo Didn’t Want You To See
What you may not know, is that the genius of Michelangelo goes beyond painting, fresco and sculpture 
and extends into the fields of architecture, engineering, and drawing.

Monday, June 17, 2013
Bulger Trial, Week 2: Former Hitman John Martorano Takes The Stand
Martorano was a close associate of Whitey Bulger, who spent 12 years in prison for his crimes. He 
struck a deal with federal prosecutors and is now a key witness in the case against Bulger, who’s on 
trial for 19 murders, extortion and racketeering.
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Senate Candidate Gabriel Gomez
In a week and a day, Massachusetts voters will head to the polls to fill the U.S. senate seat vacated by 
Secretary of State, John Kerry. Gabriel Gomez joins us to talk about why he’s the man for the job.

Want To Be A Digital Cosmopolitan? Rewire.
We live in a hyper-connected age: the Internet, satellite TV, and mobile phone technology make it 
possible for us to share information, ideas and culture with people from all over the world. But MIT’s 
Ethan Zuckerman says that while it is easier than ever to share information and perspectives, many of 
us are actually getting a much narrower view of the world than we did when we were less connected.

Tuesday, June 18, 2013
“Judas Was A Rat” And More From The Bulger Trail
In Federal court today, John Martorano, the former right hand man and enforcer for Boston mobster, 
James “Whitey” Bulger was back on the stand. Martorano has admitted to killing twenty people, and as 
a key witness for the prosecution, he has linked Bulger to some of the murders.

Sec. Polanowicz On The Health Of Our State
We’re joined by the Secretary of Health and Human Services for Massachusetts, John Polanowicz, to 
discuss everything from controlling the state’s healthcare costs to implementing the usage of medical 
marijuana.

FBI Special Agent Richard DesLauriers
The man who headed the Boston field office of the FBI after more than 25 years in the Bureau. We’ll 
talk to him about his career in the Bureau, the hunt for the Boston bombers, the capture of James 
‘Whitey’ Bulger, and the arrest of ten Russian spies.

Wednesday, June 19, 2013
The Special U.S. Senate Election’s Final Debate
With election day just one week away, and with the most recent poll showing Democratic 
Congressman Ed Markey 13 points ahead of Republican Gabriel Gomez, what effect could the final 
debate have on the outcome of the special U.S. Senate election?

Littlefield On Sports: Bruins, Aaron Hernandez, Soccer Riots In Brazil
There’s lots to talk about in the world of sports this week. The Bruins face off tonight in game four of 
the Stanley Cup finals here in Boston. Police are questioning Patriots star tight end Aaron Hernandez 
in connection with a murder. And 200,000 people took to the streets in Brazil, to protest… the World 
Cup?

Will A Longer Academic Year Improve Our Schools?
Across the country, including here in Massachusetts, schools are experimenting with a longer school 
year. But the accepted wisdom that a longer school year — and more time in school — leads to better 
academic results is actually not a given.

Ta-Nehisi Coates On MIT
What is the most important quality of a really great writer? What is that one thing she must have?

Thursday, June 20, 2013
Five Days Until Voting Day
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Five days to go before the special election to fill the senate seat vacated by Secretary of State John 
Kerry. The sprint to the finish is on.

Bad Chemistry
It’s been almost a year since the Hinton Drug Lab in Jamaica Plain was closed and former chemist 
Annie Dookhan was charged with falsifying drug tests.

Women And The Workplace: Giving Credit Where It Is Due
A a new study finds that women are more likely to give credit to male team members, even if it means 
diminishing their own contributions. Why? And what impact does this tendency have on the 
workplace?

Surf Rock: Still Making Waves
In today’s ARTery segment, we dive into the world of surf rock with writer and musician Amelia 
Mason.

Friday, June 21, 2013
Week In Review: Senate Race, Bulger Drama, First Night Broke
The race to fill John Kerry’s senate seat gets to its final days. Dramatic testimony in the case of James 
‘Whitey’ Bulger. And after 40 years, First Night in Boston comes to an end.

New Poems from Stephen Burt: Belmont
Stephen Burt has just published his third poetry collection. It’s called, “Belmont”, the town he calls 
home.

Cuban Jazz Virtuoso Harold Lopez-Nussa
Harold Lopez-Nussa from Havana, Cuba is a rising young star in the international jazz scene. To hear 
him play, and to see him play, is thrilling. His style reflects traditional jazz influences, but it’s also 
infused with a distinct Afro-Cuban sound, rhythm and energy.

Monday, June 24, 2013
Political Roundtable: The Final Hours In The U.S. Senate Race
The candidates in the special U.S. Senate election spent the weekend criss-crossing the state to make 
their final pitches to voters. With just hours to go before election day, the most recent polls have shown 
that the outcome will all come down to who shows up at the polls tomorrow.

Colum McCann On His New Novel, History And Healing After Sandy Hook
McCann’s latest novel is “Transatlantic.” It spans more than 150 years, two continents and three 
turning points in history.

Tuesday, June 25, 2013
Supreme Court Strikes Down Voting Rights Act Provisions
In a 5-4 decision, the justices invalidated a key section of the Voting Rights Act, effectively striking 
down federal oversight of voting laws in nine states.

TEDx Live: Face Transplants
Dr. Bohdan Pomahac is the Director of the Burn Center and Plastic Surgery Transplantation at 
Brigham & Women’s Hospital, and earlier that year, he led the team that performed the first full face 
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transplant in the United States. He began his TED talk by offering a sense of how revolutionary this 
idea really was.

TEDx Live: Youthquake In The Muslim World
Farah Pandith is a first in the U.S. government. She’s been serving as a Special Representative to 
Muslim Communities for the United States Department of State, a position that didn’t exist, before she 
took the job.

TEDx Live: Water, Water Everywhere
Water, water everywhere. But only 0.3 percent of the world’s water is fresh water on the surface and 
ready to drink. As a consequence, there’s a huge and growing market for companies that can turn non-
potable water into clean, drinkable, life-sustaining H20.

Wednesday, June 26, 2013
Moral Injury: The Emotional and Psychological Wounds Of War
An estimated 22 American veterans kill themselves every day. And suicide among men and women on 
active duty hit a record last year — at 349. The question is, why? What’s going on?

Sen.-Elect Edward Markey’s Next Steps
Last night, Democratic Congressman Edward Markey became Sen.-elect Edward Markey. But, he isn’t 
exactly a freshman politician of course.

Aaron Hernandez, Patriots Tight End, Charged With Murder
After days of investigation and suspicion, police have arrested New England Patriots tight end Aaron 
Hernandez.

Two Landmark Rulings By Nation’s Highest Court Bolster Gay Marriage
Gay marriage advocates gathered on the steps of the Supreme Court cheered this morning, as the court 
issued a pair of landmark rulings on same-sex marriage.

Thursday, June 27, 2013
Aaron Hernandez And A Horrible Crime
Prosecutors laid out in extraordinary detail the events leading up to the murder of Odin Lloyd in North 
Attleborough last week, charging former Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez with the horrible crime.

Marathon Bombing Suspect Indicted
Suspect Dzhokhar Tsarnaev will face a 30-count grand jury indictment charging him with the use of 
weapons of mass destruction and the killing of four people.

Historic SCOTUS Ruling On Gay Rights
The Supreme Court’s dual rulings on gay marriage this week have been called “landmark”… 
“historic”… a “turning point for gay civil rights in America”. It is, undoubtedly, many of these 
things… but if you take a step back, where does this moment fall in the long historical arc of gay 
activism in America? And what does it tell us about the push-pull relationship between the legal and 
cultural evolution of the country?

Eugene Mirman Brings The Laughs Back Home
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The Lexington-native’s stand-up career began in Harvard Square the summer after high school, before 
going on to Hampshire College to major in comedy. He’s now known for roles on the hit shows 
“Bob’s Burgers” and “Flight of the Conchords.”

Friday, June 28, 2013
Week In Review: DOMA, Hernandez, Markey Wins
It was a whirlwind of a week, from yesterday’s 30-count indictment of Boston Marathon bombing 
suspect Jahar Tsarnaev, the arrest and investigation into Patriots tight-end Aaron Hernandez for 
murder, and a momentous decision from the Supreme Court on the Defense of Marriage Act.

Father Of Marine With Overturned Murder Conviction: ‘Larry Was A Scapegoat’
The U.S. military’s highest court has overturned the murder conviction of a Marine from 
Massachusetts. But the case is still far from over. WBUR’s Bruce Gellerman spoke with the Marine’s 
father.

ChopChop: How To Cook With Kids
Getting your kids to eat their vegetables–not an easy task. But getting your kids to cook their own 
vegetables? Forget it. The Watertown-based magazine ChopChop says don’t sweat it; founder Sally 
Sampson has been motivating kids and families to spend time in their own kitchens since 2010.


